IRISH CRUISING CLUB
1972 Annual

HON. EDITOR’S NOTE
Once again just the right number of members have sent in accounts of their cruising
to enable all to be published in an Annual of much the usual size. The 400 readers
should be grateful to these two dozen members, for to compose a narrative from a log
book takes a little time and several have in addition provided a selection of enlarged
photographs for reproduction. It is good to see some new names in the list of contributors
and also to see(on page !01) that a few members have responded to the request for a brief
account of their cruising; it is hoped that many more will follow their example next year
so that the Annual will provide a better record of members’ activities.
I must thank contributors for the general high standard of presentation of material,
which aids accurate reproduction, and apologise for any errors which have nevertheless
crept in. Members were asked to use not more than an average of 200 words per day of
the cruise described, with an overall maximum of 5,000 words; it can be seen that most
kept well within these limits. One or two sent in rather long accounts and I apologise to
these for having to leave out some good bits in attempting to shorten them without
destroying the continuity of narrative. Most of the contributions were received in good
time and it is regretted that the Annual has appeared much later than usual due to a
breakdown in the printer’s equipment.
R.P.C.
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HONORARY SECRETARY’S REPORT FOR 1972
Committee Meetings. Five meetings were held during the year, all in the R. St.
George YoC., Dun Laoghaire, to whose committee we are most indebted for the provision
of a suitable room.
Annual General Meeting. This was likewise held in the R. St. George Y.C., on 24th
March 1972, and was attended by 48 members and followed by an informal supper to the
evident approval of all present°
Local Meetings were held in Cork on 13th November, Dublin on 15th November and
Belfast on 16th January°
Annual Dinner. This was held on 4th November 1972 at Breaffy House Hotel,
Castlebar, 132 members and guests attending. This was the first Annual Dinner the Club
has ever held at any distance from Belfast, Cork or Dublin with the result that practically
all present slept where they dined (the surplus to the hotel’s capacity being conveyed to
their Westport hotel). The participants certainly approved and it has been suggested that the
dinner should always be held in a country or coastal hotel.
The Cruising Club of America held a cruise in N.Wo Spain at the end of July to mark
their 50th Anniversary and kindly invited RoCoCo and I.C.C. members to join them. Several
of our members planned to do this but in the event only three yachts were able to get there.
The cruise is described on pages 71 and 76/78. John Guinness, who represented the Club,
has received the following letter from James Michael, C.C.A. Commodore.
I thought you and the members of the Irish Cruising Club would be pleased to know that the
two lovely decanters that you presented to the Cruising Club of America on the occasion of
our cruise in Spain this summer were put to good use on the occasion of our annual meeting
on November 9, 1972o They were displayed on a table at the entrance to the Model Room of
the New York Yacht Club, where our meeting convened, appropriately filled with Irish
whiskey, with the invitation to all present to partake thereof. 1can assure you that the evening
was an outstanding success and I have been asked by the membership to express to you once
again our sincere thanks for your very gracious gift.

Membership. We record with deep regret the death during the year of the following
members (see notices pages vii and viii).
D. C. L. Cree
Commander G. Crosbie

Dr. N. McI. Falkiner
H.P. Goodbody

T.G. Kirkham
Dr. A. H. Masser

Dr. Eo S. Tweedy has resigned his membership, having left Howth to settle in New
Zealand. During the year 17 new members were elected.
End of Season Rallies. Northern boats gathered at Stmngford on 16th September,
southern boats at East Ferry on 8th October. On the East coast a programme for a muster
at an anchorage northwards of Howth had been organised, with a competition for the
Rockabill Trophy. Unfortunately the date chosen turned out to be the only bad week-end
in the whole beautiful autumn. Six Dun Laoghaire yachts followed the Commodore’s
Meermin across to Howth On the Saturday evening but on Sunday morning, 1 st October,
all remained weather-bound in port and parties were held on two rafts of yachts.
Cruising Trophies. These are the subject of a special report, following this, by the
Vice-Commodore, Peter Bunting, who at the Committee’s request undertook the difficult
task of adjudication. Our congratulations to the winners, Jonathan Virden, Dickie Gomes
and Chris Green.
Race Results
GREER TROPHY: Howth/Holyhead
DONEGAN MEMORIAL TROPHY:
Puffin Sd./Morecambe Bay/
Rockabill/Holyhead
WATERFORD HARBOUR S.C. CUP:
Islands Race
WYBRANTS CUP:
Cork/Fastnet/Baltimore
CORK/BALTIMORE:
"B" Section
WRIGHT SALVER:
Dun-£aoghaire/Arklow
AUGUST RACE:
Cork/Fastnet/SchuU
AUGUST RACE:
Cork/Schull
"B" Section

1st Class A and Overall:
1st Class II and Overall:
2nd Class V
3rd, 1st Class IV, 2nd I.C.C.
1 st
2nd
1 st
2nd
3rd
1 st
2nd
3rd
1 st
2nd
3rd
1 st
2nd
3rd
1 st
2nd
3rd

iv.

Alouette de Met
Tritsch-Tratsch
Alouette de Met
Korsar
Moonduster
Gay Gannet
Fionnuala
Cecille
Gay Gannet
War~i~
Sonata
Ballerina
Tryphena
Tjaldur
Gailey Bay
Cecille
Melisande
Gay Gannet
Querida
Hi-Brasail
Jap

J. Sisk
O. Glaser
J. Sisk
J. Mackeown
D.N. Doyle
A. O’Leary
J.C. Love
G. Radley
A. O’Leary
N. Hegarty
C. Doyle
R.J. Fielding
F. Ryan
M. Collins
L. Sheil
G. Radley
P. Cagney
A. O’Leary
W. Walsh
G. Kenefick
P. Walsh

Club Publications
Sailing Directions for East and North Coasts of Ireland (5th ed.) ......
£2.20
Sailing Directions for South and West Coasts of Ireland (4th ed.) ......
£2.20
Club Log Book in loose-leaf binder ..................
£1.90
Refills for log book ..................
85p
Extra copies of this 1972 Annual ..................
£1.10
Back numbers of the Annual (all years not available) .......... 60p
These prices include postage. Orders and payment for these books should be sent to
Mrs. Guinness, Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin.
In conclusion I must record the thanks of the Committee, with which I am sure all
members would wish to be associated, to Paul Campbell for the time and care he has
devoted to the production of this Annual which, in my opinion, is a credit to the Club.
A. Dunn

CHALLENGE CUP AWARDS 1972
by P. J. Bunting, Vice Commodore
Members’ logs this year covered cruises from as far apart as the Canary Islands and
Norway. Spain and the West Coast of Scotland were also much visited by I.C.C. members.
Clayton Love sailed Galcador out to the Canary Islands late in 1971 and, while
approving of the climate, was not greatly impressed with the islands as a cruising ground.
On the return trip in heavy weather and at night an accident occurred which is the dread,
I believe, of all cruising men. The plain factual description of what ensued will not conceal
from the readers of this journal the courage and seamanship with which Clayton and his
crew responded.
Richard SeweU in Thalassa gave an account of the return trip from Gibraltar to
Plymouth. The cruise was of 1320 miles - taken from the chart and not from the faulty
log - which on top of a poor-fitting-out in Gibraltar was one of the problems with which
he had to contend. One of his crew had a splendid line in repartee which, as the owner of
an elderly boat, I have stored for future use.
John Guinness sailed Sule Skerry out to Bayona to join the C.C.A. cruise in company.
Jennifer’s account of the sail out, the cruising on the coast and the passage home is most
interesting. I now know the significance of "deck ape" which has puzzled me since I first
saw it on a tee-shirt at the Howth Rally. On the round trip Sule Skerry covered 1668 miles
coping during the cruise with a case of appendicitis, and having two yoang children pulling
their weight in the crew on the last 774 miles.

Jonathan Virden in Sharavoge also visited Spain and took in a part of the C.C.A. Rally.
He went out by way of the Scillies and Benodet (single-handed), returning from Finisterre
to Howth also single-handed. He had a crew for only a small part of the total cruise of
1650 miles. On both the single-handed passages he had a mixture of weather and coped
with it all just as one would expect. This was an excellent cruise.
Dickie Gomes took Ain Mara from Donaghadee to God~bysund - passing through
the canal and also through a long spell of Force 9 in the North Sea. He returned by way of
Orkney and Shetland from Bergen, and then home through the Caledonian Canal. His crew
included Anne Gomes aged eleven and David aged six. The total distance was 1401 miles
of which time allowed just over 120 on the Norwegian coast.
Paul Campbell sailed Verve from Dun Laoghaire to Crosshaven in October 1971 and
completed his circumnavigation of Ireland in the present season. He visited a number of
out-of-the-way places and picked up a good deal of pilotage information. His cruise was
an excellent 960 miles for 201 hours under way and his log made most interesting reading.
John Russell in Kirmew spent twenty wintery days in June on the West of Scotland.
Getting out - despite the weather - to the outer islands.
Marshall Pritchard and Maura took Aspasia to Scotland in the first fortnight of July.
They made a good cruise to Skye and certainly no one could say that a man and his wife
are too much of a crew for an eight meter in the weather that was on the West Coast of
Scotland at that time.
Chris Green and a hardy crew took the eight metre Helen away also in the first two
weeks of July. "Belt it a few more good blows" is a quotation that begins his log and.the
wind did just that to Helen.
They made really splendid use of the fresh conditions and accomplished an
excellent cruise from Whiterock to Orkney, then across the Pentland Firth and home by
the Caledonian Canal. This was completed inside the fortnight and they still had sufficient
energy to take "Mum" for a sail on Strangford Lough the day after they returned.
John Dorman sailed Maid of Skye to the West of Scotland leaving the beginning of
June and returning on 15th June. This cruise was also in poor weather, but Maid of Skye
visited the outer islands and the log contained some interesting pilotage information which they acquired both the easy way and the hard way.
John Olver was away as skipper of Suivi from the 8th to 30th July. I believe this is
the most beautifully presented log I have ever seen. There is a wealth of navigational and
pilotage information all in great detail. The cruise was a fine example of the enjoyment
and interest to be got from thoroughly exploring familiar waters and harbours.
AWARD
Faulkner Cup
- From the many excellent cruises, any one of which on a different
year could well have qualified for our major award, Jonathan Virden’s cruise in Sharavoge
is outstanding and to Jonathan Virden I award the Faulkner Cup.
The Strangford Cup - I award to Dickie Gomes for his cruise in a boat no longer
exactly young and in waters which proved particularly inhospitable during his time there.
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Fortnight Cup - Those boats which qualified for this award were all cruising on the
Scottish Coast, and I award this Cup to Chris Green and Helen.
The Round Ireland Cup - It is with the utmost regret that I have had to decide that
Paul Campbell does not meet the requirements to qualify for this trophy. The cruise was not
carried out in one season in that Verve was laid up at Crosshaven during the winter 1971/72.

DR° N. Mclo FALKINER
Ninian Falkiner, who died in November aged 72~ joined the Club in 1953. He had been
a successful racing helmsman in Dublin Bay for many years when in 1947 he joined with
other members of the Royal Irish Y.C. in founding the D.B.S.C. 24-footer class. He soon
started cruising in his EuphanzeL at first to Scotland, and as the years went by venturing
ever further afield, nearly always in a northerly direction. He won the Faulkner Cup for his
1956 cruise to Norway (returning by St. Kilda) and was awarded it again for his 1961 cruise
to the Faroeso In 1964 he won the Round Ireland Cup° In his Excalibur Tit na n-Og he
returned to the Faroes in 1966 and in 1968 cruised extensively on the west coast of Norway.
Finally he acquired Felise 13 tons and in 1970 made a voyage beyond the Arctic Circle to
the Lofote~L islands.
He was a man of magnetic personality, quiet authority, firm determination and wry
humour, with wide interests, perennial enthusiasm for life and great love for his fellow men.
Euphanzel was an inshore racer and her small beam and freeboard gave her fairly cramped
accommodation so that her crews must often have endured considerable discomfort; but
obviously she was a very happy and indeed jolly ship and in bad weather her skipper’s calm
leadership inspired complete confidence° To be invited to go cruising in her was a privilege
eagerly accepted by both old hands and beginners and Ninian was able to pick his crews
from a band of devoted friends. He brought out the best in them by clear delegation of
duties both in the preparation and the execution of his cruises. He introduced many young
people to the sport.
As a Flag-Officer of the Royal Irish Y.C. for 19 years he was a leading figure in Dublin
bay yachting and was always mindful of the interests of the I oC.C. of which he was proud to
be a member and whose events he regularly supported. His loss is deeply felt by those who
sailed with him and by many others.
T. G. KIRKHAM
Tommy Kirkham, who died in October at the age of 87, was the last surviving foundermember of the Club. He was an engineer by profession and took up sailing with great
enthusiasm when he returned to Ireland after the Great War. He was present at the inception
of the Club at Glengarriff in 1929 in his auxiliary gaff yawl Failte which he sold to the Rev.
Wo E. Vandeleur after the 1930 Whitsun Race. He was a regular racing crew for Billy MacBride,
our first Hono Treasurer, in the Howth 17-footer Leila and occasionally invited Billy to crew
for him on a race to Holyhead or the I.O.M., for he was the sort of person to whom members
entrusted their yachts. He cruised with Billy Mooney and principally with Douglas Mellon,
being a regular crew on both Lil and Osmunda.
continued....
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He was a very active member of the Committee from the beginning till 1942 when his
work took him away from Dublin and he gave up sailing. However he retained his interest
in the Club’s affairs and continued his membership for the remaining 30 years of his life.
He returned to Dublin in 1962 and a few years ago he attended and spoke at an Annual
General Meeting of the Club.
R,P.C,

DR. A. H. MASSER
John Masser, who died in November, joined the Club in 1959. He started sailing at the
Howth Sailing Club (as it was then), racing first in dinghies and later in Zaida, a 17 footer.
From Dragon racing in Dun Laoghaire, he was introduced to cruising by Douglas Heard. In
1960, he acquired Segura, a 22-ton motor-sailer. Over the next ten years, he made very
good use of her, enjoying several long cruises including three times to the Biscay coast and
once to Denmark. He was a regular supporter of Club events both afloat and ashore. For
three years, 1962 - 1964, he was Hon. Editor of the Annual.
He will be remembered affectionately by those of us who crewed with him on Segura.
He was a most generous and patient skipper, anxious for the welfare of all on board. He
enjoyed to the utmost the comradeship which cruising inevitably brought. On many
occasions there was a warm welcome and splendid hospitality for visiting yachtsmen of all
nationalities on board Segura regardless of whether she was in a home or foreigh port.
Nothing was too much trouble as far as Segura was concerned either in planning a cruise or
in just going for a day’s sail. Sometimes a particular port or island was revisited because
someone on board had not been there before. John Masser skippered a happy ship.
AoMcM.
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1971 - 1972
by Clayton Love

PROLOGUE
The Galcadors have a special association with Lymington, the Baltic, the Berthon
Boat Company and June. The original Galcador, after a return initial voyage to the Baltic
from Littlehampton, where she was built, wintered at Lymington and made her maiden
voyage to Crosshaven early in the following June. Galcador If, built in Norway, made her
initial voyage to the Mediterranean and returned from there to Lymington where she
wintered for her first overhaul before sailing from the new Berthon Marina to Crosshaven,
on passage to the Canary Islands, again in the month of June°
Those of you who are as old and creaky as I am, will have read in this Annual getting
on for a quarter of a century ago, of the fair winds and weather that the original Galcador
enjoyed on her first passage to Crosshaven and down through the years of her wandermgs
o’er ocean and sea, "Safely sailed sometimes hard driven, Thy humble servant My Galcador."
Her successor, Galcador H is a much bigger and more sophisticated ship bristling with
all the rood cons, electronic aids to navigation, telephones, auto pilot, fridges, deep freezes,
air conditioning, and we sailed from Lymington on the first leg of the long voyage south
with all this lot only to discover shortly afterwards that the next essential to sails, of
which we have a massive double wardrobe, was no longer with us. With a tank capacity of
some eighty gallons we had obviously sailed with less pints than this, and we never did
trmd the chap with the funny name of "Not My Fault".
Lymington and the coast to westwards is very lovely, probably the loveliest of
England, but Lymington at six o’clock on a grey morning, with a mist thick as a
carrageen blancmange coming down around one and no wind to shift it is a very different
picture.. It was on such a morning in early June that we backed out of our modern Marina
berth and motored to Hurst point through the Needles Channel. As we cleared this light
the Q.E.H hove in sight out of the mist making her homing to the Nab and Southampton
water. Another nostalgic coincidence, in old Galcador we had met her predecessor of the
Cunard Line in many ports - Cork - Glengariff - Dun Laoghaire - Tangier - Valencia
- Panama - Nice - Naples.
By the time we came up with St. Albans the mist had changed to a solid downpour
of such generous proportions as to test the capacity of the self-draining cockpit itself but
the first flickerings of a breeze made themselves felt from well north of east. The yankee
main and mizen were hopefully set after a ’loud silence’ announced that the motor had
stopped itself. Bill Murphy emerged, from these to me unfathomable depths, where
propulsion motors axe kept, to announce with his typical economy of words in such
Situations "No motor will run without fuel". We had more luck than we deserved, the
wind.continued to grow after we had rounded Portland Bill, outside the race, and
provided us with a fine reach to Brixham where we filled our tanks aboard, and ashore,
enjoyed the hospitality of the very pleasant Yacht Club.
Thirty-six-and-a-half=hour’s from Brixham, we picked our moorings opposite the
Club at Crosshaven after two fast legs, west on a broad reach to Land’s End and north
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through the night and following day on a comfortable close reach to Roches Point. The
latter included a record three hours during which we clocked up 30.3, and met up with
an awkward customer bound south under sail and engine, and showing no lights. So came
another Galcador to Cork.
Old Acquaintance
For a Galcador to touch in at Cork and not bear west to visit old friends would be
unthinkable. And so it was done.
With main and mizen and big yankee we bore
From the Roche to the Sovereigns and on to Kinsale
As her predecessors had gone before
South to the Head continued our sail
West ’cross the bay of CourtmaeSherry
Thence to the light on fdendtyGalley
Making our westing and making merry
With many a story we made our tally
Tis dawn and our anchors safely down
We climb the hill to Mary Anns
In Castlehaven that quaint old town
So west again our compass scans
But first to harbour in Baltimore
And raise a glass with Denis Salter
Thence ’tween the Badger and Carrigmore
Into the Bay of Roaring Water
Away from the Calfes and lovely Schull
On this glistening August day
Old friends once more we’ll lay ’ahull
Check her sheets and let her away
Away for the Mizen thru the Sound
Inside its race soon we’ll rub
The wind on her nose feel her bound
Towards Glengariff where was born our Club
East again we now must turn
Fastnet white on black and red
Away from the ’Glen’ where we were born
To Cork again we must put her head
But first the Cape and Union Hall
East ’fore wind and sun we run
Proud burgee on mast so tall
Our mooring picked our tale is spun.
South winds calling
After her return from the West Cork cruise it had been our intention to sail south
before the end of August by way of the Acores, Madeira and Tenerife. A combination of
circumstances delayed our eventual departure until mid October, because of crew
commitments it was then too late to permit of the longer voyage. We sailed eventually on
October 12th, at six o’clock in the afternoon, leaving the Daunt L.V. to port at about
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1900 on a course set to intersect approximately the 10° meridian some 30 odd miles west
of Finistere. This offered us the security of being outside the big fellows traffic lane north
and south along the edge of the Bay of Biscay and also with the choice of altering direct for
Madeira, according to how well the first leg went.
We carried a superb north-east wind for the first fifty odd hours and made great
southing, in spite of a rough sea this made for pleasant sailing. Unfortunately one of the
crew slipped off the companion way into the deck saloon and severely damaged his ribs.
He was in such severe pain and so obviously incapacitated that it became necessary to land
him in Vigo. In addition to this our auto pilot went out of action and we failed to get it
repaired in that city. We were now one hand short which reduced the crew to four
including myself° We telephoned the agents in England to send the necessary parts to
Lisbon, by air, which they did with considerable and commendable dispatch. But, despite
the package being addressed c/o the Irish Ambassador in that city, after two days of
fruitless waiting we couldn’t get it released from the post office customs and we sailed
without it. This automatic pilot is unquestionably an extra hand, thus we were now
virtually two hands short for the long voyage south so it was decided not to strike west
and south for Madeira, but to lay south from Espichel to about 30 miles off Safi on the
south-west Moroccan coast, which would afford us the opportunity if the crew felt the
need of rest of putting into Safi, approximately halfways, for a night’s rest and a day of
relaxation. However, when we came up with it the crew was unanimous that it would
prefer to carry on so we struck west for the north of Lanzarote and thence to Tenerife. I
am afraid as skipper and navigator I must confess to an error of judgement at this stage of
the voyage. By no ’. allowing sufficiently for the strength and course of the Canary current
in this latitude we were further north than we need have been, and it cost us all of an extra
night at sea.
On arrival at Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Galcador was berthed and after a few pleasant
days of swimming and sunning the crew flew home. Trudel and myself returned by ship
from Liverpool in the first week of January and were delighted to find her sparkling, ship
shape and Bristol fashion in every respect.
The Islands
What to say of sailing in the Canary Islands, they are not really a very attractive
proposition, except as ports of call on the way south or west. That they should be visited
at least once is unquestionable. They are very beautiful, the climate is the best I have
experienced anywhere - and I include the West Indies and Florida. No wonder Columbus
christened them "The Fortunate Isles".
They offer very little if any comfortable, or in most instances, safe yacht harbourage,
It should be remembered that they lie from 13° to 18° West and this puts them well out’~,
the Atlantic. They are even on the calmest of days subject to some influence from the great
Atlantic swell. Only Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Las Palmas (Gran Canaria) and Arecife
(Lanzarote) could be recommended for a yacht and then with considerable reservations
and most certainly not unattended. The other four Islands all provide delightful little
harbours, La Palma offering the best of these - indeed thought by some to be one of the
best in the Islands - does offer shelter from south through west to north but it is not very
spacious, and used frequently and much, by the inter-island steamers and traders. Room for
yachts is scarce and of secondary importance.
Fuerteventura is hardly worth visiting though likeall the others it offers some lovely
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coves and bays for anchorage, provided you don’t mind the almost constant motion. La
Gomera and Heiro, the most southerly are both delightful islands and should be visited,
but once again with the reservations already made.
Up the Hill once more
El Medano in the south-east comer of Tenerife being our.headquarters, we made two
determined attempts to keep Galcador H with us but in the end were forced to conclude
that it was unwise to the point of danger and that only Santa Cruz some 45 minutes drive
by car was feasable as her headquarters. She lay on the first occasion to her own two anchors
a laid mooring and a huge fisherman’s grapnel for five days. I leave you to imagine the foulup when it faired away sufficiently to eventually move her. The second try was not quite so
bad but yet another foul-up inevitably determined us never again.
It wasn’t of course our intention to keep her there permanently. We had decided to
do so for just this once before sailing her north again to Vigo whither we had been invited
by both our Spanish and American friends and where the former at Bayona have laid for us
with considerable courtesy a permanent special mooring. In the event to our intense regret
we never made the party.
But our first voyage north this year. We sailed from Santa Cruz de Tenerife May 2rid
passing tt:,ough the heads of Dique del Pesca at 1755 boundnorth for Bay ona. Wehad
two cholces of rhumb, steer direct from approximately 28V2° N. and 16¼u W. to about
42° N. and 9° W. to Vigo Bay where Bayona just inside the southern entrance is situated.
This would have meant fighting the Canary Current most of the way and the northerlies
and particularly the Portuguese current and northerlies, so it was decided instead to stand
to the North of Madeira and then strike west for as far north on the Portuguese coast as the
wind served. This was part of the reason why we left at aboufsix o’clock in the afternoon.
The Selvagem Islands lie between eighty to ninety miles almost due north of Punta
Anaga, the extreme north-easterly point of Tenerife. They are unmarked, unlighted and
uninhabited and no place to try passing in the dark, as was amply illustrated to us when we
got up there the following day to see a big t~inker hard aground on the south-western
islands Pequena and de Fora. There is an eight mile passage between the group and to get a
good look at them we altered to pass through this. I had hoped to land on one of them,
there are some landing places, but it was blowing so strong that this would have been too
dangerous so we had to content ourselves with a look.
Hammering our way north through the preceding night had been really tough going
but nothing to what lay ahead, for close on 150 (covered) miles northwards before we
closed Madeira, actually 135 miles towards Madeira, we took a fair hammering on a vicious
tormented sea. Because of time commitments with two crew members, I had not intended
to put into Madeira, but to leave that island of this peninsula to the east of us. Actually
we were being driven further to the west by the N.N.E. wind and driven damn near insane
by the ugliest of seas - not really dangerous but as cantankerous as a dog with the itch. I
made the decision, I think much to the relief of the crew which had by now sighted the
distant land, to harbour. We had been driven well to the west of Furichal, so far that the
south-eastern extremities of this peninsula, Ilha Desertas, were barely visible in the haze.
It had, as I have said, been decided to continue to the west of these islands, in the event
perhaps I should have done so, and if I had maybe we’d have made north to Vigo Bay by
continuing to stand another hundred miles north and west - Quien sabe. We put about
to the east and stood into Funchal, where we landed just at the breakwater heads,
motored to an anchorage - fore and aft anchors - under direction of the harbour launch,

were boarded and cleared by the naval authority who on hearing we had come from
Tenerife and the Selvagems confirmed our experience that these are the most tormented
waters of the Atlantic and accordin~g to him the loneliest. Like the islands, he said, "the
waters are uninhabited too, even by sea birds". And that, said my beloved wife, "is what
you put us through fol the last two and a half hundred miles" - Bligh.
Because of the holiday week-end at Tenerife we had lost 48 hours of sea time and
now another 24 in Madeira began to make the time of the two crew members tied to it
look very tight. The wind continued and was predicted to continue from the north,
consequently a decision was made to thumb for Cascais inside Cabo Roca at the Northern
entrance to Lisboa so that air passage from there could be made by them if necessary.
From about 1730 on Friday, May 5th, when we pushed through the breakwater
heads at Funchal and rounded up at Ilha Porto Santo with the lights beginning to show we
werq fortunate with wind and weather and enabled to steer a course approximately N.E.
by E. until we made a landfall shortly after midnight on Tuesday, May 9th. The previous
day’s noon sight taken under ideal conditions confirmed that we were about 22 m. south
of our hoped-for latitude and could make a landfall on Cabo Espichel, the southern
entrance to Lisboa.
During the afternoon of that day the weather began to deteriorate. Mist and the
promise of possible fog to follow, on a coast notorious for this kind of weather and as
traffic-bound by the big fellows as College Green. When we picked up the light on
Espicl~l, visibility was very poor and we stood on inside it sailing up and down on the
light to await the day before crossing this busy port entrance for Cascais. It was during
this performance that my beloved suddenly appeared on deck from the galley, her face as
green as the light that she shouted to me about. I was at the wheel and while making me
some coffee she had suddenly seen bearing down on us, through the galley porthole, a red
running light. In response to her warning, I looked over my shoulder and there within
reaching distance were two lights, green and red - no wonder she was shocked, as was I.
To see a vessel bear down on you that close without any warning was quite frightening.
How much more so when you see the vessel not bearing down on you but her silhouette
appearing up from the depths. A grey ugly Portuguese naval submarine. By now the
sleeping crew from below were altered to’~the deck and we hope that subs armour is
sound proof. We saw him again a’~ anchor in Cascais when he harboured there at 0800 on
this momentous Tuesday morning, when sub or no sub I was a year older. The weather
continued to deteriorate and we had to leave for Lisboa up river as it blew up into a gale
that continued for several days. We had no option but to ship our short-of-time members
home by air, and we subsequently decided that instead of taking her to Bayona to await
the fortnight’s festivities at the end of July, we would leave her in Lisboa and return for
her later in the summer, when Clayton minor and some of his sailing friends were on
vacation from their University and would be available to crew us.
Accident
I hope to be forgiven if I pass as lightly and swiftly as possible over this. I should like
to have ignored it but that would not be right, it did happen and must be recorded.
Unfortunately Clayton minor’s friends were not available as early as we had hoped and he
and I decided to go out and join Manolo to take her to Bayona and his friends would then
join him there living aboard until the time came for Trudel and myself to rejoin. We left
Lisboa, spent the night lying to an uncomfortable anchorage at Cascais and sailed for
Bayona at 0530 on the morning of June 13th. Throughout the afternoon of that day the
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weather deteriorated until by nightfall the wind scale was registering 33/35 with gusts of 40.
A big sea was running, and it was wet, cold and pitch dark. Minor was stand-by watch in
the deck saloon, I was below. Manolo was at the wheel. I was already on my way to the deck
before I heard Minor call me, as I had noted the changed and very violently exaggerated
motion. There is a four step companion way from my cabin to the deck saloon and another
one the same from there to the cockpit. When I got there Manolo had already gone overboard out of a cockpit that is waist high and over 2 ft. of life-railed deck outside it. A quick
glance at the Aveiro light a couple of miles astern indicated that we were too close in
although I had last fixed us before going below at 4½ miles off while coming up to this light°
In our efforts to pick him up we had to come closer still, but what to do? It had to be tried,
and while doing so we damaged our rudder. We continued to have steering way, though not
very efficient. We were under engine. Because of being so short crewed, in such heavy
weather, we had taken the sails off earlier in the night and intended motoring until it came
light. He was eventually picked up but was already dead. For those of you who have read
our earlier logs he was not one of the Manolos that appeared in those and who were quite
well known in Irish waters. He was a new man who had joined us in Santa Cruz in November,
but in the short time I knew him both my wife and myself had grown quite fond of him and
we were both deeply shocked by the occurrence.
Epilogue
Time heals and by the time we had once more returned to Galcador H some months
had elapsed, and she, and we, are now back in Ireland. Next week when the tides suit she
goes up in the Crosshaven Boat Yard for her bi-annual overhaul refit and survey, and maybe
we’ll see you around before we leave again next year. We haven’t yet pulled on the carpet
slippers, and hung up the seaboats.
Crew for the voyage south: Bill Murphy, Ian Vickery and John Love. Crew for the
voyage north: Trudel Love, Charlie McCarthy, John Love and (partly) Clayton Love (Minor).

1971 Crosshaven to Vigo
Lisbon
Santa Cruz de Tenerife
1972 Funchal
Cascais
Lisboa
Aveiro
Bayona
Vigo
Crosshaven (delivered)

Logged Distance
n.m.

Total
Hours

Engine
Hours

605
225
780
230
480

88
30
112
49
86

26
2
30
2
1½

145
90
12
610

20
12
t½
90

4½
7
I½
30

.

Galcador II at Santa Cruz de Tenerlfe.
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Talip off Port Blanc, Morbihan. Photo. B. Heron.

HAPPINESS IS BED-SHAPED
or A Month in the Morbihan
by Barney Heron
The Morbihan is said to be between 50 and 100 square miles in area. How big it looks
depends on what time of day you look at it, because vast stretches of mud fiats and oyster
beds dry out at low tide. Talip (ICC Journal 1971), with her shallow draught and ability to
sit upright on the mud on her bilge keels, is an ideal yacht for exploring this inland sea.
Charts - As well as the large scale Admiralty chart No.2358, I recommerLd the
cotoured French Blondel chart No. 546.
A conventional day-by-day log would preface most days with statements like:
"May 8: warnings of gales or severe gales in all sea areas." or, "May 15: filthy morning.
Squally, perishing cold; north-easterly; heavy rain." I don’t think I could bear to recall
them. Better by far that I should give rein to my naturally sunny nature and recollect
the occasional sunny hours throwing in a few useful hints about the Morbihan, which I
feel I now know as well as I know the Shannon Lakes.
This account should have been about a leisurely passage through the Canal du Midi
exploring the Languedoc and slowly approaching what Dodie calls the "choc ice and sun
tan oil set." But how do you get into the Gironde estuary in a F.9 westerly that goes on
for day after day? If you have got any sense you don’t even try, so we spent a month in
the Morbihan instead.
May 7 - Belle Ile Andy Curtin went to Benodet a couple of days in advance to
launch Talip and fit out, and on May 7 we made a passage to Belle lie. Big swell with a
sloppy sea running across it, but not much wind. We were the only yacht in Le Palais. On
the sea-facing wall of the Syndicat d’Initiative building was painted, FREE IRELAND.
SUPPORT THE I.R.A.
Laying Up Abroad We then encountered one of the joys of laying up abroad. The
reliable Perkins diesel wouldn’t start, and later we discovered that the trouble arose from
a fuel filter wrongly fitted by the mechanics at Benodet who had serviced the engine. A
rubber washer was twisted. To put the filter on properly requires all the expertise and skill
of a kitchen maid putting the lid on a marmalade jar. But by the time the time the total
engineering resources of Belle Ile had been located, interviewed and found wanting; by the
time we had taken down 6 rolls on the main and made a passage to Port Haliguen in F.7,
and had mechanics come from Vannes, diagnose and rectify the trouble, we were five days
older and £40 poorer. If you must lay up abroad it is as well to have either a philosophical
nature or a considerable aptitude for mechanics. Lacking the latter, I must cultivate the
former.
Port Haliguen is a modern marina with water from a hose, good refuse disposal and
facilities for laying up yachts in the open. Two girls came alongside and, looking at our
ensign, surprised me by asking, not if we were Italian, but what part of Ireland we had
come from. They then drove Dodie around the town for shopping. "We love the shellfish,"
Dodie said. They looked surprised. "But, you haven’t tasted fish until you have bought
them from the fishermen at Howth." Very reassuring. They worked in the Embassy in Dublin
and could hardly wait to get back. What goes on in my town that I don’t know about?
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Andy, being anxious to call himself doctor, was getting a bit fidgety and left for
Dublin on May 10 to prepare himself for the last hurdle.
May 13 - The Morbihan On what we were now pleased to regard as a good day,
Dodie and I sailed for Auray where we were to pick up John and Joan Mullins. The wind,
though strong and cold, was from the north which meant reasonably calm seas.
Telephoning Our changed arrangements had led to a good deal of telephoning to
Ireland. I knew from other years that this was not to be recommended from Belie lie. I can
now announce with authority that, for making international calls, if you have a choice
between a north Biscay town and, say, Killucan, then the town by the banks of the Royal
Canal has a significantly more sophisticated and advanced communications technology.
Kerdran We anchored for lunch at the Anse de Kerdran. If you do this on a falling
tide, and you want to get in out of the wind and stream, you must make some tidal
calculations and cross check with your echo sounder. Then, if you have done your sums
right, you can lie afloat at low water within a boat-hook length of the dried-out mud flats,
which at a certain point drop like a cliff into the channel.
Anchoring at Attray I know it sounds ridiculous, in the middle of a dredged pool, in
a sheltered river miles from the sea, but, Adlard Coles notwithstanding, it isn’t a foolproof
anchorage. In unsettled squally weather, and specially at springs, I wouldn’t leave my boat
on one anchor. The ebb combines with the river current and fairly snorts downstream.
Coming up to slack water a squall blows up and you are windborne, falls away and you
swing downstream again, you sail about all over the place and are very apt to trip your
anchor. You need a lot of room. Shallow draught motor boats are windborne while deep
keeled sailing yachts still lie to the ebb. And your anchor may well be caught up in anything
from an old bucket to a bicycle frame. With two anchors out, both of them buoyed, Talip
in any weather or tide condition lies like a sphinx in the desert.
Selecting your Crew If sailing forth upon the deep, your ambition is to overcome
every hazard it holds in store for you, then maritime efficiency must be your criterion.
But much as you may admire and respect them, you could happily be shipmates with that
hero of my boyhood, Conor O’Brien? Do you really want to beat through the Magellan
Straits with Joan’s wonderful uncle, Bill Tilman? For that annual, hedonistic and sybaritic
few weeks that the Herons call their holidays, compatibility of temperament is a more
sensible yardstick. In previous cruising accounts, John’s genial Hogarthian character has
been portrayed. Joan was something else. She does not at all mind being bounced around
on board a horse, but the same kind of motion in a boat is not to her taste, and she had
been inveigled into coming by the prospect of sitting in the cockpit protected by an
awning from the hot sun while we ambled along the Canal du Midi. A long sojourn in
Ireland has not eradicated British under-statement and self-depreciation. And so, if you
were silly enough to accept Joan at her own valuation, you must label her inept nitwit ....
but as you carefully explained to her in words of one syllable what has to be done, you are
apt to find, while your back is turned, that the chore has been accomplished with
unobtrusive efficiency. In short, she fitted into the yacht’s routine with the aptitude of a
duckling learning to cross a pond.
Auray makes few concessions to the visiting yachtsmen, and for some this is part of
its appeal. It is as though it were saying, this is our town; for us, the natives. If you want
to come and accept it and us on those terms, you are welcome, but do not expect
swimming pools and tennis courts, discotheques or gambling casinos. There is a water tap
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on the quay but no hose. If you want diesel oil you must seek out the aptly named
Monsieur Abraham, but not immediately after lunch because his urge to sell you oil is
weaker than his desire for a siesta. And who is to say he is wrong? You must carry the oil.
If you wish to dine cheaply and well, there are the Moderne and the Maifie, neither of them
notable for decor or comfort, but both simple, honest restaurants of the Routiers type.
The yachtsman’s need for an occasional bath is not well understood along the Biscay shores,
but the Patron of the L’Armofic, by the quayside will, if the mood is right and the notice
of intent long enough, sometimes stoke the furnace and provide one.
The independence and integrity of the citizens would not be undermined by admitting
that at half tide or less the mud on the slips, where one must land With a dinghy, is revolting,
and to hose it down now and again would scarcely lead to an influx of undesirable AngloSaxons.
May 14 - 15 Le Rocher We brought our new crew from Auray to Vannes by a
circuitous route. First, at 0700 we dropped downstream on the ebb to Le Rocher, which is
pretty and sheltered, and one of the best deep water anchorages in the Morbihan, The snag
is that if you want to stretch your legs, going ashore is difficult, messy and~very slippery. A
little further downstream, on the east shore, a rickety looking iron framed jetty towers high
in the air and just beside it is a tiny sandy beach, probably privately owned and artificially
created. It is really the only convenient and clean place on this part of the fiver on which to
beach a dinghy.
l_armor Baden At 1130 we took 6 rolls down and sailed in a January-like northeasterly for Larmor Baden, where you must anchor off or go alongside the pier only when the
tide is well up. Not much shelters usual gale warnings. After a short walk and an early meal,
Joan shooed us to an early bunk with her later much-quoted exhortation that, "Happiness is
bed-shaped."
On May 15 at 0600 we cleared for Vannes in the usual arctic northerly.
Pilotage Claustrophobic navigators who only feel at ease when out of sight of land
might feel a little awed by first sight of the Admiralty chart. In fact, pilotage is quite simple
if one uses the Blondel chart on which all marks are accurately placed and correct for
configuration and colour. On the way to Vannes, when approaching the lie de Boedic, stand
well clear of the oyster withies on the mud fiats off the Pte. de Penbocki~They are well in on
the flats and immediately to the south of them it is still very shallow. When turning north
for Conleau, open the river well and favour the east shore. This is what the fishing boats and
Vedettes do and I suspect there may be rocks off the westerly point which are not shown on
the chart, because on two occasions fishermen signalled me to bear away a little to starboard.
Tides One must live by the tides, and mostly they will determine where and when you
go. In the wide expanses of water they are not too bad - about like Dalkey Sound, but they
spit you through the narrows like a pip from an orange. One day, stemming a spring ebb
between Ile ar Gazek and Ile Berder, we had to make a transit of trees on the island to judge
if we would make it; and at full cruising revs we can do better than 8 knots under engine
alone! The currents are fascinating and after a couple of weeks of experiment and close
observation of local fishing boats you get pretty cunning at finding some of the slack water
and eddies. Between the lie aux Moines and the lie D’Ars the tide is downright perverse, the
ebb flowing north and the flood to the south, and when you first encounter this, you
scarcely believe it. It is like a ripe apple floating upwards from a tree. Adlard Coles publishes
tidal constrants for Auray and Vannes. For other locations you must work out your own.

Needless to say, when tentatively creeping into some unexplored shallow~bay, it is a good
idea to do this on the flood.
Vannes North of Conleau the channel is dredged and well marked but very narrow,
and the large bays on either hand are extremely shallow. While Auray is bustling along in
its dungarees, robustly independent, the cathedral city of Vannes clings to traces of faded
elegance with its gracious, formal gardens and stately, if slightly seedy, buildings. The
yachtsman’s potted guide for Vannes is:- Water:- From a hose, from the quay, on the left
as you approach. This quay is used by the Vedettes and you may not lie there. Berth:- At
the quay, or alongside a boat, to the fight. Even a fin keeled yacht will sink gently into the
soft mud and stay upright. Sheltered and safe in any weather. Precaution:- Close sea-cocks.
I forgot to do this the first time but since none of them choked I did not bother on
subsequent visits. Disadvantage:- The mud smells, bearably in cold weather, unbearably in
hot. Advantages:- Excellent and sophisticated food shops. Chandlery a few yards away on
the quayside. Laundry man (Lavage Automatique) Monsieur Camenen Kervilor is a
yachtsman, economical and helpful. Does not speak English. Will deliver to the quay.
Baths:- Available at the "Marebaudiexe". Restaurant:- Best value for good food, "Le Maree
Blue". Yacht Yard:- Le Pennec, saia to be good and reliable. In Extremis:- Dr. Buet
(19, rue Thiers. Tel: 662580) friendly and hospitable, very pro-Irish, yachting doctor. Likes
Kinsale, Speaks fair English. Would help in any difficulty.
Le Logeo - Oysters John was eager for oysters (no nonsense about an "R" in the
month) so we sailed south to Le Logeo. A deep draught yacht must lie a long way out. We
decided to go right in and dry out on the ebb. At Le Logeo the water was clear and you
could see the bottom. It looked perfect, so we picked up a mooring close in and went
ashore. On returning an hour or so later with our bucket of oysters, we found Talip looking
very undignified with her tall in the air like an upended swan. She had taken the ground
with the steel skeg which carries the bottom rudder pintle resting on the enormous
concrete mooring block. The skeg is robust so it didn’t matter. But if the weight had been
supported by the rudder itself it might not have been so funny. The moral is to stay on
board until your boat grounds.
May 18 -Anse de Toulindag On the first - and as it turned out, one of the very
few - really nice Spring days With light winds and warm sun, we sailed into Toulindag Bay
which lies at the north-west end of the largest and nicest island in the Morbihan, the Ile aux
Moines, and is just across the narrows from Port Blanc. This became our favourite base for
expeditions° Talip, with her shallow draught, could lie alongside the quay, but a deep
keeled yacht must anchor a long way out. A road by the waterside skirted the southern
shore of the bay, and had off it an hotel, a restaurant and the attractive "Ship-Shop". The
latter, a sort of combined chandlery and boutique, was owned by thirty-year-old JeanMichel Primault who had arrived on a two-day visit a couple of years previously and was still
there. His girlfriend, Anne-Marie, was French, but he had once been mad about Kathleen
O’Something-or-other, and the experience had not soured him because he too loves the
Irish. Between the four of us we bought perhaps £ 10 or £ 12 worth of this and that,
whereupon he thrust gifts on me - aerosols to protect the electrics, others for the engine,
and cigarette lighters all round. Who started this thing about the French being grasping?
They are always giving us presents, especially the Bretons.
The best restaurant in the Morbihan is probably La Brise, at the head of the bay, and
here we had the first of several splendid dinners. The San Francisco Hotel on the southwest shore looks a bit fortress-like and gloomy from the outside, but later, with Reggie and
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Denise Lee, we spent one hilarious evening there and discovered from the Visitors’ Book
that Shindilla and Maid of Mourne had paid visits in the early sixties. Madame kept
bringing us crepes and drinks with the compliments of the house. Then we insisted that
she had a drink with us. Next we are introduced to her husband and the process is repeated,
all the while we are being regaled, in between the laughter, with dramatic and tearful
accounts of the most appalling disasters that have befallen them. Denise’s hysterical laughter
could not much longer be concealed by her flimsy handkerchief, and we got away just in
time for us all to remain good friends.
Vedettes The first couple of times a Vedette, or water bus, blew its hooter at us it
put the heart across me and there was an immediate reference to chart and echo sounder.
But we were not standing into danger. Talip, with her distinctive hull and vivid yellow
colour, is easily recognizable, and it was just a "hello again" welcome. We found the skippers
friendly and considerate. If, inadvertently, I had tied up at a part of a quay that they used,
they squeezed in somewhere else. If we were anchored in a bay and they passed close by,
mostly they slowed down to avoid rolling us about in their considerable wash. Occasionally,
when it was warm enough to lunch in the cockpit, they would call out a "Bon appetit". We
found endearing this invariable Breton concern for one’s gastronomic wellbeing.
26 - 27 - 28 May - Auray Extracts from the log: Nice sail to Auray. John and Joan
gave us splendid farewell dinner ashore. Lousy wet night. Weather going to hell. Waiting for
the Lees. Gale warnings three days in a row. Anyone want an almost new boat, going cheap?
Collected beaming Lees. 1600 cleared for Le Bono for water.
Le Bono The water tap at Auray was out of action. I’d been inactive too and this
makes me fidgety. So, while there was still enough tide, we hustled the Lees downstream to
the charming little drying harbour of Le Bono where we watered. At L.W. this harbour dries
so we sailed downstream.
Loemariaquer This attractive, straggling village lies half a mile from the quay and is
on the west side of the river, near the entrance, and is approached along a very narrow
dredged channel which is well marked, and runs through hundreds of acres of oyster beds
which dry out at low water. At neaps we could lie afloat at the quay but not conveniently.
When we were near enough to the end to stay afloat at L.W., that part of the quay would
be covered at H.W. This doesn’t make for a restful night’s sleep.
I-Iouat After some days pottering, showing the Lees some of the nicer islands and
bays, Reggle and I cooked up a pJot to visit the island of Houat, outside in the Bay of
Biscay. "Why," Dr. Buet had asked, "do all you English and Irish yachtsmen always go to
Belle lie when Houat is a more attractive island?" From Toulindag, where we lay, Houat
lay 14 or 15 miles to the south. The weather had been horrible, but the wind was only
about F.4 southerly, a dead noser. Rain, fog and a low, gray cloud ceiling suggested to me
that we should do something rather than sit around and complain about it. Visibility was
the determining factor. At Port Navalo the mist lifted a bit and we decided to go. It was
rough at the entrance. Reggle explained to Denise about wind against tide, and Denise stoically endured it, consoled by his assurance that we would soon be in calmer seas. Visibility
improved and in the shelter of the island the sea was flat. I photographed La Vieille, the
60 ft. high rock which lies about ¾ m. from the harbour and is a good guide to the approach.
In good summer weather the splendid beaches on the island would be delightful for picnics
and bathing. At least, so Reggie and Denise said after they had visited them. My eyes
watered so much from the February-like wind that I could barely see them through the
non-stop teeming rain..
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Above. La Vieille, a 60 ft. high rock 3A mile from Houat harbour.

Above. Locmariaquer, looking west. Below. The oyster beds at low water.
All photos: B. HeroJl.

Above. Le Bono tidal harbour, looking north. Below Lunch in the cockpit: Dodie,
Denise and Reggie.
Photos: B. Heron.

That night from the for’ard cabin from Reggie: "It’s gorgeous, but I’ll have to resign
from the club if Rory gets to hear about thi~." Me: "Reggie, what are you complaining
about?" Reggie: "Not complaining. Happiness is bed-shaped. But if Rory hears about
hot water bottles in the bunks every night!" Dodie’s philosophy is that you endure what
must be endured, but only an idiot fails to make himself as comfortable as the circumstances
permit. So, hot water bottles for all are standard equipment anywhere a degree or two
north of the equator.
Next day there was yet another gale warning so we decided to go while we had a fair
wind for a brisk sail back. The entrance to the Morbihan is narrow but easy on a flood
tide with good visibility. There is an excellent transit of a white obelisk on Velsit island
which you bring into line with Baden church spire 3 miles inland. A couple of miles off
the entrance visibility closed right down so that not only could you not see the spire but
you couldn’t see the damned obelisk either. There was a beastly pyramidal sea dunching
us all over the place so that it would have been difficult to stay on the transit even if you
could have seen it, and Reggie had a whole-time job trying to avoid a gybe, while I conned
the ship. I put the engine on at low revs to improve steering. I don’t know what the speed
over the ground was with a fair wind, a tide that floods at up to 8 knots, plus engine; but it
was a lot too fast, so although I’d been in three times before, I was glad to see that the
familiar Navalo lighthouse hadn’t moved from where it ought to be.
lie du Passage I wanted to explore as far to the east as you can get, and at last we
had a nice day for it. After breakfast at anchor at Conleau, which is a yachting centre, the
boatman, Petit-Jean Penseur, came on board to give Dodie advice about the navigation, and
to sample Irish coffee. Bon, bon, bon! C’est brave! Fantastique! The big masthead genoa
had been stowed in its bag for so long that it looked like a dishcloth for the first hour after
we set it until the wind blew the wrinkles out of it.
Warm sun, F.3 fair wind. Reggie singing in the cockpit like a thrush after a Spring
shower. Denise, out of the wind, her eyes dosed, a blissful expression on her face, soaking
it in. This was what we came for. Suddenly, the bow rose nine inches, a pot clanked in the
galley. I emerged shamefaced from my euphoria in one second flat. I’d never put a boat
ashore at faster than one knot. We were doing six, and "Little-John the Thinker" had said
that St. Armel and Arradon churches in line put you on the "Trois Pierres". I looked astern
and I looked ahead, and he was right. Fortunately it was only a gentle bump. The Ile de
Lerne though foul elsewhere is clear to the north-east, and it is a good idea at half tide or
less to favour the island side of the channel.
Just to the west of the lie du Passage there are two tiny islands that look on the chart
as ff they would be good identifying landmarks. Forget them. Until you are right into the
channel between Le Pechit and the Ile du Passage you can’t see them as islands. Beyond the
narrows the channel, with enough tide, is navigable for about 1% miles north-eastwards but
being unmarked should be explored only on the flood.
This is the country of the Sinagots who before the days of ubiquitous diesel fished
with lug-sailed schooners, of which a few survive in the Morbihan in modified form as
yachts. I had looked at one with great interest in Toulindag bay.
On an expedition like this, because the distances are short and the tides fast, beatings
and chart references have to be made quickly. I found the Blondel chart easier to read and
more accurate. It incorporates a useful convention of indicating all prominent landmarks
such as towers, ruins, electricity pylons and the like with a heavy black asterisk.
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Odds and Ends Can you explain the "Irish problem" to the Irish? We spent a
pleasant evening in Dr. Buet’s luxurious "pied a terre" at Arradon trying to do this for the
Bretons. The incontrovertible fact that the I.C.C. is a 32-county affair finally convinced
them that we were not actually cannibals.
Do shipping forecasts mean for you the B.B.C.? For northern Biscay, forget it. St.
Nazaire is geared to fishermen and yachtsmen and is much more accurate and detailed,
giving for your locality visibility in metres, state of the sea, height of the swell, and every
possible quirk of wind. If you have reported your intentions and don’t arrive when expected
they ask shipping of all kinds to look out for you. In stormy weather they conduct a radio
roll call of fishermen twice a day. I would give them ten out of ten were it not that’when
I needed them on June 1st, they went on strike!
Do you cook with gas? Do not expect to get your bottles filled. For quite unconvincing
reasons they won’t do it. I believe they think your bottles will explode. But you can get an
adaptor and use "Camping-Gaz". It costs more, but you can get it everywhere.
Do you like looking at Dolmens? They are as common as church ruins on the Shannon.
You can hire bikes from the "Ship-Shop" on the Ile aux Moines for 3 ft. an hour and if you
still have the use of your legs, cover most of the highways and byways on the island in half a
day.
Are you avid for shellfish? This is the place for you. Do not be put off by the repellent
appearance of spider-crabs (araignee). They are delicious. Buy direct from the fishermen.
The cost will vary between 1 and 2 fr. each, depending on the age of the fisherman and the
age and sex appeal of the youngest female member of your crew. Try the Palourdes Farcie
at La Brise. Umm!
June 10 After five weeks and before the summer had properly started, we laid up with
Le Pennec. Five cold, wet, stormy, splendid oyster-sated weeks. Heron’s law states:If you work hard enough to own a yacht, you don’t have enough time to sail in it.
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SPRING CRUISE 1972
In Maid of Skye, 9 ton Hilliard
by J.K.A. Dorman

It was fortunate that we would not get away for the last week of May as in previous
years. The weather was foul. We planned to leave on 2 June but with "a deep depression"
passing to the south and south westerlies 6-7 gusting 8, departure from Whiterock was
delayed until 1745 on Saturday the 3rd when we - J.K.A. Dorman (owner), A.P. Grant
(mate), E. Cooke (bosun) and T. McErvel (cook) - left with some trepidation and deeply
reefed main. Off Walter Rock, before getting as far as Portaferry we could see the line of
white water on the bar which suggested that an exit then would be too uncomfortable for
the first night out so we just put into Audley’s Roads for a quiet evening and got sorted
out.
Sunday 4 June, 0600. The barometer fell from 1002 to 999 over-night but not a bad
morning so with a south-westerly F.4-5 we were under way at 0610 to get the first of the
ebb which quietly took us over an almost flat bar. The wind held true and inshore there was
little sea. We were tempted to try the passage inside North Rock but could nt~tagree on
the marks. Would someone please enlighten us! In the Copeland sound about 1030 the tide
was starting against us and off Belfast Lough it rained hard and some sea began to get up
with a shift of wind to the south. However we got close in to the Gobbins and got smooth
water with the eddy until off Muck shortly after 1300 where the race was developing with
quite a bit of white water beyond although the wind was little over F.4o Progress was very
slow so the engine was started and we made for Ballygally head in what seemed quite a
rough and definitely uncomfortable sea. Once inside the head we soon picked up the coastal
eddy and the engine was stopped. The change was dramatic; from conditions of noise and
discomfort, in a matter of a few yards the sea was smooth, the wind dropped, it seemed
warmer and progress over the ground very satisfactory. By 1630 we were tied up in
Carnlough which seemed very much more crowded than in previous years. We had
approached the harbour on our usual line - parallel to and 10 ft. off the north end of the
south pier, - and although getting up to high water, the depths were less than recorded
last year at half tide probably due to the recent storms.
5 June The skipper was apprehensive about the shallow water on the bar so to leave
with a rising tide had the mate up and was away under engine at 0430. There was a slight
fall in the barometer no wind, no sea, little visibility and a steady drizzle which continued
for five hours when it suddenly cleared with a blink of sun and Gigha on the horizon. It was
still some distance off but an hour and a half later paying due attention to the ’extensive
reefs off each horn of the bay’ we motored slowly towards the jetty at Ardminish Bay. The
crunch then came and the Maid stopped abruptly, the two look-outs chatting happily in the
bows overbalanced and the man below decks was up in no time. Such a situation was not
new to us and a quick look over the side showed it really was a rock, with keel scars and
recent paint traces suggested that we were not the first there this season. W’rth a falling tide
and no dinghy immediately available the first thing to do is make the boat wriggle - not so
easy with a straight iron keel nearby 20 ft. long. With the engine jammed hard in reverse all
four of us together rushed from end to end and side to side while great masses of weed arid
wrack rushed past our gently swaying topsides. I secretly decided for various reasons, that the
mate would have first privilege of going over with the warp and a very small anchor while the
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rest prepared the dinghy. However it was not to be for after a few cheerful but odd noises
the Maid pulled herself off backwards.
Securely anchored at 1130 we attributed this navigational error to the deceptively
clear light after prolonged rain, but at the inn, after a visit to Achamore gardens the locals
did not look at it this way. They don’t like to disclose the transit lines into the bay until
the skipper earns the information. We evidently had done this by the entertainment we
proved an unseen audience and were given copious directions for all angles of approach.
The simplest is as follows. An old stone shed at the head of the jetty has two chimneys;
higher up behind is a derelict house with a porch door and two chimneys. These pairs of
chimneys in line lead well clear of the south reef and the right-hand chimney of the shed
in line with the left-hand chimney of the house is well clear of the north reef.
6 June This was a very reasonable day - clouds, sunshine and showers with southwesterly F.4 to 5. We set off shortly after 0600 to catch the tide through the Dorus Mor
and past Fladda. We did well to get into the Sound of Mull before the turn of the tide and
had a slow but pleasant reach to get to Tobermory by 1700 to do some shopping etc.
7 June
Both 0532 and 0732 BBC forecasts broke down but the barometer had
started a slow rise to 1008 and it was a flat calm. Starting under engine at 0830 we
reckoned on a fair tide towards the South of Skye for 8 hours. This was pleasant but not
very exciting but with cloud and rain coming in on a light westerly at about 1530 we
went into Lough Slapin to anchor in 3 fms. just short of the school house. The weather
then cleared and we were amazed at the_magnificence of this place with the full length of
Blaven ranging along the opposite shoCeland the Black Coolins rising to the north.
8 June Barometer 1009 flat calm and overcast, we motored round to Lough
Scathvaig - it was mirror call behind the island with only the rumblings of the waterfall
breaking the silence. Under these conditions in this pool in the middle of the Coolins there
was a feeling that the mountains might tumble in on top of us at any time. After a brisk
wall to Lough Coruisk which should on no account be missed by anyone in this area we
had lunch and were off. A moderate W.N.W. wind blew the clouds away, broughe the sun
out and gave us a great sail tacking short of Rhum to make Canna on the next tack.
9 June Radio 2 forecasts N.W.F.5-6 later N.F.7. Radio 4 said light variable. So we
rang up the met. office who said they were probably both a bit out but it was unlikely to
be over Fo5 - mainly from the north between Canna and Uist. At 1000 we set out under
engine in a flat call and too perfect visibility and set course, by sight, for Loch Boisdale.
Then it did blow from the north, perhaps only F.5, with rain and the lot. Six hours later
we were glad to see the "three hills of Boisdale" on the starboard bow just where they
should be. We tied up alongside the R.C.T. boat which services St. Kilda and after some
crack made for the hotel for baths, food and evening entertainment.
10 June Perhaps it was a blustery day but there being no great urge to get under
way we hired a car. This really should not be put in a log but we surveyed most of the
anchorages from the Sound of Eriskay through South Uist, Benbecula, Grimsay and North
Uist to Port nan Long and the north ferry where the call of the sea got us again and we
chartered the ferry boat. This took us over the part of the Sound of Haris we had not seen
last year, showed us the buoys of the Cope Channel we had completely missed, and landed
us on Berneray.
Sunday 1 lth June Barometer falling slowly. 1008. Forecast N.W.F.4-5, later
3-4, cold. However though perhaps cqld it w.as a perfect day. With some sea and all sail
we were off the point of Coil in a F.5 north easterly and noted with dismay that the outer
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unmarked rock of the Cairns of Coil is farther out than you might think - rapid evasive
action was required. The C.C.C. says it is "very dangerous when covered" but I wish they
could be more specific. We had hoped to tie alongside the inner wall of the Arinagour pier
but it was occupied so, the tide being in, we took the short cut to the eastern anchorage.
The wind had now come up a bit and gone to the south-east and we were a bit put out to
see a small cruiser in our favourite spot. However as we came up she moved off nearer the
island and we dropped the hook according to the book. The crew of the other boat later
came aboard; she was a chartered 6 ton G.R.P. job; they had dragged four times and been
ashore once but were now happy having made anchor and warps secured ashore,
12th June We had to leave the Bosun on Coil and set out with a steady F.3 northwesterly to pass between Lunga and the Dutchman’s Cap and on to make an easy landing
on Staffa. In comparison with our last visit Fingal’s cave was disappointingly calm. Last
time there had been a flat calm for three days but a swell caused a big surge in the cave
which periodically crescendoed into a formidable wave crashing with Mendelsohnean
reverberations.
From Staffa a broad reach took us to Ulva Sound where with tide and wind against us
we motored up the narrows to anchor north of the ferry. Three times in twenty minutes
we dragged though the wind was only moderate and the tide weak. The bottom is clean but
very hard sand and the C.Q.R. just would not bite so we gave up and moved onto a
fisherman’s permanent mooring, Ulva is now privately owned and jealously guarded but we
had the good fortune of an exciting circular tour by car over the remains of the old roads.
13th June This was a brilliantly sunny morning, a flat calm with magnificent
mountain views. The most dramatic view of Ben More is from Ulva. Motoring, we coasted
under the cliffs of Mull and across to Lough Lathaich for stores at Bunessan. On our way
after lunch calling into the Bull Hole at low water we inspected the "limpet" which was
awash and had signs of recent contact with shipping. Mainly to confirm John Olver’s
directions (I.C.C. annual 1971) we went into the Tinker’s Hole and then through the
Torran Rocks, at first somewhat lost as to John’s advice to "keep the V open in the Soya
Isles". Using chart 2617 we could not find any Soya Isles but then guessed that two
unnamed islets N.W. of Soa island fitted into the scheme of things. With an increasing
westerly breeze a broad reach took us past Colonsay to anchor off the boat house on
Oronsay inside Eiln Gartmealo This was our first time here and my impressions were very
favourable.
14th June Another fine sunny morning with rising barometer (1027) but not much
wind so landing on the sunny beach we had a walk over to the Oratory before leaving with
a now light north-westerly to get the tide through the Sound of Islay. Once through, the
sky clouded over and it was a monotonous sail to Port Ellen where we moored alongside
an interesting character in a motor boat who was salvaging what he could from a German
submarine sunk, nearby.
1 lth June With a falling barometer, a steady drizzle and a forecast of F.3-4 N.W.
backing to S.W. to S., we left Port Ellen at 0645 for what was to be the best sail of the
cruise. Clear of Islay a northerly breeze sprang up, F.6 at times, with genoa poled out and a
spring tide under us the old Maid gave an impression of planning. It was downhill all the
way to Portavogie where we put in to ’phone just 10 hours out. Then we had to motor and
rock-crawl against the tide to get to Ballyhenry Bay for the night.
16th June After the long lie in the bunk and a big clean up of the ship there was a
leisurely sail to Whiterock and a big lunch ashore.
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FROSTBITING IN JUNE
by R. (2. A. Hall

Roane cruised to West Coast of Scotland in 1972. This was our second attempt having
been rained out of it when we went in Seadog some years ago. Crew: Nancy Hall, Mervyn
Hall, Grattan Roberts and Cecil Hall went all the way. George Macilwraith as far as Dun
Laoghaire, Brian and Olga Gale Dunlaoghaire to Tobermory and Michael Hall joined in
Mailaig for the voyage home.
We sailed from Crosshaven after lunch on Thursday 8 June - W.N~W. and heavy showers.
All plain sail and mizen staysail as far as the Carnsore which was rounded at about 0530 the
following morning. That was the first and pretty well the only fair wind for the cruise° It was
north-westerly all day motor-sailing to Dun Laoghaire where we arrived at 1745 and picked
up a mooring kindly supplied by R oI.Y°C Quite a swell in the harbour made us roll heavily all
night and next day. The remainder of the crew joined - the wind remained north-west and
by evening it was decided that we could not be more uncomfortable at sea so we sailed at
2200, wind F 4, cold and a bit bumpy, motor-sailing close-hauled for the night° At dawn with
the Mourne Mountains away to the west, dull and grey, a RoN. frigate crossed our bows and
made a large wash which broke on the cabin top; Brian who was turned in forward must have
been air-borne for several seconds when the bow fell into the hole. Ran into calm during the
late morning and set direct course for Sanda; later the wind came in due north F.4/5 and we
had a very wet passage motoring direct to windward with the wind against the spring tide.
However the sun came out and progress was good and eventually we anchored in Campbeltown
at 2220 on Sunday evening.
Ashore for stores next morning and then sailed for Ardrishaig, wind still north with
showers and cold. Beat up the sound for a while but there was not enough wind so motored
the rest, and berthed in Crinan canal basin at 2100. The steering gear became loose when
entering the sea lock, but the crew managed to fix it while the lock was filling,
Passed through the canal on Tuesday - fine and warm, in fact the best day of the
holiday - refuelled in Crinan and came to rest for the night in Kilchatten Bay on the east
side of the islajad of Luing. A fine evening and pleasant surroundings°
Next day with a moderate westerly but not much sun, we had quite a good sail to
Oban where we anchored off the Royal Western Hotel. Went shopping next morning and
sailed in the afternoon° Wind back in the north again Fo5, main, mizen and staysail, spray
flying off Lismore Point with the wind against the tide; although the sun was out the wind
was bitterly cold and freshening and it was not too long before the watch on deck stowed
sail, got behind the hood and let the engine get on with it The excuse being that the cook
found it easier to prepare the evening meal with the ship the right way up! After an hour
¯ or so of pushing into a strong head wind we anchored in Loch Aline at 2030. No summer
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weather here, specially after the sun went down behind the mountains.
Friday 16 June with the wind very light, fair for a change but with drizzle, we sailed
or drifted to Tobermory. On Saturday Brian and Olga had to leave for home; we hired a
car and drove them to the airfield. They left in a tiny aeroplane in sheets of rain and F.8;
no day for flying around the mountains, but they made it to Glasgow only to find the
Dublin plane cancelled owing to bad weather! I think we all preferred the sound of the
wind in the rigging and the boat straining at her cable to the sight of that little plane
disappearing into the gale. It rained and blew all night and next day was north-westerly
F.6 with heavy showers. There was not much future in trying to see West of Mull by boat
so we hired the car again and explored the island in very heavy rain squalls. Iona looked
very nice but the sound was a bit ruffled.
Monday the wind was still north-westerly and showery but had moderated. We sailed
about midday and carded away a genoa sheet off Ardnamurchan, so motored for a short
time while repairs w~re carried out and had lunch at the same time. This bit of cheating got
us nicely to weather and we had quite a pleasant sail to Rhum anchoring in Loch Scresort
at 1920. What a beautiful place but to my mind not a very happy anchorage. Had a most
enjoyable walk ashore and were not surprised to learn that the temperature the previous
night had been one degree above freezing. Midnight forecast poor - decided to sail early in
morning.
Weighed 0715 - staysail and mizen, southerly F.6. Heavy squalls crossing to Canna
where we arrived 0930 with wind increasing all the time. Watched a French yacht, with
eight men on the anchor cable, weigh and beat out of the harbour under close-reefed mainsail and small headsail - what an excellent performance! Went ashore to telephone and had
a sporting voyage back to the yacht in our Redcreast and outboard. Depression 976 mb. just
to north of us - wind F.7/9 in the afternoon. Two other yachts in the harbour and eleven
fishing boats. The yachts stayed put but the fishing boats, rafted together in threes and fours,
dragged their anchors all over the place - we kept an anchor watch for the night.
Wednesday brought heavy showers and strong west wind - yachts remained and
fishing boats continued to move all around the harbour. They were now six deep alongside
the little jetty as well as those at anchor. It was very cold and the cabin stove, which is
really proving its worth this year, developed a leaking fuel pipe and had to be put out.
Thursday 22 June wind W.N.W.F.5/6, more showers. Sailed for Mallaig about midday
- main and staysail - quite a big following sea and heavy rain squalls - arrived about
1600 and anchored behind the pier - dull and cold. Had a very poor meal at a hotel but
the proprietor was forgiven when he produced a length of beer pipe and a couple of clips
which put our stove back in business.
After the meal we met Michael off the train from Glasgow. Left Mallaig the next
morning - wind north-west F.4 - dull and cool just able to lie the south end of Eigg - with
all plain sail and a small bit of help from below. Rounded Ardnamurchan at 1430 with the
wind backing and freshening to become a very wet afternoon. We had intended to spend the
night in Loch Sunart but the weather had become so miserable that we decided on
Tobermory. A pity because Sunart had looked most attractive when we were going north.
Saturday brought a south-westerly F.3/4 (you will note we are now heading south) with
patches of drizz~le. We reached ~och Spelve and anchored in the north-west corner in very
heavy rain. It was an early start the next morning to catch the tide. The wind was southwesterly F.3 and so dull and cold we did not sail but proceeded under engine and hood to
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Crinan where we picked up a mooring at 0815. This day cheered up a lot and although the
wind was cool the sun :~zrs, nice and it became warmer than of late. We sailed in the late
afternoon and caught the evening tide down the Sound of Jura. With the wind unchanged
we beat most of it and motored the last bit when the wind fell light, anchoring in
Craighouse, Jura, at 2055. Cool again this evening.
Monday 26 June Sailed at 0915 wind southerly F.2. Engine and mizen - sunny and
cool. Made Mull of Kintyre about 1530 and set main and staysail to F.3 south-easterly but
had to stow headsail and motor again after about an hour as the wind came ahead again.
Had a cold passage with showers across the North channel and down the Irish Coast. Off
Blackhead we w~re stopped by a R.N. minesweeper. Armed boarding party came alongside
in rubber dinghy, tin hats, automatic weapons - the lot. Very dangerous-looking gentlemen
who searched the ship without hindrance from the crew!! they were quite pleasant about
it but the delay caused us to miss our tide in Donaghadee Sound. Berthed in the harbour
just after midnight.
Tuesday morning was spent moving from one berth to another and getting tangled up
in everybody else in a strong N.E. wind° The harbQur was very full and the H.M., who
was most helpful and patient, at last found us a berth free from swell where we would float
at low water. Having finaUy come to rest we did some shopping, visited friends and had a
very welcome bath.
We remained in harbour next day, fuelled ship and sailed at 2115. Our anchor was foul
of the lifeboat’s chain, but we were able to clear it with the trip rope. We were under
engine and mizen, as the wind was light variable or calm all night and indeed most of next
day. The morning was cold and grey, but cheered up later on. We made a few ineffective
attempts to sail but the glass was falling and the forecast poor, so there was every reason to
press on. We berthed in the dock in Arklow at 1700, met the customs man on the quay
and went ashore for an enjoyable meal.
Friday, wind south-east F.6/7 with seas breaking over the pier, lots of rain and the
boat getting a good coating of clay from the pottery. Needless to say we stayed put and
entertained some friends from Dublin to dinner. During the evening the weather cleared
and tempted us to sail at midnight. On the way out we fioticed queer noises from the
engine and once outside stopped to investigate - however, the engineers decided that it
would be O.K. to carry on. With southerly F.2 and quite a bit of swell we proceeded south
outside the Blackwater Bank. At 0200 a westerly breeze gave the engine a rest but we had
to start it again later to make up for Carnsore Point, and in fact had a wet and rather
bumpy motor-sail up to the Saltees in a fresh W.N.Wo wind. This left us when off the end
of the islands ill a foul tide, and if it did, the engine stopped as well and left us drifting
back towards ttie Brandies. However with the genoa set and some light airs we managed
to get clear away to sea and had quite a good sail into Dunmore arriving at 1720.
All day Sunday, which was quite a pleasant day, we waited for a mechanic who
promised to come but did not. Eventually we found a local man who investigated our
trouble which was not serious, and we sailed for home at 2030 - engine running very
nicely again. Usual head wind F.2 - rig, engine and mizen - jumping into a big swell at
6% knots. Had some help from the sails during the night but as we came up to
BaUycotton the wind was backing south-westerly and sky clouding over again. We picked
up our mooring in Crosshaven at 0515 on Monday 3 July, a dull damp day but a bit less
cold than up north.
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We covered 863 miles during 26 days away and visited 18 anchorages. We had head
winds most of the time, the weather was more like February than June, and the Engine,
the hood, and the cabin heater proved to be very important equipment.
From July to mid-September Roane was based in Castlehaven and each weekend was
spent cruising around Roaringwater Bay, Cape Clear, and the islands in reasonably pleasant
weather. There are very fl~ ’foreign parts’ to beat this bit of Ireland, and this went a long
way to make up for the trials and tribulations of the northern climate.

OVER THE SEA TO SKYE
by Maura Pritchard
Aspasia, ex-lnternational 8 metre designed and built by William Fife in 1924,
purchased by us in November 1966, when she was flush decked. During winters 1970, 1972,
she was fitted with three new strength bulkheads, screwed and glued to new laminated
frames. A coach-roof was added and the mainsail reduced in area. She was also given a Fiat
600 engine with direct drive to a folding propeller.
Our 1972 cruise started with a frantic rush. Finishing work late on Friday night 30th
June and hastily disposing of 4½ year old daughter to one relative and aged diabetic
Cavalier King Charles spaniel to adoring grandmother on Saturday morning, we managed to
stuff a few necessary clothes into bags and board Aspasia at 1330, hoping to make the afternoon tide at Strangford. This was not to be, as I soon discovered I had forgotten some very
necessary items, so we anchored in Audley’s Roads and I took a taxi from Castleward back
to Helen’s Bay, returning about 2100 to find my husband gaily sailing round in our infant’s
newly acquired Insect Class dinghy which is kept at Castleward.
On board I found that Marshall had not been idle. He had erected a spray hood remodelled from an old A.C. car hood and certainly not a thing of beauty, yet it proved
very snug to cower under when weather conditions were extreme. Since Marshall had
already declared the bar open, it seemed sensible to retire with a large whisky apiece.
After our fitful night’s sleep, the alarm ~ang all too soon at 0430 and we upped
anchor at 0530 en route at last. There followed an uneventful sail to Carnlough; we took
turns at the helm and I slept soundly most of my watches below. This seemed to annoy
Marshall, who cannot understand why anyone could conceivably want to sleep during the
day when one could be doing odd jobs about the boat or admiring the scenery. South
Rock L.V. abeam 0740, course 350°, wind south-west F. 1. Donaghadee abeam 1115.
Wind now went north-east, still F. 1, so we motor-sailed and tied up in Carnlough at 1800.
We had some fun turning Aspasia in the crowded little harbour - no mean feat for a crew
of two in a 44 ft. eight-metre whose engine is permanently in ahead.
In the morning, after a hasty breakfast, we cast off at 0520. The F.3 south-westerly
delighted us and Aspasia sailed herself from Garron head for several miids with full main
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and No.2 genoa. Fair Head was abeam at 0715 but when we were up with Gigha the wind
dropped completely so we started the engine. We passed the Small Isles (Jura) at 1400. I
slept most of this day too. I had felt slightly queasy in the lumpy sea off Fair head. Marshall
made me feel very guilty by saying, "You’re not going to sleep again surely?" We picked up
a mooring in Crinan harbour at 2000. We didn’t feel like going ashore as we were going to
have another early start so made a huge meal and turned in.
Tuesday 4 July dawned fair and we left Crinan at 0150 in order to make the tide
through Dorus Mor. Under main and large genoa we ghosted past Sheep Isle in a light
southerly breeze. It was a beautiful sunny morning and the sailing most enjoyable, but
unfortunately the wind dropped so the engine had to go on to catch the Sound of Mull
tid~hen we had a gift from the Gods. The wind freshened to F.3 still southerly off
Duart Castle, so we were able to have a lovely spinny run up the sound, unbelievable for
us, we usually have to beat. Spirits were very high due in part to Skipper having declared
the bar open early and the bottle of wine with early lunch. We sailed into Tobermory at
1330 and then it rained!!
The rain showed no sign of abating, so, in the evening we plucked up courage,
launched the dinghy for the ftrst time and went ashore to telephone home about the
state of the dog’s health etc. Needless to say we had a "wee dram" in the Mishnish to the
strains of a piano accordion - a truly delightful evening.
On 5 July we regretfully left Tobermory at the more civilised hour of 0830 bound
for Canna. The fresh F.5 south-westerly gave us a romping reach, though I felt sick for
an hour once past Ardnamurchan. As we started to come between Rum and Canna, the
backwash from Rum created a very large breaking sea and the wind increased. Aspasia
kept trying to broach and to hold her on course was soon beyond my strength. We were
reaching at 8½ knots. It was nevertheless a most exhilarating sunny sail with the clouds
scudding overhead in a blue sky and the foaming whit~e horses cresting the sparkling sea.
We anchored in Canna at 1330.
Here mild disaster struck. The lavatory which had ceased to function in Tobermory
had to be dismantled and in trying to wash it over the side, Marshall dropped it into
Canna harbour. The flow of invective is best forgotten; sufficient to say that he spent
two hours fishing for the horrible thing, and managed to hook it up at low water using
the boat hook lashed to the spinny pole. This was a relief; now we could eat and go
ashore.
I think Canna is a very beautiful spot. In the evening sunshine, we walked along
the beach admiring the islands and visited the little church on the hill with only the
evening bird song to enhance the silence.
6 July saw us up early and after breakfast we had another walk ashore in lovely
sunshine. We weighed anchor at 1030 and headed for Eist Point light. The south-west
wind was F.3 so we sped along under full main and No.2 genoa. This was truly
delightful sailing past the cliffs of Skye which looked majestic in the sun.
The 1355 forecast spelled doom - gale warning for Hebrides. Almost simultaneously,
with Eist Point abeam at 1420 it turned squally and cold. Hastily we donned one-piece
suits. The rain started pouring down and the wind continued to freshen. We freed off
and boomed out the genoa on course for Dunvegan head. At 1520 we were abeam of the
head and the wind was F.6. Marshall went forward to lower the genoa in the lee of the
cliffs. We were only 25 yards off-shore and I was saying prayers till we finally tacked.
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Aspasia was completely washed down as we beat up Loch Dunvegan in a sheet of
spray. Visibility was nil in the white spindrift. However, all nasty things come to an end
and eventually we dropped the hook off the pier at 1700. We chose this furthest in
anchorage to give U~ the shortest fetch, just as well for soon the 20 fms. of chain in 2 fms.
of water was stretched taut in the fierce squalls. The gale raged all night and Aspasia
sheered about madly. We were indeed glad to be safely at anchor in sheltered water.
Gales were forecast on 7 and 8 July so we remained at anchor spending the first day
mostly ashore and the second on board.
On Sunday morning 9 July, we regretfully abandoned the idea of visiting the Outer
Isles this trip. We had seven days left but didn’t want to get too far away with the
uncertain weather. Weighed anchor and under main only sailed out of Dunvegan at 0845
into a loch covered in white horses where we hoisted the No.2 genoa. The westerly F.4
wind gave us a broad reach to Vaternish point which was abeam at 1040. The wind
freshened and the sea built up; sailing quickly became unpleasant especially in the heavy
rain squalls, yet the Skye coast was impressive when one could see it. At 1125 a cruise
liner passed, Cabo Ban Boque~<no ensign)° After passing Yeskar rock the seas became very
heavy as we approached Ru"l-lfanish.
Marshall went below to check the tide through Trodda Sound. Aspasia flew down the
face of a huge wave and started to broach. Petrified, I over-corrected and when the next
sea hit, she gybed all-standing. There was an ominous crash caused by the boom down-haul
pulling the winch block out of the deck like a tooth being extracted. (When running or
reaching in fresh conditions Marshall always rigs a main boom down-haul through an eyebolt on the lee side-deck running back to the spinnaker winch). The eye-bolt had stayed
firm but the winch was torn from its mounting. Aspasia immediately rounded into the
wind and lay down with her lee deck in the water. Marshall shot out of the cabin and
without a word succeeded first in rescuing the winch; then with difficulty we gybed back.
Over a large whisky, and now himself at the helm, he proceeded to give me a long
lecture on how to avoid gybing; apparently strength is less important than skill and a
modicum of intelligence. However, he did allow that conditions were extreme.
In the calm of Trodda sound we made lunch, Marshall lowered the No.2 genoa, and
set the No.3 ready for the beat down when we once rounded Skye. Then we altered
course to 145° for Ru na Brarin, reaching at eight knots in F.5, gusting 6 or 7. The rain
poured down. With Ru na Brarin abeam, it became obvious we were carrying too much
sail so the No.3 was handed and the working jib hoisted.
Thus we beat down to Portree, a most uncomfortable wet process. There was a
short nasty sea into which Aspasia kept stuffing her nost so that tempers became rather
strained as we were hit in the face time after time by freezing cold sea water. At last we
anchored in Portree off the steamer pier at 1830. I was most annoyed to discover that I
was soaked through my new Peter Storm one-piece-suit.
On 103uly the 0630 forecast was F.6 - 7, perhaps gale 8, so we turned over and went
to sleep again. When we finally looked out, we thought "not nice at all". Nevertheless we
went ashore for provisions in the dismal weather. It was a horrible day with incessant rain
and squalls. Portree did not prove to be the most comfortable of anchorages; there was a
bad sea running and Aspasia pitched and tossed. Marshall whiled away the afternoon
hours firing empty cans at the sea-gulls which persistently landed on our after-deck. We
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decided to cheer ourselves up by having "a night on the town", so changed to shore-going
number ones and proceeded to the Royal Hotel for dinner.
On 11 July we left Portree at 0730 with one reef down and the working jib, bound
for Isle Ornsayo The wind was light at first although the forecast had been F.6 - 7 SoW.
The weather was fine for the first half hour and we were able to admire the scenery. A
beautiful vivid double rainbow appeared against the hills of Skye. As we approached
Raasay Narrows, it turned squally and wet, the wind piped up to F.6 westerly and so we
fetched Kyle Akin. Once through Kyle Rhea the squalls increased dramatically and we
had a wet fast beat to Isle Ornsay where we dropped the hook at 1300. After lunch I fell
into an exhausted sleep while Marshall read his book of Para Handy Tales, all the while
imbibing gin°
At 1600 the weather was sunny though stormy so we went ashore for a walk and
had an excellent view of the Sound of Sleato We watched two yachts come in well-reefed:
Solway Maid owned by Ivan Carr with two reefs down the storm jib and a large Donas
Mor motor-sailer with at least eight on board° Later in the evening two other yachts
anchored, a cutter rigged yawl and a cruiser-eight.
The forecast on 12 July was depressing - southerly F.5 - 7, locally gale 8 - definitely
not conditions for rounding Ardlaamurchan, so although time was now running short
we stayed at anchor, as did the other yachts. We had breakfast in bed and stared morosely
out from time to time at the torrential rain squalls while listening to the wind whistling in
the rigging. This wind really screamed across the bay kicking up a short breaking sea. We
were lying to 20 fmSo chain in 2 fins. of water and as a precaution Marshall had our large
kedge on deck shackled on to 30 fins. of nylon warp.
Ivan Carr on Solway Maid which was anchored ahead of us, hailed, but we couldn’t
llear above the wind. He then produced a large blackboard and chalked up, "Please let
out another 5 - 10 fms." and when Marshall complied, he chalked up, "Thank you" and
proceeded to veer more chain himself.
Our spirits were very low. The weather had been poor for a whole week and we were
heartily sick of rain, wind and cold. About 1600 the wind slacket~ed and the other
yachts began to move out. We could not see any advantage in going a short distance that
night so turned in°
After a struggle to raise the anchor, made easier by our newly fitted "Worth" type
chain pawl, we left Isle Ornsay at 0730° The weather was calm but we had not bothered
yet to shake out the reef° Eventually the wind fell so light that we switched on the engine
at 0800° Point of Sleat was abeam at 0930, still motoring° At 1230 the reef was shaken
out, engine stopped and the NOo 1 genoa hoisted - off Eigg. We sighted the cruiser-eight
beating out from Eigg and a veritable flotilla of yachts going north.
The wind dropped off Ardnamurchan and Marshall had some trouble starting the
engine. He had to clean the carburettor and set the points. The sun blazed down. We
called in at Tobermory at 1745 for stores, petrol etc., but all the petrol pumps were closed
for the night. However we had a welcome cold beer in the Mishnish and then left at 1845
in blazing sunshine, motoring down the Sound of Mullo We dropped anchor in Loch Aline
at 2200.
The weather obviously was going to be fine now that we had only two days left and
we woke up to a beautiful peaceful morning in Loch Aline on 14 July. After a hasty
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breakfast, we weighed anchor and motored out at 0645. There was a pleasant southeasterly breeze outside, so we stopped the engine, hoisted the main and No. 1 genoa and I
retired to bed. Marshall had a lovely beat to Sheep Isle which he said he enjoyed. Then
the breeze fell light and we panicked in case we should miss the tide through Scarba sound.
We a,voided this by the skin of our teeth and continued unde~ engine towards Gigha. It was
tiresome in the hot sunshine to have the incessatit din of the engine, but we could not waste
time as we were now in a hurry home. Eilean Mdre was abeam at 1705 and we anchored
in Atdminish bay at 2100.
Another beautiful day dawned on 15 July and after going ashore for petrol w.e left
Gigha at 1030 under full sail. The breeze was very light so after 15 minutes the engine
was started and remained orL till we reached Donaghadee. This was a ver3; boring day but
restful and warm and we thanked our lucky stars that the erigine was behaving. We picked
up a visitor’s mooring in Donaghadee at 2305. It seemed odd to go Below with the noise
e
of people and cars all around us.
The last day of out cruise Sunday 16 July was another splendid day of glorious
sunshine. We went ashore early to buy petrol but couldn’t get any so we just hoped we
would make the tide at Strangford.-Leavklg Donaghadee-at 0945 we motor-sailed down
the Co. Down coast. We sighted Sue motoring north at 1130 just abeam of Burial Island.
At the north Rock we picked up a light southerly breeze so hoisted the No. 1 genoa and
were able to sai~, We took the inshorepassage past the South Rock.
We entered Strangford Lough on the Kilclief-Angus transit at 1400 and all the world
seemed to be out sailing. We met friends of ours sailing our child’s dinghy, giving it its
sea-trial they said. Greetings were exchanged and we proceeded up the lough to Whiterock,
where we picked up our mo0ring at 1645.
Our healthy sun-tans belied our tales of horrible~eather in Scotland and to tell the
truth we had forgotten all about it ourselves.
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SUMMARY
Date
~_rL¥
1
2
3
4
5
.6
9
"11
13
14
15
16

See plans
pp.I5 & 22.

Daligi~

~’s Reads
Carniou~
Cd~mt
Tobermm3~
Canna
Dunvelpa
Portree
Isle Omsay
Loch Aline
Ardminish
Domghadee
Whiterock

Sea Miles

Total T’ame
Under Way

Total Time
Under Power

A~,e~age
Speed

Hrs. Mias.
I "4g
12 30
14 4g
8 20
5
6 31
9 45
$ ~
t5. 30
14 ,t$
12 35
7

Hrs. Mira.

Knots

10
56.9
65.9
36.7
31.0
38.1
38.6
35
\
54.9
72A
65.6
35
540.1

111.15

3
4 30
1 30

8 45
7 30
12 20
3

4.5
4.7
4.4
6.2
5.9
6.0
6.36
2:96
5.04
5
5

40.35

5.1

SUMMER CRUISE IN WINTRY WEATHER
by/7. N. lr~zggart

?.iy Kirmew is a cutter-rigged YachtingWortd 5 to ~,mez, LO.A. 24.5, L.W.L. 20.9,
beam?.8. While working on her d~ the fitting out season John Russell sudderfly asked
me if I would like to cruise this summer? I am crippted with arthritis and thought my
cruising days were over so I jumped at the offer. After my objections as to being useless
and possibly a liability were disposed of by John it was arranged that with John as skipper,
Joan (his wife) as crew and myself as passenger, we would go.
Friday, 2 June Dropped mooring at Whiterock at 2050 and l~ad a splendid sail down
the lough, reaching under j~ and main in F.4 wind with F.6 gusts. At 2215 dropped
anchor in Audley’s Roads. During this time Joan was busily putting last-minute stores
away, aithough she had been packing stores into the boat for several days beforehand. I
don’t know how she managed to get it all safely stowed.
3 June Forecast bad, so spent the day at anchor. At 2230 we were about to turn
in when we were hailed from a dinghy by the owner of a motor-boat who requested a tow
as his boat was anchored in the tideway and drifting. So we lifted our anchor and went to
his rescue.
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Sunday, 4 June With two reefs and spitfire jib we were away about 1115. As we
approached the entrance we could see the bar was absolutely boiling so we meandered
about until dead low, when it eased off. With the North Rock abeam at 1345, instead of
heading for Portavogie as:planned we decided to cross to Loch Ryan. After sailing in
sunshine with a very cold F.4 following wind we dropped anchor at 2210 in The Wig.
5 June We left at 1200 under full main, staysail and No.2 jib. The weather was
sunny but still very cold and although we had a splendid sail it was a bit hectic in the
squalls° At 1830 Davaar island was abeam and at 1930 we anchored in Campbeltown
opposite the yacht club having averaged 6 knots for the passage.
6 June After motoring out at 1200 we set reefed main, staysail and No.2 jib.
Abreast of Loch Ranza the wind went light so we shook out the reef. At 1700 off
CuUindrach point we started the engine and after some rain but more sunshine we tied
up in the basin at Ardrishaig.
7 June After spending a lazy morning shopping etc. in brilliant sunshine we
entered the canal at 1440. The rain then absolutely pelted down until we tied up
outside Crinan basin, which was full of boats. Phoned home. Despite the rain the fresh
green of the deciduous trees with the rhododendrons in bloom made a memorable
picture. John and Joan did all the work while I admired the scenery at my leisure.
8 June Passed through the lock to the basin at 0912. Two fishing boats going to
Ardrishaig seemed reluctant to leave the lock and held us up but by 1920 we were out
of the sea lock. We set No.2 jib and main and started engine. After passing through the
Dorus Mor we had a very pleasant passage to Tobermory. Had baths and dinner in the
Mishnish Hotel. Cooya I.C.C. was anchored in the bay, also an 8-metre Margaret.
9 and 10 June Stormbound, so set about scrubbing decks and topsides, cleaning
brasswork and tidying up generally. A big sea rolling in from the north made the
anchorage uncomfortable so John ran a warp to a buoy marked "Fair Maid" to bring
us head to sea so that we could eat in comfort. Half-way through our meal Fair Maid, a
huge lobster boat, stopped about one foot from our stern and the merry-faced skipper
cast us off and left us roiling again. Boats which came into the anchorage were: Owl,
Charm ofRhu, Quailo, a steam trawler, a puffer, a mine-sweeper and Lone Fox R.Y.S.
Sunday, 11 June Left under main and motor and when Rhu-na-Gall came abeam
set course for Barra. At 1840 we sighted Bo Vic Chuan buoy. We also sighted a great
basking shark and some killer whales sporting about; one fellow leaped from the sea about
five yards from the ship which gave Joan and me quite a scare. At 2005 we drOpped anchor
in Castle bay.
12 June The winds being northerly we decided to stay. Joan went shopping and
John and I rang up home. The hotel could not give us lunch, not even sandwiches, despite
the gold lettering on the front. However we had quite a good meal at a boarding house.
As the tide was dead low I could not manage the drop from the pier so John brought the
dinghy to a jetty used by the owner of the castle; incidentally, a number of sewers
discharge at this point.
13 June We left Castle bay about 1015 under mainsail. The wind was northerly F.4
and the weather sunny. After tacking to clear the can buoy we sailed for an hour, then
changed N.2 for No. 1 jib, the wind having lightened. We hove to for half an hour for lunch.
At 1630 we started the engine and at 1905 dropped anchor in Big harbour, Eriskay.
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This harbour is very peaceful and really beautiful. There were two fishing boats at
anchor and we learned that a total of six work from here. Having gone ashore for a short
walk we headed for Prince Charles’ Strand but I found I had enough after ten minutes so
I said I would go back and wait for them at the dinghy. I had not moved far when a collie
sniffed at my legs. I said "good dog" and hoped he understood English. Next moment his
owner appeared and offered to take me in his car to the proper landing-place. I thanked
him and explained I was waiting for my friends. We had quite an interesting conversation
till John and Joan came back°
14 June Left at 0805 under engine bound for either Scalpay or Loch Mariveg. The
day was so overcast and dull that we missed seeing the beautiful scenery except in outline.
After a day roughly divided between sailing and motoring we dropped anchor in North
harbour, Scalpay at 1928~ This is the heart of the Harris Tweed industry and it would
appear to be a prosperous community, the houses being modern in design and well kept.
15 June Motored out at 0710o After passing the Shiant islands John sorted out the
jib roller gear. It was a pleasant sail, mostly in sunshine, and we tied up at Stornoway at
1200 for shopping and refuelling° We had berthed astern of the fishery protection vessel
Leith and when she left the stream of water from the initial turns of the propellor gave
me quite an exciting time tending our warps; the flood from a playful canal lock-keeper
was nothing to this. At 1245 we left under engine to go south and after a very pleasant
sail and motor anchored in Portree harbour at 2150. As we entered we saw five buzzards
soaring over the cliffs.
16 June As the wind was strong and against us we stayed put. The forecast at
2000 was south-west F.8o We had 15 fms. of chain out and put down the angel at 2100.
A yacht of about 10 tons chartered by a Mr. and Mrs. Wilson started to drag. They were
ashore but came out and handled the boat very well in the gale, eventually berthing at the
pier. John had the kedge all ready in case we dragged.
17 June Weather forecast F.6 to 8, with 50 m.p.h, gusts reported locally. John laid
out kedge in a lull and later he and Loan went ashore.
Sunday, 18 June. Wind eased a bit. Mr. Wilson and Commander Martino from the
chartered yacht came over and had coffee with us. They were very pleasant people and
John had a good chat about sailing in Brittany. They left to sail to Loch Carton.
We left Portree at about 1330 under engine. Violent squalls were coming down the
mountains° Hoisted main with three reefs at 1350 and at 1430 took sails down after a
particularly fierce squall burst on the water beside us. We were tempted to turn back but
did not do so. At 1558 Sgeir Tatsen beacon was abeam. Set main and No.3 jib and stopped
motor. At 1735 John and Joan were standing in the cockpit in brilliant sunshine and
pelting rain. At 1745 we rolled up the jib in a F.7 wind and big seas. Anchored in Isle
Ornsay at 1945 - a beautiful and peaceful anchorage and, after Portree, "the haven where
we would be".
19 June Left at 0800 under engine in F.2 with an overcast sky and 15 minutes
later set mainsail. At 1013 the Point of Sleat was abeam and the sun came out and stayed
with us for the rest of our journey. At 1215 H.M.S° F 2 7 altered course so as not to
interfere with us as we were approaching Ardnamurchan in very big seas (though these
were long enough not to cause us any uneasiness). John dipped our ensign and the courtesy
was returned. Wind lessened at 1230 so we started motor. At 1620 we anchored in
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Tobermory, refuelled, did some shopping, had a meal and at 1835 left in brilliant sunshine
with all sails set for Loch Aline, where we anchored at 2115.
20 June Owing to bad forecast - south-west wind F.6 to 8, possibly 9 at times decided to stay. Loch Aline was a mass of white water° We dragged despite 30 fins. of
chain with angel, re-anchored further inshore and put out the kedge.
21 June Still storm-bound. Forecast: Fo5 to 7, later veering south-west F.8o Joan
and John managed to row ashore in a lull to ’phone and get petrol; shops all shut except
for petrol pump. Large white yawl came in under trysail and mizen and anchored on the
west side opposite the spit, later anchoring opposite the mine. Tangle a nice fibreglass
~T~p tame in with crew all in safety harness and some wearing life-jackets. They
.... al~ho~ed to weather of us and dragged, then proceeded to the west side and anchored and
later left under spitfire jib and engine. Scarb a varnished fishing-boat type anchored abeam
and dragged astern of uso We planned to leave but decided to stay after a bad 1400 forecast°
S¢arb moved into shallow water. Hail shower at 2035 - cockpit white with hail-stones.
22 June Early forecast gave us no joy. On hearing 1355 forecast and after consultation
we decided to chance it and went out into the sound under three-reefed main, storm jib and
motor. At 1540 Lady Rock abeam° So far we had a very good if not too comfortable passage,
then we had a prolonged F.8 squall and Kirmew screamed along in fine style. This was all
very well but in the Firth of Lorne approaching Sheep island we really got the Atlantic
rollers; thank goodness there were no squalls. Sheep island was a long time coming up, the
big waves slowing down the boat. At 1700 the tide turned in our favour. At 1745 Fladda
light was abeam with the sea like a boiling cauldron and in one hour exactly we covered the
10 miles to the Dorus Mor. The wind remained very fresh on our tail and after taking in all
sail we motored and blew into the sea lock at Crinan, the keeper on seeing us having opened
both gates, for which we were grateful. We tied up in the basin at 1930 and had a visit from
friends who were weather-bound there.
Friday, 23 June We motored through the canal in company with a Nicholson 26
Sagta whose owners invited us to drinks. At 1330 we were in Ardrishaig basin. After
consulting the Glasgow Met. office we decided to leave Kirmew here and get home by
Red Bay ferry, as business called.
A memorable and enjoyable (if very cold) cruise.
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SUIVI GOES NORTH
by John Olver

Suivi is a 13 ton bermudan ketch, 37 ft. L.O.A., designed by R. F. Freeman and built
in Southampton in 1957. Apart from the installation of a diesel this year in place of the
original petrol engine she is much the same as when launched. Gordon Thallon became her
owner in November 1971 and invited me to be skipper for him for a two week cruise and
to use her myself for a third week. The cruise therefore consists of a fortnight with one
crew and a week with another. The weather was governed by the continuation of the
June lows till 12 July after which highs replaced them.
Suivi was launched on 5 July and the owner and I spent the next two days getting her
ship-shape assisted by the initial crew: Deirdre and Myra Thallon, George Carson and
Antonia Warington-Smyth. (Bearings mentioned are true and depths reduced to datum).
8 - 9 July We cast off the mooring at Cultra at 1620 on Saturday and the first job
was to swing the compass on the Carrickfergus transit line. We made our departure from
Black head at 1900 and our passage to the west of the Maidens was made rather slow by
light winds which persisted, so that on occasion we had to motor-sail, until nearing the
Mull of Kintyre a north-westerly F.4 to 5 set in. We then had a cold but pleasant sail and
anchored at 0600 on Sunday morning in Ardminish bay, Gigha, The day was spent visiting
the gardens and viewing the sounds of Gigha and Jura from the hill above the bay.
10 July In the lee of the island the wind, W. by N. Fo4, promised a good sail. We
weighed at 1040 and sailed north but on clearing the island found it blowing F.5 or 6
dead ahead so we motored with steadying canvas only. At 1430 we berthed at Port
Askaig pier, Islay, and since a ship was due in, quickly got some water from the pier tap,
stores at the shop and diesel from a fishing boat. We then motored on and anchored off
the Bunnahabhain distillery for lunch. We sailed off at 1620; the wind varied from Fo3 to
5 W. by No and enabled us to berth under sail at the ferry pier at Scalasaig, Colonsay, at
1845. Subsequently we tied-off and lay to a long warp from the end of the pier. We ate
well ashore at the "old No.2 bar".
11 July The gusting WoN.W. wind at 0345 did not augur well for a quiet crossing
to Iona but at 0405 we slipped the tie-off and under jib and mizen coasted up to the north
end of Colonsay. Reduced to steadying sail, later handed, we now headed into rather a
nasty sea with the wind gusting to F.7. I normally use the "20 fmo channel" through the
Torran rocks but decided instead on the normal passage east and north of them. At 0730
we anchored in Tinker’s Hole but, wind being against tide, weighed again and sought more
sheltered anchorage northwards in "Seal Pool", 1 fmo, piloted by John and George who
had surveyed it last year (see 1971 Annual p°62)~ After breakfast sleep was resumed.
After lunch when the tide had made sufficiently we motored into the Sound of Iona
and the now moderated north-west F.3 wind enabled us to sail to anchor in Martyrs’ bay.
As King George V had already left their first visit to Iona was the more pleasant for four
of our crew°
In the evening in light airs we took 2% hours to sail the 6 miles to Loch na Lathaich,
anchoring in 2 fms. After a bad 0030 forecast we veered more cable, 25 fms., now in the
water. (Note: 1~ Both our anchorage off the pier and the S.W. corner of the loch were much
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used by fishing boats during the night so a riding light appears essential° 2. Salmon nets
extend off-shore from both ends of Camas Tuath, ½ mile west of the loch.
12 July We remained at anchor all day. Gale force winds were reported on the
radio by ships in the Sea of the Hebrides. In the loeb we had S.E. by S.F.5 at 0630,
Fo7 at 0900, S. by E. F.6 at noon, S.S.W.F.5 at 1400 and south-west F.2 by 1600. We
got stores and baths in Bunessan and in the evening the skipper and crew went to a dance
leaving the owners on board.
13 July The barometer was still rising and a F. 1 or 2 north-easterly carried us
slowly to Staffa where we anchored in 6 fms. at 1000. The swell was at my top limit,
but the mizen was left up and we all visited the caves and the top of the island, there to
watch the sea breaking on the rocks.
We then drifted over to Gometra in a westerly air, the girls sunbathing, and had
lunch at anchor near the harbour mouth with the sails triced up.
We left under sail with a south-westerly F.2 but it gradually died and we resorted to
motor. We anchored near the perch off Arinagour, Coil, at 1840 and after supper motored
to the ferry pier and tied-off for the night. (Note. There is a new self-service store and
washeteria just below the hotel).
14 July We left Loch-na-Eathar under sail with wind F.3 southerly and visibility
¼ mile. Outside the wind was S. by W. F.4 and we tacked down the coast without seeing
much of it. Eventually we sailed up to the Gott bay ferry pier. Here we said goodbye to
Gordon’s wife Myra who left on the plane which brought Johnny Sawers to join us. After
lunch we all walked over to Scarnish for shopping and in the evening had a meal and
baths at the hotel.
15 July The barometer had now risen to 1034.5 mb., the high producing only
very light airs. At 0700 on the rising tide we moved up to the concrete ramp and took on
35 galls, of water; the only source is the wash-basin taps in the toilets so a hose is needed
to fill containers. At 0910 we motored off and, having negotiated Gunna sound, set
course for Barra. On the way we did a running fix by R.D.F. using Barra head Bn. It put
us 3 miles south of our line and we altered to correct this. However when "Muldonach"
was sighted at 1610 it soon turned out to be Curachan rock (3 miles further north).
Obviously there was a large quadrantal error but unfortunately the radio packed up a few
days later so I never got around to calibrating it.
We anchored in North bay - not in one of the recommended places but in the bay
off Port Patrick on the west side. George went in ahead of us in the dinghy and we found
good holding in 2 fms., sand close inshore between Port Patrick and the other small gut
to the north. The rock in the entrance to this bay must be avoided; near L.W. the kelp on
it shows George and I later took the dinghy on a further survey excursion up North
Harbour.
Sunday 16 July First we did a run up North Harbour in Suivi sounding. Without
doubt the best anchorage is that recommended by the C.C.C. which is S.E. of the
moored fishing boats and north of the islets. In the approach the northern shore is shallow
and a good leading line, when past the pier, is the left-hand chimney of the former inn
(2 chimneys and 3 dormer windows)in line with the door of the red-roofed bungalow on
the hill behind (with one large dormer window). When the white cottage with gray roof
comes abeam to starboard alter to bring the same inn chimney directly under the right-hand
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bay window of the bungalow, which leads to the anchorage.
We left North Harbour through the very narrow gap between Sgeirishun and Fuiay
and headed north to Orosay off the famous cockle strand airstrip. We anchored in 1½ fins.
½ cable SoE. of the island, bathed, watched the planes and had lunch.
At 1410 we weighed and, avoiding the rocks south of Fuday, proceeded by the Drover
and Temple channels into the Atlantic. We turned south and lay off West Strand, counting
25 people on it, then returned by the Temple channel and straight on south of Lingay and
anchored off the Prince’s beach on the west of Eriskay at 1725 in 1 fm., the tide rising.
Ashore we sought and found a patch of the pink convolvulus the seeds of which are said
to have been dropped there by Charles Edward Stuart in 1745 this being where he first set
foot on Scottish soil prior to the rising°
At 1835 we left and went round the island via the rocky Sound of Stack to Big
Harbour; we found clear anchorage in 1½ fmso north of the fishing boat moorings fairly
close inshore. (Note: The perch on the "covers rock" in the entrance has been dislodged).
After supper we examined another possible well-sheltered anchorage near the entrance, 1½ fms.
good holding in mud° Then we left again and motored to Loch Boisdale, anchoring off the
pier at 2325; it was quite dark and a fitting end to a magnificent day of cruising.
17 July We went alongside, got fuel from a fisherman, water and some stores, then,
for it was very hot, a thirst-quencher at the hotel. At 1145 we left and headed east under
motor across a mirror-flat sea. At 1300 we stopped the engine to have lunch and let it cool
before topping up the batteries. We then discovered that the reduction gear was very hot
and the final drive seized. It was freed by pouring water over it and the explanation was
that there was no oil in the reduction gear. This was remedied and we got going after an
hour, but there was an unpleasant noise going ahead and we could not go astern. At 1715
we were able to sail with a light north-westerly. We abandoned our chosen destination,
Scavaig, and altered course for Canna where we anchored at 1840. With the crew ashore
the owner and I concluded that we must regard Suivi as depending on sail alone from now
on.

18 July In the lightest of airs we managed to beat out and after 3 hours were only
at Schooner point~ Rhum, with 3=5 miles on the log. So we started the precious motor and
it took us to Ardnamurchan where a wind came from the north-west and we sailed the rest
of the way to Tobermory bay. The CoC.C. fleet was in and we got to bed very late.
19 July MacBraynes kindly allowed us alongside and we got water, fuel (just in case)
baths (overdue) and a meal at the Mishnish (thank you Gordon!). We left under sail with a
F.3 north-westerly and when we got to Loch Aline tacked and drifted through the narrows
and up to the head of the loch where we anchored off the boatsheds in flat calm at 1945.
A walk ashore but found the Fairy Castle padlocked. As we were turning in a passing boat
gave us some mackerel for breakfast.
20 July A light breeze coming in from the sound enabled us to tack down and out
of the locho Outside there was a fine north-westerly and at the southern end of the sound,
as so often happens, it went S. by Eo We crossed to Oban and sailed alongside the north side
of the railway pier, but no spares for our engine here or anywhere in Scotland. So we sailed
away again and had a fine beat down Kerrara sound, using the engine for the last 2 miles
into Puillodobhrain where we anchored at 1800 in 2½ fms. near the entrance. We walked
to the hotel via the shore of the sound and came back over the hill.
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21 July We motored half a mile to get out, then with a northerly air drifted down
the Sound of Inch, through Easdale and Cuan sounds and into Ardinimir, 6.6 miles in
4 hours. After all hands had a swim in the warm water we managed to sail out again but in
a couple of hours it fell dead calm and we started the motor which brought us to Crinan
basin. Here the relief crew were waiting and a merry evening ensued. So ended the first part
of our cruise with 350 miles made good, 366.6 miles logged, 24 anchorages made a lot of
sun absorbed.
22 July During the morning Gordon, Deirdre, George and Antonia prepared to
depart wl~il,~ Ronnie Barr, Ian Wylie, Hazel Drysdale and Sheena Olver stood by to join
Johnny and me aboard. The girls tackled the stowage. The radio could not be fixed in
the available time so we would have to rely on the sky and the barometer. Ian (chief
plumber on Vandara last year) did a successful job on the reluctant heads. Ronnie
unfortunately had to agree after inspection that the engine drive had only a few hours
life left. Johnny piked between the chandlers and the yacht.
All this activity postponed departure till 1525 when we motored out in drizzle and
against the ebb for the Dorus Mor. Craignish point was very close to starboard at 1600
(working the eddy of the ebb) and so on up Scarba sound and through Fladda narrows
at 1705. The head wind and ebb tide meant using the engine all the time but by 2005
we had anchored in 5 fms. 1½ cables N.E. of Eilean Amalaig in Loch Spelve.
Sunday 23 July. We left in calm at 0950 and motored till 1335 when a F.1 or 2 N.
by E. air came away. We sailed into Port na Morlach, Lismore, and anchored in 2 fms. at
1405 off the larger of the bays at the north end (a possible place only on calm conditions).
We all had a pleasant walk to the top of the rocky hill, sighting buzzards and blue butterflies.
Then back aboard, a quick lunch and weighed at 1545. We left by the narrow rocky channel
north of Eiln. Loch Osgar and continued under motor to Loch Leven and into Port an Dun
to anchor in 3 fms. at 1830.
24 July Light airs necessitated use of the engine for much of this day’s travel. First
we crossed to Ballachulish, but the steep shelving bottom was useless for anchoring so we
went into the narrow sound at the east end of the largest St. Mungo island and let go in
1½ fms., good holding. We poked around these islands and could not quite agree with the
C.C.C. about the rocks. We reckon the 4 ft. rock is ½ cable west of its charted position.
We went through the upper narrows, which appear to have 2 fins., best depth, and so
arrived at the Aluminium Co. pier. (Note: Do not go beyond the rubbish tip towards the
river to eastwards where it is foul and very shallow). By 1910 we were through Peter
narrows and in Loch Linnhe found a northerly F.3 so sailed on to Kiltallen, 2030. This is
a poor anchorage in a northerly for if you go far enough to drop in 5 fms. you would touch
at L.W. We got permission to lie to the large mooring buoy and so had a peaceful night
except for the knowledge that the engine had turned the propellor for the last time while
making up to the buoy.
25 July A cool morning with F.3 north-easterly blowing into the loch. We left at 0945,
beating out, and entered Loch Aber at 1230, having made 15 tacks to get through Corran
narrows against the tide. We lunched as we sailed "round the patch" and thus south through
the narrows again.
Off the southern point of Shuna island we considered Castle Stalker. It is built on a
rock not much bigger than itself and is surrounded by water - even at low tide, when an
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extensive bank of dry sand reaches out past it from the shore to the line of Shuna sound.
What was the reason for the moat at low water and why had it never silted up? We
determined to investigate. We sailed across the flats with rising tide, touching once, and
entered the deeper "moat". All was immediately revealed: the "moat" is caused and
preserved by strong currents sweeping around the islet. Suivi was swept onto the sand. By
hardening sheets we managed to get off and sail very slowly against the tide round the
castle and out into deep water again. Definitely not recommended.
At 1750 we were off Port Appin with little wind. However an air came away from
S.S.W. and, having weathered Inn island, we stood between it and Lismore. In the lee of
Lismore we were becalmed but towed out with inflatable and outboard, finally sailing into
Port Ramsay at 2010.
26 July We left at 0820, drifting with a very light northerly, till off Berneray it
came away S.S.Wo F.2 enabling us to sail alongside Craignure pier at 1310 after the ferry
had lefto Here we obtained stores, outboard fuel and a weather forecast. Sailing off with
wind N.N.W.F.4 we ran into a patch of southerly F.2 or 3 off Duart point; we could see
boats tacking not far from others running on the same course. Soon we came into the
gap between the winds and luckily got a half-mile tow from Hurley Maid. Then a F. 1
south-westerly brought us slowly to anchor off the old pier in Easdale sound at 2110.
27 July At 0815 we went alongside under sail and took on stores and water. At
0910 we sailed with a very light air, leaving with the ebb through the eastern entrance,
then heading south-west, but keeping well to the north to avoid being swept through
Fladda narrows. We finally had to resort to dinghy and outboard and at 1135 anchored
off the "landing place" on Garvelloch, the largest of the Isles of the Sea. (Note: The
eastern entrance to this anchorage is completely blocked by a reef, covered at quarter
flood; entrance must be made leaving the rocky islet to starboard, keeping mid-channel
and anchoring rather nearer the islet than to either promontory on the main island. In
the approach take care to avoid the covered rock which lies about 60 yds. southwards of
the rocky islet; there is a good mark for this coming from the north: close the north-east
gable of the (only) cottage before turning in for the entrance° The anchorage is well out
of the current and appears to be sheltered in winds from W. by S. to N.E. There are
spikes and hooks for mooring ashore and on the islet).
After a walk ashore we left and an hour later were anchored in 4% fms. off the beehive
chapel on Eilach an Naoimh, the most southerly of the Isles of the Sea. Hazel and Johnny
swam and after lunch we went ashore. Archaeological digging has taken place recently
and it would be interesting to know what has been discovered. (Note: In the approach,
the reef runs out from the islets to the N oE. much further than the C.CoC. and chart
indicate. I suggest keeping not more than ½ cable off the northernmost islet of the S.W.
group. There is no entry from the N.E. as the C.C.C. plan might suggest. The C.C.C. plan
depths for the anchorage appear more accurate than those on the chart).
Shortly after leaving the outboard became temperamental and it took engineers Ronnie
and Johnny 1¼ hours to get it running again. Their ultimate success greatly relieved me
for our proposed passage of the Corryvreckan was being hazarded by our very slow speed
under sail. The flat calm sea outside and a funnelled north-easterly air assisted our passage
through but Strangford’s Routen Wheel is a "baby" compared to the whirlpools of
Corryvreckan. We were quickly through and carried on down to Ruadh rocks anchoring
at 2105 between Eilean Traighe and the mainland in Charsaig bay.
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Above. Garvelloch anchorage. Below. Eilach an Naoimh pool anchorage.
Photos. R. Barr.

Above. St. Mungo’s Islands, looking east towards Glencoe. Photo: I. Wylie.
Below. Port Appin, with unique round pier-keepers’ cottages. Photo: J. Sawers

28 July At 0800 we "motored" into Charsaig bay proper and bumped a stone where
the C.C.C. plan shows 1 fm. west of HO(use). We laid out a kedge and hauled off without
difficulty and anchored in 2½ fms. further out. A survey showed that there is no 1 fm. channel
through these rocks which are in fact a reef well covered in kelp and extending further south
than shown on the sketch plan; it is well silted up between it and the shore°
After a pleasant walk to Tayvallieh for stores we~ere heading out to sea under outboard
¯ and were delighted to be offered a tow by David Kense’tt in Westering Home. We now
moved faster than we had done for some days and during the passage I boarded Westering
Home and suggested a visit to the MacCormaig isles anchorage, which was carded out, the
yachts entering independently. Another interesting visit to St° Cormac’s chapel, grave and
cave was enjoyed. We left after an hour’s stay and were towed by our friends to Ardminish
bay, Gigha.
29 July Westering Home had to be in Ballyholme this day and left before dawn with
our thanks. We departed at 0650 and luckily had a north-westerly F.2 so sailed off and had
a broad reach to Mull of Kintyre (Lt. Ho. abeam 1045). We then bore off through Sanda
sound to make for a better run, as we were bound for Loch Ryan. We had F.4 at times on
the way and gybed twice but it was F.2 when we entered the loeb against the tide. We
carefully avoided the spit and came to another under sail in The Wig at 2025.
Sunday 30 July I had come southwards believing, from the weather synopsis heard
on Westering Home in Gigha, that the wind would go to the south. Sure enough, at 0630,
it was S. by E. F.I. A flow of activity resulted in sails set, breakfast over and all stowed
by 0700 when we departed. After a slow beat to clear the spit we ran out of the loch and
had Corsewall point abeam by 0925. Clear of the shore it was F.4 and we really started to
sail. At 1235 Mew island was abeam and Suivi’s cruise came to an end when we picked up
her mooring off R.N.I.Y.C. at Cultra, Belfast Lough, at 1445.
The cruise had been enjoyed by both the crews and was not uneventful for the skipper.
It was disappointing in that more of the planned anchorages could not be visited without
the engine, but we found a number of new anchorages and others were made for the first
time. In the abundant light winds or calms Suivi’s ghosting abilities were impressive and her
sailing capabilities in general delighted her new owner and gave pleasure to all her crew.
Motor-Sail

Motor

47.1
4.1

211 .~
6.0
28.6

340.5(54%) 51.2
Made good distances 332.7(55%) 45.7

245.9
222.7

Sail
Logged distances
Outboard tows
Other tows

340-~

Total anchorages made 40
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Total: 637.6
Total: 601.1

\ 1
\ 1

AINMARA ACROSS THE NORTH SEA
by Richard Gomes
Crew: Richard Gomes, Deirdre Gomes, Trevor Gill, Michael Foreman,
Richard Croasdaile, Anne Gomes (aged 11), David Gomes (aged 6),,
Ainmara is a 10 ton yawl designed and built by Jo Bo Kearney in 1910o Sandy Taggart
and the rest of the crew of the Siolta finally peisuaded Deirdre and me to go to Norway for
the celebrations despite some apprehension about taking the children, who hall cruised with
us for the last two years,, HoweveL we left Donaghadee on Tuesday 18 July at 1710 in calm
conditions~ We motored through a beautiful night and morning to stop for the afternoon at
a beach at Tralee, north of Ohano That evening we returned for the night to Oban and left
for Fort William the next morning the 20th, We had a lovely sail for most of the way and
arrived at Corpach just in time to lock in before 1700. We left Corpach at 0830 on the 21st
in company with Myth of Mourne and Seunamara. That evening we reached the top of the
locks at Fort Augustus and spent a good night in pleasant company
22 July. After an early start (0830) some of the crew were distinctly unwell but
gradually recovered on the way through Loch Ness, We arrived that evening at Muirtown
basin° That night and Sunday were spent provisioning, taking on the bonded stores and
attending a Civic reception at Inverness; also at a skippers meeting the Royal Navy
happily told us there would be a lack of wind!
Monday was not very encouraging as we motored out the 18 miles to the start off
the Cromarty Firth, The wind was F o5 north-east and was kicking up a nasty sea. It
moderated for the start at 1510o This was a terrible start for the children but no mention
was made of not going: That night we had to beat out of the Moray Firth which was a
slow frustrating business in Ainmara as we watched the ocean ’greyhounds’ slicing away
into the distance.
We had planned to get as far north as possible and we closed the coast finally about
20 miles north of Tarbert Ness; the wind backed and we managed at last to go tearing
off for Norway on a course of 0700° At this stage we were perhaps 12 miles north of the
rhumb line, The D.F~ set did not appear to be working correctly so our trip was to be on
dead reckoning, However we started to travel at over 6 knots and by Tuesday evening the
wind was up to F..8-9 northerly when Anne finally succumbed to seasickness, followed
by Davy, then Mike, then myself° Mike, Davy and I soon recovered as we only suffered
minor discomfort but unfortunately Anne was very ill, but as we had logged over 250
miles there was not much that we could do, We were down to the small staysail and
mizen and we were sailing far too fast for the awkward seas, as every 15 minutes the old
girl would drop 10 or 15 feet on her side with a shuddering crash and I started to fear
for the mast; so we dropped the sails after logging 265 miles and lay ahull..
With the helm lashed alee Ainmara lay very comfortably across the seas, with
occasional crests breaking over her and rolling her onto her side.. We lay like this for
15 hours with one crew member on watch all the time trying to calculate our drift° We
finally estimated it at 2¼ knots.
On Thursday morning the wind fell away and left a confused sea,. We motored all
that day in a flat calm and picked up Marstein light, dead on course, at midnight° Marstein
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abeam at 0200, log 385 mls. The children seemed happy and we killed a bottle of
scotch and motored on to God6ysund. We spent the next few glorious hours there
repairing sails, swimming and making up for lost time on the duty free.
On Sunday 30 July at 1600 we went off to see the Hardanger Fjord and spent the
night in a pleasant village called Rosendal in the heaviest rain we have seen. The next
day we went up the Maurangerford, where we had excellent views of the flacier, and
then back to God~,sund in time to help step Siolta’s mast which had been repaired after
losing it in the race.
On Wednesday 2 Aug. at 0800 we left for Bergen and motored in a flat calm in
glorious weather arriving at 1250. After two nights in Bergen we left to get back down
to near the Marstein Light. We stopped for three hours in a lovely harbour. Forlandsvagen,
and with a light easterly we left for Shetland at 2045 on Friday the 4th. The forecast
was for F.6-7 south-westerly so we motor-sailed in an attempt to subject the children
(and ourselves) to the minimum of discomfort. The wind slowly freshened to F.7 as we
closed Shetland. Visibility was less than ½ mile when we had run our distance of 185
miles. I managed to get a bearing of the radio-beacon on Bressay which only operates
in poor visibility. Then we saw Bressay island on the starboard bow when visibility
increased to I mile. We ran off down the Sound of Bressay in an ever-freshening wind
and arrived at Lerwick at 0630 on Sunday the 6th.
The next five days were spent here in company with a French yacht which stove a
plank in coming from the Faroes, a German yacht and two Scottish yachts Seula (S.C.O.D.)
and Aeolian, a yawl from Stornoway. It blew gale force from the south-west and west
during this period. Needless to say we had plenty of sightseeing tours and were made very
welcome at the Lerwick Boating Club which had just been granted a licence.
On Friday 11 th the wind dropped and although the B.B.C. were still forecasting
strong winds the local fishermen said this was our chance to get to Fair Isle, so we left
at 2015 and motored in a light southerly to reach Sumburgh head at slack water and
cross the rest. We then could lay Fair Isle and had a very pleasant sail. Small craft are
advised to give Sumburgh head an offing of several miles but with these conditions we
passed within a mile.
We arrived off Fair Isle in darkness and shortened sail and closed in slowly waiting
for dawn when we could pick up the leading marks. We lay in North Haven until noon,
when, alter having a quick look around, we left for Whitehall on Stronsay, Orkney.
There was a considerable swell running as we passed round the north end of Fair
Isle. We had a great sail in a north-westerly F.5 but visibility clamped down to ½ mile
as we were closing N.Ronaldsay. The wind backed and we had to beat down the coast
after a reasonable landfall but the tide was very strong and we could not see the low
coast most of the time.
Arrived at Whitehall at 2000. Anne was delighted to find that the owner of the hotel
(the only one) had a pony for his daughterand she had a great time. After this and the
Shetland ponies Anne started to forget all the hard times but still maintained that the
West Coast of Scotland was her type of cruising.
The next day Sunday 13th at 1645 we left for Kirkwall and had a great sail arriving
at 2000 with a south-west wind varying from F.3 to 5. Strong westerlies were forecast
and going home via Cape Wrath was now ruled out, particularly as the children as well
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Ainmara in Norway. Above. Rosendal, Hardanger Fjord. Below. Leaving Godoysund.
Photos. R. Gomes.

Ainmara in the Moray Firth, heading for Norway.

Photo. M. Balmforth

as other members of the crew were looking forward to a return trip through the canal.
On Monday 14th at 1010 we left Kirkwallo As we neared the Pentland Firth the wind
was S.Wo by W. F~5-6 and we had been advised to give the Skerries a. berth of over
15 miles, but this would have meant a beat back to the coast So with the last of the
flood we passed within two miles of the Pentland Skerries light in the large eddy° We saw
large ~verfalls at the edge so we ran off another mile, and then passed through a line of
breakers. We were then able to fetch Wick Light; but when sailing through areas where the
tides are shown at 8% and 10% knots the crew tend to wonder if one has calculated the
tides correctly, especially when there is a Fo5-6 westerly blowing However, we had a
great sail and had a good lee~ We stopped for an hour at Wick to see the harbour° At
1900 we sailed out of the harbour and on down the coast with the wind dropping to
F2-3 westerly with full sail including the mizen staysail in calm water and one of the
clearest nights I can recall with more stars visible than I had ever seen, I think that night
sail will go down as one of the best sails I have ever had
The next morning the wind fell and we motored from the Cromarty Firth the last
18 miles to Muirtown on a beautiful sunny morning with dozens of dolphins playing
round the boat, arriving at the sea lock at 0945~ We got to Fort Agustus that day after
spending some time seeing over Urquhart Castle in Loch Ness which brok~ the trip as
there was a very fresh head wind and the weather was deteriorating
Wednesday night was spent at the top of the locks at Banavie and the next day after
meeting Seula we put to sea in a F.6 south-westerly. We motored as far as the Sound of
Mull where at last we could ~t the staysail and mizen and made a comfortable 6-6%
knots arriving at Phuilladobran at 1800~ Good night in pub, accompanied by kids, with
the crew of Seula after catching our first fish while rowing round the anchorage with the
children°
Seula left first the next morning and we sailed out behind her at 1200 She sailed
round Easdale Island and we went through inside under full sail much to the delight of
many tourists and caught up with Seula passing through Cuan Sound Then on to Crinan
Basin, arriving at 1530 after another lovely sail, Spent a good night in the hotel and now
as we were pushed for time we left for Port Ellen at 1230.. The wind was south-west F.5
so we motored down the shore watching the deer° As we closed Texa Island the wind
freshened to F o7 or 8 and we had a once only chance of getting round the corner of the
pier as it shoals immediately to about 2 It. However we got two lines onto a tug and
spent the next 15 minutes trying to tighten the warps as it was now blowing very hard
off the pier~
We were all a little depressed at the thought of a hard thrash the next day as we
had to get back to work° We all had our first meal ashore in the hotel that evening and
when we came back on board at 0230 the wind had fallen away, so spirits were high
when we fell asleep° On Sunday morning we got up at 0645 and motored out as far as
the lighthouse by 0730 and from there we set sail We had a beautiful sail in a F°4
westerly with mizen staysail and the lot up, and when we were abeam of Rathlin the
wind veered, the sun came out and we hoisted the spinnaker for the first time on the
cruise° Although we were pushing tide here we had a marvellous sail right to within 100
yards of Donaghadee harbour mouth having carried the tide from Lame and were
alongside at 1800 having had a leisurely but fast sail for the 66 miles from Port Ellen.
Looking back I still am not sure whether I was wise subjecting the children to such
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hard conditions; but David was ready to go cruising again and now Anne, although she
does not wish to return to Norway, is ready to cruise to Brittany. She would rather be
with a pony than sail any day but she often talks about the trip, so I suppose we will be
cruising as a family again.
I must finally say how good Mike, Trevor and Richard were, as they were so
considerate towards Deirdre and the children and willing to do anything required. The
complete lack of friction at any time will make it a cruise that I will never forget.
Distance
Logged

Date

To

18th July
19th
20th
21 st
24th - 28th
30th

Tralee Beach
Oban
Corpach
Muirtown
God~ysund
Rosendal
Godlbysund
via Harangerfjord
Bergen
Forlandsvagan
Lerwick
Fair Isle
Whitehall
Kirkwall
Wick
Mulrtown
Corpach
Phuilladobhran
Crinan
Port Ellen
Donaghadee

31st
2nd August
4th
4th - 6th
llth
12th
13th
14th
14th
15th
17th
18th
19th
20th

Hrs.

110
7
30
53
423
25

18
1
8
91
5

49
34
20
203
44
50
18
44
73
53
40
17
42
66

9
5
3
36
8
8
3
7
14
6
3
6
11

TOTAL . 1,401
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Time
Mins.

Av. Speed
Knots

35
05
40
CANAL
00
00

6.0
6.5
3.5
4.65
5.0

00
5.5
00
6.8
00
6.7
O0
5.6
15
5.3
00
6.25
15
5.5
50
5.6
15
5.1
CANAL
45
5.9
30
4.9
45
6.2
40
5.7

Engine
Hrs.
Mills.
18
1.
3
15
24
5

35
05
00
00
45
00

9
5
3
36
4
1
1
0
4

00
00
00
00
00
00
30
10
45

5
0
6
0

00
15
45
15

FIRST SEASON WITH WISHBONE

Seeplans
pp. 15& 22

by Alan & Gerald Leonard
Over the previous two seasons the Leonards had gradually been coming to feel that
their Y-W 5-tonner Lamita would have to be replaced by something larger, more comfortable
and faster° Things finally came to a head at the end of the 1971 season when Lamita was
sold to John Stevenson of R U.YoC. "Imagine us not having a boat - not even a dinghy to
row round in" said Alan A great deal of thinking, pipe-dreaming and armchair sailing went
into the decision that a Holman North Sea 24 was our current dream ship, though other
similar boats would have been considered as possibilities° A letter to a broker and the hunt
was on in earnest° No fewer than three North Sea 24s slipped through our hands before we
could even make an offer, but this turned out for the best, for after some initial difficulties
we were fortunate to acquire Wishbone, She is one of the best of the class, built of teak to
Lloyds 100A, with a diesel° She had been delivered to Malahide the previous season by I.CoC
member Dermot Hegarty for his brother-in-law John Conneffo
In view of the boat’s good condition and the difficulties of travelling to Malahide to fit
her out, it was decided to launch her unpainted, sail up to Whiterock and slip her there for
fitting out° The first attempt to move her from her winter berth at Jack Wolfe’s "Robb’s
Wall" had to be abandoned due to a Fo9 crosswind, and she was eventually launched on
5 March when another forecast F.9 failed to turn up. The forecast for later that week was
more favourable so the epic delivery voyage took place on Thursday 9 March, with Alan
Leonard and Richard Aiken as crew° With a moderate easterly blowing this proved to be
the coldest ever sail in these latitudes, though Richard brought another crewman, John Long,
to keep him warm. It was a relief to see Wishbone slipped uneventfully on Sketrick Island,
but we had received a great deal of help and kindness from many people at Malahide, and
we are particularly indebted to Jack Wolf~ and all his family.
After a fitting out rather protracted by the unseasonable weather Wishbone was
launched again on 29 April The weather of course promptly became much worse, but this
did not mar the early part of our season, for we soon discovered her racing capabilities in
heavy weather. Our initial plans for long distance cruising had to be abandoned and it was
decided to fall back on our traditional West of Scotland cruise, with other weekends
occupied with the Strangford Lough "Round the Lough" series of inshore races° Wishbone
acquitted herself quite well in this series, with 3 firsts, one second and one third;
unfortunately retirement from the South Rock Race precluded any possibility of winning
the serie~ as this race counted for 50% extra points°
The West of Scotland cruise was scheduled to begin about mid-July, which coincided
with the arrival of the famous anti-cyclone, which was good for the sunbathers but not for
the sailors. However, the crew of Gerald, Alan and Ken Smart didn’t complain - after all,
it couldn’t lasto Little did they realise that between Whiterock and Tobermory they would
have only two hours’ sailing! The mighty Sabb did good work, and the settled weather did
allow an overnight stay in the secure anchorage at Cushendun, sheltered as it is from the
NoEo by Sanda. An early start (0300) the next morning to catch the tide had the advantage
of allowing two days’ passage in one, with a brief stop in the baking heat at Craighouse to
await a fair tide for the Sound of Jura° Arriving at Duart at 20~5 we were delighted to be
confronted with a light breeze blowing out of the Sound of Mull and enjoyed a cool and
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refreshing beat into Loch Aline. Next morning was another glassy-call, diesel-chugging day
for the passage to Tobermory, and by this stage even the sunbathers were frustrated by the
lack of wind. Fortunately the next day brought a light breeze and we managed to sail most
of the way to Canna. The passage to Skiport, however, was even more frustrating, for though
there was a light headwind the Minch was so restless that progress to windward was negligible
and we had to resort to the motor again. Sheltered from the rigours of the Atlantic by the
"Long Island", we had a pleasant reach up the Minch to Scalpay. An interesting experience
was to pass close to the Clark-designed Sherrydan, sailing a reciprocal course with a wind vane
at the hell and no sign of life about her whatsoever. The day finished with a beat into Loch
Tarbert and so to North Harbour, Scalpay. Most of the passage to Stornoway was spent
motoring into a light head wind though again we had a beat in, with a moderate breeze, to
finish the day.
At this stage the weather and our fortunes changed and there followed a period of most
enjoyable cruising. As the anticyclone began to decline the calls were replaced by light
nortqa-easterlies, which made the normally exposed coast of the northern mainland a weather
shore and allowed leisurely and enjoyable exploration of its beautiful lochs. On the
morning of Saturday 22 July we made our way out of Stornoway and came close-hauled
port tack, our destination to be decided by our landfall. At 1400 Ru Stoer came up on the
nose, and ’playing it by ear’ we tacked north and in towards Loch Cairnbahn. As we beat up
the loch in the evening it had an almost eerie quality, with the majestic mountains which
surround it looming out of the mist. After a flukey beat through the narrows we
anchored in South Ferry Bay at 2050.
Morning devotions on Sunday were punctuated by several spinnaker gybes as we
ran out of the loch. A reach north past the hazards of Eddrachilles bay, round Handa
and into Loch Laxford, with its easy landfall on the peculiar pink-coloured head to the
south of the entrance. At anchor for lunch in Loch a Chadh Fi, we watched adventurers
from the Ridgeway School in their canoes and Mirror dinghies. After lunch another run
out, a reach north along the coast and beat in, this time to Loch Inchard. Loch Bervie,
on the port hand, seemed to be solid with fishing boats, so we beat right to the head of
Loch Inchard.
Time now dictated that this should be our farthest north, so on Monday a slightly
longer passage south was indicated. A run to Ru Stoer and broad reach to Loch Inver
were followed by a trip ashore for a meal and much-needed baths. Loch Inver is
attractive from seaward, with Suilven standing guard above it, and wooded to the shore, but
we found it disappointing inside, with a noisy anchorage and much disturbed by fishing
boats. Next morning a very clean and shining crew got under way for a ’spanking’ spinnaker
reach and run to the Summer Isles, with the wind northerly F.4. Anchoring in the Cabbage
Patch at 1145 we were surprised by the amount of activity there is on the remote island of
Tanera Mor, with much recent development, reported also by other Club members. After
a walk ashore and lunch we were soon under way again with a "sojer’s wind" to Ru Re.
Almost all the headlands which we had rounded (Handa, Ru Stoer, Ru Coigach) have evil
reputations, but Ru Re was the only one which was in any way hostile towards us. About
an hour late on the ride, with wind and tide opposed, we found a nasty, short sea there.
Still, after a good reach into Gairloch, the hook went down at Badachro at 1930 and a party
on Shuna of Melfort completed another good day.
The first week of motoring had been very monotonous, and although day after day
of spinnaker reaching and running may be monotonous to write about, it certainly wasn’t
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so at the time. Wednesday gave us another reach over to South Rona, and being in an
anti-engine mood after the first week, we were just a wee bit proud of entering and ~:
leaving Acarsaid Mor entirely under sail. Leaving there after lunch on a perfect day with
bright sun and a freshening tail wind we had a hectic holy-rolling run to the Crowlins.
Round the comer into Loch Carron there was hardly any wind at all, so we had to use
the engine again to push us in to Plockton. A trip ashore to telephone had an interesting
result - as Gerald telephoned home, Paul Campbell in Verve was sailing past Sketrick (and
Wishbone’s mooring) at the other end of the line.
These had been days of most enjoyable cruising, with "fair winds and just enough of
them" as the toast goes, but time was now really short, and further, the promise of Fo6
south-westerlies provided a strong incentive for a fast passage to Tobermory, though
another flat calm meant that much of it was done under power. A day in Tobermory
cleaning ship, the usual run by the lee down the Sound of Mull (we always do this every time we gybe the wind shifts) and the first half of the cruise ended at Oban on
Saturday 29 July, with Alan and Ken departing by car on the Sunday, to be back at their
respective grindstones the following day°
SUMMARY
Passa~__
July 15 Whiterock - Cushendun
16 Cushendun - Small Isles
16 Small Isles - Loch Aline
17 Loch Aline - Tobermory
18 Tobermory - Canna
19 Canna - Loch Skiport
20 Loch Skiport - Scalpay
21 Scalpay - Stornoway
22 Stornoway - Caimbawn
23 Cairnbalm - Laxford
23 l.axford - Inchard
24 lnehard - Inver
25 Inver - Tanera Mor
25 Tanera Mor - Badachro
26 Badachro. - Acarsaid Mot
26 Acarsaid Mor - Plockton
27 Plockton - Tobermory
29 Tobermory - Oban

Distance

Total
Hours
11
8
9
2
10
7
10
5%
12
5
3
5%
3
8
3%
4
13
4%
124

67
50
50
13
45
36
40
31
64
25
10
32
17
34
18
20
66
26
684
5% knots

Average Speed
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Engine
Hours
11
8
7
2
2
7
.1%
3%
%
8
2%
53
40%

The car had been brought to Oban by Kathleen and Elizabeth, who joined Gerald
to make up the crew for the rest of the cruise+ The plan was that this should be gentle
and leisurely, with much sun-bathing and hedonistic living; but Alan and Ken took the
good weather away with them and for the next fortnight either the wind blew hard from
the wrong direction or the rain poured down in flat calms - and not one single day gave
sunbathing conditions.
On Sunday afternoon we sailed gently down to Puilladobhrain for afternoon tea and
back again to the Brandystone mooring for shopping in Oban the next morning
Puilladobhrain is always lovely, but already the rain was showing us what it could do, and
when Monday brought a northerly F+5 with rainy squalls we decided to moIor straight up
wind to Loch Aline, where because of our light crew we lay to the small anchor on a
warp, Next morning’s forecast was for northerlies F.5-7, locally 8, so the crew spent a
lazy morning and let the strong winds blow. In the early afternoon the weather moderated
so we decided to have a look at the Lynn of Morven and were rewarded with pleasant
conditions which gave us a fairly gentle beat to Loch Corrie, where we anchored at 1900.
The CoC°C. directions say of this loch "Violent squalls may be expected in strong winds"
- the warning was not an empty one, for all night long the wind screamed at us in gusts
from the surrounding hills, and Gerald at least was glad that he had put down the large
anchor on the chain, which rumbled and grumbled though we did not drag
Wednesday 2 August gave us three hours of excellent sailing. The wind was northwesterly, starting about F.3 and freshening to 5. We had lots of time so we set only the
small genoa, reached across to Shuna Sound at the northern end of Lismore and then bore
off further down the Lynn of Lor~,~. back to Oban with the log showing our speed to be
5-7 knots in the puffs and failing to 3-4 knots in the occasional lulls. In Oban we were
joined by a fourth meml~0~ of crew, Fred England, a newcomer to cruising who had no
illusions about the fact that what Wishbone needed was two more hands and a lot more
muscle for pulling and hauling. For the next ten days Fred bent his back nobly to the
task.
Since the weather showed no sign of improvement we decided to move southward so
that we could choose our moment for crossing back to Ireland, for Elizabeth and Fred
had both to be back at work in Edinburgh on Monday 14 August. Accordingly on
Tuesday morning in grey and uninviting conditions we motored down Kerrera Sound and
on to Cuan Sound to drop anchor in Ardinamir for lunch. The afternoon brought a
pleasant F.3 westerly and gave us good sailing to the Dorus Mor, which we entered with
only minutes of tide to spare. As the wind eased we sailed gently up Loch Craignish to
anchor behind Eilean Righ just as the wind died and a steady, hopeless rain began This
rain went on all through the night and the following day, when we decided to motor the
5 miles down to Crinan to top up our water and fuel. Next morning was still grey, but
the rain was only intermittent and though we had to motor for the first two hours, midday brought a light, flukey wind and we were able to sail up Loch Swen to TayvaUich.
Here we had another pouring wet day on Sunday 6th, when our passage was 3 miles
under motor to Caol Scotnish, a beautiful anchorage which deserved better weather.
Monday however, gave us some more good sailing in Loch Swen, where the wind got up
to F.5 and caused us to change down from the small genoa to the working jib. We were
glad of this when we came into the confused seas thrown up by the tide rips among the
MacCormaig Isles, and we were glad, too, to anchor in the tiny gut in MacCormaig Mor.
Our passage the next day was to be another short one, some 17 miles to Ardminish
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Bay in Gigha, but it was very worrying sailing, with visibility so poor that neither the
shores nor the navigation buoys ce:’,k]’ ’be seen until we were right up to them, It was a
relief to drop anchor, even though it was still only mid-morning. Wednesday brought
wonderful weather - bright sunshine and a clear washed sky of blue and white° But the
0630 forecast gave Malin and Hebrides north to north-west F.6-8, and there was no doubt
that this was what we had! We decided that discretion was the better part of valour and
put off our homeward passage till the next day. This brought a forecast West 4-6 backing
S.W~ and moderating. We set out immediately (0645) under main and working jib, but
soon found that this was not enough to drive Wishbone in the big seas left by the gale
so we changed to the small genoa. The wind started backing quite early and headed us over
uncomfortably close to the Mull of Kintyre, so we took ~ long tack out to the west to
give us a fairly free course when we came about again, which it did for a couple of hours
till the wind took off completely and left us to motor all the way to the Copeland Islands°
But the day was not without incident - just past the Hunter Rock Buoy the Navy came
up, ordered us to heave-to and launched a high-speed craft to come across and board us.
The officer in charge took a note of all Wishbone’s particulars while one of his men
searched her from stem to stern, without, I may say, finding any arms or explosives, or
indeed anything more lethal than the contents of the booze locker° The last member of
the crew to join had brought a small suitcase with him, but we didn’t think that the Naval
Officer quite appreciated what we meant when we said that all we needed now was the
umbrella stand. The Navy w~ followed by the rain once again and the remainder of our
passage to Chapel Bay was fairly miserable - we really were not sorry that the cruise was
drawing to a close.
Next morning was at least dry, but the water was a glassy calm and till mid’day we
had to chug our way southward,, Off South Rock, however, a brisk southerly appeared
and we had a lively beat to the bar and then freed our sheets to race up the Narrows,
pause for luncb at Audley’s Roads, and finish the cruise, as so often happens, with
excellent sailing inside the lough,
Altogether, we had an enjoyable and successful first season with our new boat,. The
keen competition of inshore racing was a great help in sorting out initial problems with
gear, and 750 miles of cruising in conditions that were generally fairly easy enabled us to
learn her ways without any too severe testing.. Who knows where she may take us next
year ..
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SUMMARY OF SECOND PART OF CRUISE

~ssage
July 30
July 31
Aug. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11

Total
Hours

Distance

Oban - Puilladobhrain - Oban
Oban - Loch Aline
Loch Aline - Loch Corrie
Loch Corrie - Oban
Oban - Craignish
Craignish - Crinan
Crinan - Tayvallich
Tayvallich - Caol Scotnish
Caol Scotnish - MacCormaig Mor
MacCormaig Mor - Ardminish
Ardminish - Chapel Bay
Chapel Bay - Sketrick I.

Engine
Hours

13
14
20
15
28
5
24
3
19
17
69
38

5
3
4
3
7
1
4½
1
4
3½
12
8

1½
3
1
½
2
1
2
1
1
½
6
3

265

56

221/2

Average Speed

4¾ knots

34%

KILDERKIN~: 1972 - Dunlaoghaire to Dartmouth
by Launce McMullen

At 0315 on Saturday 15:July, with my wife, Claire and Ken Fletcher as crew, I sailed
KilderMn out between the pierheads. Goodness knows how many times I have left
Dun Laoghaire r~arbottr - three times per week for twenty weeks a year for forty years
would make 2,400, plus at least 250 times in the mail boat and car ferry - but this
departure was unique in that Claire and I were going away for good and would be
visitors next time in.
Unfortunately our departure was under motor in a flat calm, and we continued
under motor to Wicklow Head, thence under sail with following winds to Scilly, in very
poor visibility. We sighted Round Island at 1900 on the 16th, and anchored off Hangman’s
Rock at 2105.
Our stay in the islands was rather spoilt by fog, and only one incident of our next
passage on 19 July is worth recording. This concerns our finding anchorage in Mullion
Cove. At 1745 we were at a very roughly estimated position four to six miles west of
the Lizard turning point, with the prospect of being in the dark and foul tide with no
visibility if we continued eastwards, so when the forecast gave no prospect of a clearance
I turned 45° to port, based more on what I imagined I would see if I could see than on
any calculation. At 1840 we sighted a rock and also two men fishing in an open boat.
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They told us that the rock was just off Mullion Island, so we had struck it lucky. Leaving
the island to starboard we anchored in the cove, where two French yachts were already
lying~ Half an hour later it really closed down and we could see nothing at all.
The next morning in visibility between one and two miles we felt our way round
the Lizard and to Falmouth, where we could at least see across the harbour mouth, unlike
the last time I was there. At Falmouth I part-exchanged my 9 foot Avon for a 10-footer
of the same make, which is an enormous improvement except in the time required for
inflation. We spent a day in local sailing, including going up to Truro.
22 July We sailed rather slowly towards Plymouth, and as Ken wanted to catch a
train we landed him on the end of the pier at Looe, coming alongside the steps in the
yacht. This could only be done at high water and in a calm - both conditions were
fulfilled. Claire and I continued to the Yealm: (pronounced Yam)°
24 July We sailed through Plymouth harbour and past De v~mport up the Tamar
to Cargreen, then back to the Yealmo My cousin Colin (Commodore R.C.C.) also came in,
but he has a new boat whose name I didn’t know, and was moored just out of naked eye
recognition distance, so we failed to make contact until just before we had to leave next
morning.
5 August I sailed single-handed from the Yealm to Dartmouth, about 30 miles
buoy to buoy, in a light but increasing ~outherly which turned nasty soon after I was
secured. This ended our season except for a little local pottering.
It may be of interest that for this year I altered the rig by increasing the mainsail
from 120 to 150 square feet. This was a great imp~alement in light weather, and little
disadvantage in strong winds as sail is usually reduced by lowering the main anywayo

"YOU DON’T NEED A COMPASS IN THE SOLENT"
by Henry Horsman
Fandango is Yves Mareschai’s design, built by Arcoa Jouet of Arcachon, a fin-andskeg bermudan slogp, 25 ft. waterline, 33 ft. overall, 10’ 4" beam and 5’ 7" draught.
To confirm my provisional order I had the chance to seven-day charter a brand new one
at Hamble on the Solent on 21 July. There was a mass of equipment on board but none
fitted, neither a binnacle compass nor shackle to join anchor and chain.
Michael and Peter aged 14 and 11 my sons and crew, a fine 25 h.p. two-cylinder
diesel our auxiliary. "You don’t need a compass in the Solent" was the agent’s remark.
Reed’s Almanac and the worry of tides; my aunt O, now in her eighties, no longer
the navigator and spirit of our boat as she had been on Mediterranean and Scandinavian
cruises from 1949 to 1958. "There cannot be two high tides so soon after each other four in 24 hours; Horsman, you spent too long in tideless Reedless~waters." "Daddy,
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there are two high tides in Southampton water, we did it in geography."
We kept clear of all those shoals, sailed very fast, but not so fast as one Arpege. Saw
Cowes and Yarmouth. Ran up the Beaulieu river to Buckler’s Hard and beat out against the
tide with very little under that 5’ 7" at times. A truly beautiful river in so crowded an
area - I don’t believe we saw a car ashore going up or down. Michael had one eye on the
lead-line and the other on the numerous waders and wild fowl.
The last day we did a very fast trip to Lymington and back using just tides and
winds for all but harbours; left at 1400, returned 1900. The lads who ran the marina at
Lymington were keen to see the Fandango; on board one admitted to being Greek so I
told him of my plans for cruising in his home waters, also of my original cruise there
from Bullock harbour in Sinloo, a 12 ton Gauntlet built at Lymington in 1937 by the
Berthon Boat Co. " "Whose marina do you think you are at?" - So I had to call at the
yard and have them look up the building number.
We had no rain, no wind above F.4 and no fog though it threatened. The strong
tidal streams insist on respect. The traffic is quite something and demands a keen lookout; hovercraft and hydrofoil come at you at 40 knots and a low-footed genoa leaves a
large blind sector when close-reaching.
"Throw-aways" or "disposable" they call G.R.P. but my boys and I were delighted
with the boat. My cousin, his wife and their two children enjoyed their two days with
us for the Fandango has eight berths in three cabins, a very roomy 11-tonner. The Royal
Southern Y.C. gave me the facilities of their clubhouse, very generous and much
appreciated.

MAID OF MALIN TO THE BLASKETS
by J. A. MacKeown
Robert Mollard had acquired Maid of Malin and brought her to Dun Laoghaire from
Crosshaven early in the 1972 season. He very kindly asked me to join him on his summer
cruise when the cruise I had planned in Korsar fell through due to crew’s domestic
problems. Naturally I was delighted to accept, as Robert had sailed with me in Huff, and
only last year in Korsar, and I knew his worth as a seaman, skilled navigator and good
companion. So plans were discussed for sailing round Ireland, north about, but
unforeseen factors made it desirable to start south about, leaving events and weather to
decide whether round Ireland was feasible in the time available, or whether we would
more enjoy turning back at some point. So on 7 July Robert MoUard, skipper, with
Richard Hooper and Jim Chambers as crew, and myself, Jack Mackeown, in what I can
only call a supernumerary position, from the amount of work I was allowed to do and
the kindness with which I was treated, met for dinner at the Royal St. George and set
sail thereafter - under engine!
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July 7 - 10 Dunlaoghaire to Crosshaven Starting under engine at 1015 we set the
genoa and main when through Dalkey Sound in a Fo3 south-westerly, but after Wickiow
Head we met calms and very fight winds and the engine was much in use so that we did
not round Carnsore Point until after 2000 on the 8tho From there we had wind dead
ahead which rose to F.5 for a time and with a series of long tacks we reached
Ballycotton Island at 1530 on the 9th° Thence frustrating wind changes and stopping
seas impeded progress until finally at 2045 we put on the engine again at Pollock Rock
buoy and thankfully picked up a mooring above the Royal Cork at 2200° The 10th was
spent in Crosshaven and the Royal Cork, and as we contemplated an early start we dined
on board. Jim Chambers had to leave here and David Whitehead had joined us after lunch.
July 11 - 13 Crosshaven to Schullo We cast moorings at 1600 on the l lth and
set sail when off Church Bay° The wind was WoSoW~ F o3 and 4 all day - dead ahead. In
a series of long tacks, 7 miles off the Old Head, into Clonakilty Bay and two miles off
Galley Head, we eventually put on the engine off High Island at 1930 after a spell of
lovely sailing in calm water - almost the first this dreadful summer. An hour later we
were anchored in Castlehaven. On the way in we were warned off their drift nets by a
trawler, which should do well in the cod war~ We were not long in getting ashore to
Mary Ann’s at Castletownshend where Richard gave us a magnificent dinner of avocado,
lobster or crayfish and strawberries and cream, followed by Irish coffee° Tom Doyle and
his crew were also present and added to the party feeling. The only other note in the
log is that at 2145 I managed to hear the weather forecast - temporarily bad but who
or what was bad is not clear.
Nor was the weather clear on the 12th, a day of thick mist and drizzle. So great
engineering works were undertaken - on the engine’s cold starting device by the skipper
and on the winches by David° It was a day for Brunch and an early sandwich tea and for
a shore expedition by the crew to shop. However we were encouraged to see Helen of
Howth raise her anchor and go out to sea in the early afternoon and as visibility improved
to about 1 miles in the harbour, we motored out in no wind at 1650. Outside visibility
was down to one cable and David was in his element navigating us, and to good effect
too. At 1800 we passed just off Toe Head, at 1900 we saw some net floats which could
only be just off the Kedges and at 1950 we saw the swell breaking on the Whale Rock
just outside Baltimore Harbour. At 2020, still in thick fog, we dropped anchor off the
Castle ruins on Sherkin Island and had an excellent and well deserved supper, followed by
a visit to the Jolly Roger by most of the personnel.
Next day the mist was still there, but lighter, and we raised anchor at 0950 and
motored out to find visibility varying from 2 to 3 cables° Once more navigation was
all-important, but we sighted in succession, Badger Island, Carrigmore and Gascanane
Rock to starboard and after picking up Lahan Point on Cape Clear and altering course
steadily, it was easy to pick up the West Calf and Copper Point on Long Island in
steadily improving visibility. So in only 2 hours we moored off the pier at Schull where
we had a welcome invasion from the families of the skipper and James Daly who were
holidaying down there. Soup and crab sandwiches at O’Keeffe’s were followed by visits
to Robert’s cottage with welcome showers, coffee, walks, games, teas etc. But all was
eclipsed when GiUian Mollard and Ann Daly came on board and produced an epicurean
dinner of pate, crab chowder, scallops with potatoes and veg. and strawberries and
cream followed by Irish coffee. How did we ever tear ourselves away from SchuU - but
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you’ll see we did come back!
July 14 - 16 Schull to Valentia Although there were mist patches around till noon,
this day marked the end of the so far appalling weather of summer 1972 and brought in
the best fortnight of the year. We motored off at 0910 and going down Long Island Sound
and out through Goat Island channel, we raised main and genoa at 1000 and made slow
progress to Brow Head, where a flat calm again caused recourse to the engine until we
were past the Mizen when we picked up a F.3 south-easterly and sailed into Bantry Bay,
setting course for Roancarrig. Half-way across the wind swung round to west through
north Fo2 and sailing round the perch off Carrigvaddra we anchored in Lawrence Cove,
Bere Island, at 1730. A lovely anchorage with a view out on Hungry Hill and the
Glenans sailing school for dinghies causing interesting sailing activity to watch. We went
ashore and climbed a high mountain to an old watch tower and with appropriate
thirsts were horrified to find that the local hostelry didn’t open until a very late hour.
So back to the Maid for the never-failing refreshment and a good dinner. Some went
back to the errant inn after dinner and were not disappointed.
The next day we had real summer weather with the wind going round with the sun
from easy to north-west and never above F.3. Off at 0900 we set sail and had a pleasant
if slow reach down to Dursey Sound arriving at 1345. Putting on the engine we were
through the Sound by 1440 and anchored in Derrynane at 1630. As a result of good
staff work on arrival we all went ashore at 1930, and picked up a taxi to the Derrynane
Hotel, and enjoyed a dinner kindly provided by David. After ’phone calls to Schull etc.
re crew reliefs our very obliging taxi driver took us back to the beach at 2245, where
the writer was returned to the Maid and the others sampled the local hostelry for a
while.
Next morning was given over to crew changing. Sadly we had to bid farewell to
David and Richard who had been such good hands from Cork and Dublin respectively.
However we knew the standard they set would not be lowered by John Bourke and
James Daly ,~he experienced replacements. At 1310 with no wind we set off under
engine, and though a light wind got up off Bolus Head it was dead ahead, so that not
until 1530 just short of Puffin Island was it worth raising sail. Then after a short tack
westwards we ghosted across to Bray Head where we were admiring the magnificent
cliff scenery very close in to the rocks. However the skipper arrived from below at 1705,
took one horrified look and hastily put on the engine which carded us in to an
anchorage off Knightstown pier at 1830. On the way we overtook a small Glenans
cruiser with all hands paddling against the tide, but they scornfully refused our offer of
a tow; apparently they were competing with a sister ship which we had seen near Bray
Head. We weP.t ashore for a short walk and some refreshment, but the place was very
dead .... h~:rd hit by the tourist slump and the opening of the new bridge at Port Magee.
Jtily 17 - 18. Valentia to the Great Biasket, Crookhaven, and SchuR. This day was
really the highlight of the cruise. Firstly, we had splendid sailing in F.3, and sometimes
4, north-easterlies. Secondly, it was sunny and warm. Thirdly, we landed on the Great
Blasket Island for the first time for all of us. Fourthly, we decided that in view of the
calm weather and probability of having to use the engine a lot we would not continue up
the West Coast, with long distances between ports, but retrace our steps and be able to
sail even in light winds and yet reach port each evening with the minimum of engine noise
and trouble. So setting the main and small jib off Doulus Head at 1115 we were nearing
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Slea Head at 1245° Here the wind down the sound headed us and as the tide too was
adverse we tacked right under the cliffs of the Great Blasket, a great sight, and at 1420
anchored near a dory on moorings and quite close to the landing inlet. By 1445 we were
ashore but were a bit taken aback to be welcomed to the Great Blasket by an American
accent, by finding about 20 people on the fine beach and by a helicopter landing twice
- apparently a weekly excursion from a Dingle Hotel - and by two dory trips and a big
rowing boat under outboard taking passengers back to the mainland° However we were
assured we were the only yacht to anchor so far this year and that only one anchored
last year, so we kept some of the pioneering spirit we had worked Up o We had quite a
nice walk round the north end of the island with splendid cliff views and observed "birds,
rabbits and sheep" to quote a famous advertisement emanating from the island, and in
two hours time we were sailing back fast on a course for Puffin island, which we reached
at 2015o There was a worderful sunset behind the SkeUigs and the wind died away. We
passed inside the Bull, under engine for over an hour, and eventually had the Mizen abeam
at 0700 Tacking along the coast we anchored in Crookhaven at 0900~
After a quiet morning we were having lunch outside the Crookhaven Inn at 1400
when, to the surprise ~of all, Gillian Mollard and Ann Daly appeared, having come over
from a picnic at Barley Cove to buy some forgotten item° At 1405 in high dudgeon at
this feminine invasion the Maid was observed taking off from her anchorage° At 1410
she was cajoled to come back by Robert and John and by 1420 all crew were aboard
and the Maid was motoring out the harbour. We sailed very slowly for a couple of hours
to Goat Island, but thence the engine was needed again and at 1730 we anchored once
more in Schullo There we had been asked by Mungo Park to join a dinner party at
O’Shea’s and a good evening was had by all.
July 19 - 24. SchuU - Crosshaven On the 19th we took the Mollard and Daly
families for a picnic on Sherkin Island and saw the first porpoises and seals of the cruise.
The changed weather was bringing in the mackerel also and we caught the first of the
year on the way back to SchuU. Later in the evening Robert took John Bourke and me
for a fine drive round Mount Gabriel and once more the two wives gave us a splendid
dinner on board.
The next day was hazy with no wind and we left under motor at 1040 and passed
through the North Channel into Baltimore Harbour to show it to James. We did not
stop but went out the entrance and at 1300 passed between the Kedges and the mainland
in flat calm, a passage only to be attempted in such conditions° We then saw what we at
first took to be a basking shark and altered course to investigate, but as we got up to it
it submerged and was seen to be a huge turtle - estimated size, 8 feet diameter and one
ton in weight. Subsequently there was a report in the paper of turtles off Donegal also.
We entered the lovely Barlogue harbour at 1330 and anchored for lunch. Most of us went
up into Loch Hyne in the dinghy with outboard and spent an hour exploring it. Coming
back we had a speedy passage through the approach channel with a strong ebb tide. Back
aboard at 1600 we raised anchor and two hours later were again anchored in Castlehaven,
this time ahead of Carrigwen which we all knew well. A nice dinner at Mary Ann’s was
followed by a hectic night over which a veil had best be drawn. Suffice it to say that I
returned to the ship part worn at midnight, the rest returned fully worn at 0430
A painful departure was made the next day at 1030 and after a mercifully quiet day,
half under engine and half drifting along under sail we anchored in the beautifully peaceful
anchorage of Oysterhaven at 2025. There was a light drizzle and no wind and we were
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all glad of an early night on board.
Next morning the 22nd we had an uneventful passage to Crosshaven with much use
of the engine, and picked up moorings at 1330. The usual showers, procurement of stores,
and contacting of relatives and friends, took place in the afternoon but that night James
gave us a s!aper dinner at Chez Isawalt in Carrigaline.
Sunday was given over to family sailing and picnicing. Monday was devoted to engine
repairs, family meetings and walks at Crosshaven or Currabinny. John Bourke had
unfortunately to leave us that evening and was not replaced.
July 25 - 29. Crosshaven to Dun Laoghaire The fact that we took five days to
get back to Dun Laoghaire tells its own story of the weather. Light variable winds for
only part of the day meant that we had to motor a lot of the time, but we sailed when
we could, even if slowly. On the 25th we made Helvic harbour in the afternoon and I
was interested to see how comfortable we could be at the end of the pier which seems
to be reserved for yachts.
The next day we made an early start and reached Dunmore East by 1430 having
been hailed on the way by Tom and Judy Sheppard and asked to dinner in their hotel,
where we later had a splendid meal. On the way in we had had to weave a very odd
course, owing to the enormous numbers of boats of all kinds with nets out for salmon.
Here James Daly had to leave us and his place was taken by GiUian Mollard who looked
after Robert and me well for the rest of the cruise.
On the 27th we motored through the Saltee Sound and as we were early for the
tide anchored short of Carnsore Point and well in, for 3Y2 hours. We sailed off again
with some difficulty and after doing about three circles round, as the fluke was caught
under a ledge. However it came out at last and after 2% hours of sailing and motoring
we anchored in Rosslare Harbour just outside the hauling buoys.
Next morning was very misty with some actual fog patches and Robert had to do
some very careful navigation to get us up by the North Shear and the Rusk channels.
By 1100 we were through and set sail for three hours of a F. 1 wind but the tide was
with us. Despite the mist it had turned very hot and we were quite glad to tie up in
Arklow basin at 1700 and go ashore for necessary stores. Gillian gave us a splendid
dinner on board°
On the 29th we had a north wind F.2 to 3 and were able to sail all the way to
Dun Laoghaire. Having left at 0610 we moored in Dun Laoghaire at 1430, the end of
a long and very happy cruise. We did nothing outstanding, we did not go round Ireland,
but we made the best of the kind of weather we got and had an enjoyable and
comfortable time. It was with a sad heart that I left the Maid and my over-kind host and
hostess.
It may be of interest to note that we were under sail for 110% hours and under
engine for 63% hours. In terms of distance there would not be much difference as
progress under sail was often very slow. The whole cruise covered just over 600 miles.
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HELEN TO ORKNEY, 1972

See plans pages
15, 22 and 35.

by Chris Green

Helen is an ex4nternational 8 metre 47’ OA x 8’ beam x 60’ mast°
"Belt it a few more good blows" says Richard, "Let’s not have the rudder falling
off in the middle of the Pentland?’ The time was mid-February in Billy Smith’s
Whiterock boatyardo Richard Aiken and myself had just rivetted on the last of Helen’s
new rudder pintles.
The mention of the Pentland was a joke, but as Helen left her moorings on the windy
evening of Friday, 30th June, a few extra charts were hidden aboard, just in case! The
crew, Chris Green, Richard Aiken, John McCrea and Lou McDowell,battened down and
changed to the small fiat mainsail in preparation for a windy night° Luckily before Helen
bounced her way out over the Strangford bar the wind eased pleasingly~
At 0015 the South Rock LoVo was abeam, the wind now south-west F2o After dawn
we slipped close outside the Maidens, then breakfast off the Mull of Kintyre, and by early
afternoon now in a westerly F.4 or 5 we roared through the Sound of Islayo At 1650 the
north end of Colonsay was abeam, and the wind gusting Fo6 with torrential showe~, sail
was shortened. The Torran rocks were picked up in a rain squall, the seas breaking heavily
all around on them° A most unpleasant sail followed through the rocks, half the crew
being very sick, the rest too frightened to beo A quick run through the sound of Iona
followed, anchoring in Loch Laithai~h at 2000, 143 miles out in 24 hours°
Sunday’s forecast was S oWo 4/5, locally 6o At 0730 we were under way. With small
main and genoa we surfed up past Staffa and Coil, between Oigh Sgeir and Humla (at
1340), past the north of Skye, heading for Scalpay, Harris° We anchored at 2145, having
had one of the coldest but most exhilarating sails we were to have on the cruise° Scalpay
on the Sabbath needs to be seen and heard to be believed. Everyone stays indoors° There
is no sign of life. Even the dogs aren’t allowed to bark° One feels so guilty having been
out sailing while the Godly sit quietly at home. You half expect some punitive natural
disaster to occur, such as a thunderbolt descending on your booze locker°
Our disaster was reserved for Monday morning when at 0700 we attempted to pull
up our buoyed anchor and found it all snarled up in some great mooring. By 0800 we
were free again and heading for Stornoway under small main and genoa in a south~westerly
F o4o At 1240 we were tied up in the inner harbour replenishing the stores, and trying to
buy some missing charts of the north-east coast of Scotland~ The north coast was
purchased, but the east was confirmed to be out of print. A local fisherman told us that
the Pentland was not too bad if treated with care, so at 1515 we hea:ded on north for
Loch Laxford (Sutherland). There was cold rain propelled by a south F.4 wind and poor
visibility. The log was streamed from the Beist of Holmo At 2200 Handa island was
identified and shortly afterwards the conspicuous red rock on the southern side of
Laxford’s entrance was seen° We turned in and at 2250 were snugly anchored off the old
schoolhouse in Fanagmore Bay°
Tuesday’s forecast was Hebrides No4/5, Fair Isle, East 4/5° At 0745 it was a pleasant
sunny morning with little wind. Loch Laxford looked its beautiful best with Ben Stack,
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Arkle and Foinavon reflected in its glassy calm as we motored out towards Cape Wrath.
This headland is a pretty unpleasant spot completely exposed, and with about 3 knots
of spring tide; half a mile off it a rock lies awash which must have claimed many a vessel
in its time. The wind was by now east F o4 and as we beat on a leg inshore towards the
Kyle of Durness there was a loud rattle thought to be the genoa flapping. So engrossed
were the crew in trying to stop the genoa flap by winding the sail nearly into the cockpit,
that the red flags of the Army firing range were not spotted till quite late. The rattle
(flap) was some soldier let loose with a machine-gun. As we retreated rapidly out to sea
the target inshore of us was on occasions hit as volleys of shots splashed in the water
around it. The anchor was dropped at the head of Loch Eriboll at 1415, This Loch must
be pretty near "the last resort", beautiful but bleak, and rarely visited by yachts; the
chances of meeting another must be slim, so there was some surprise when Karl Smith of
Donaghadee motored St Michael of Cape Clear in and anchored beside us. Much of the
evening was spent going over some charts borrowed from Karlo As we had no east coast
chart, I.ou (a surveyor by trade) traced the whole of the east coast on six consecutive
sheets of pale blue Bronco (sheets 1 to 6); he was thorough, marking in every pebble on
the beaches from John O’ Groats to Inverness. However when he started to mark in the
main roads, railways, ~:hurches and houses, we then discouraged him.
Wednesday 5 July had the Fair Isle forecast of SoEo 4/5. This was a good day to
head for the Orkneys so long as the wind remained more south than east. By 0735 we
were under way, running down the loch, then heading for Hoy Sound. The wind was
south F.4, and the sailing pleasant until off the Old Man of Hoy a thunder plump
arrived accompanied by a 180° fierce wind shift.
Hoy Sound is quite a ship’s graveyard. First you pass a trawler washed intact right
on to the foreshore grass in one particularly bad galeo A large half-submerged ship then
blocks the south sound’° Once past these and in the Flow you know there to be at least
fifty wrecks scattered around. Salvage of course has been big business here since the
German fleet was scuttled at the end of the first World War.
When in Scapa Flow we saw it to be "just a big Strangford" with green fertile
islands, quite different from the wildness of the west coast. The night was spent at St.
Margaret’s Hope (South Ronaldsay), a small pretty village. This was reached at 1930 in
torrential rain and flat calm Seeing the ferry arrive from John O’ Groats Richard and
Chris went aboard to get some inside knowledge about the Pentland. The Skipper
recommended that going easterly we leave the Flow and head right down the main
channel to Duncansby Head arriving half an hour before the westerly tide began. He felt
that the worst danger in moderate weather was to get late on our tide, with the risk of
being sucked back into the Pentland. Evidently when the tide turns it brings in amazingly
large seas which are normally partially pacified several miles out to sea by the easterly
flow of tide. If caught in adverse tide he said we would be able to slip back into Scapa
or into the eddy off one of the mid-channel islands. Another interesting point was his
dislike of the inner sound (inside Stroma) when going from Scrabster to Wick; the bottom
is rough and the seas particularly confused,
Thursday at 0510 saw a well battened down Helen slip out in a flat calm. Though
there were some unpleasant big seas and a lot of tide it was a most easy trip across to
Duncansby Head° The forecast was S.5/6o It was a cold sunny day, and when the wind
came up we roared on a glorious close reach the length of the east coast. Fort George,
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(entr:~nce to Inverness Firth) was reached at 2040, the evening turning cloudy and cold.
With a now fresh head wind the last miles were motored, entering the sea lock of the
Caledonian Canal at 2240. We were now exactly six days, 527 miles out from home and
all exhausted. As the wind roared in the rigging the crew were glad enough to be safely
tied up in sheltered waters again.
Friday was a relaxing day. All we needed was to get the boat re-provisioned, the
crew washed, and to move the 27 odd miles up Loeb Ness to Fort Augustus. But with
a south-westerly blowing F.6 20 miles straight down the loch, and the sea breaking "brown"
over the foredeck, we were glad to anchor in the north shore bay off Castle Urquharto
Remember that Loch Ness at 130 fathoms is probably the deepest water we have ever
sailed in. The Castle Urquhart bay is the only sort of an anchorage in Loeb Nesso Even
here one anchors on a kind of under-water cliff, the bottom going from 3 to 300 feet
inside 100 yards. As you can imagine, the holding is none too sure.
Saturday saw us beating up the loch with small main and working jib, the wind still
south-west F.6. The shores are so steep that you shave them on every tack, much to the
consternation of the passing motorists. Once past Fort Agustus we headed on to Loch
Oich where we were to anchor for the week-end until the canal opened on Monday. This
is the most beautiful bit of the canal. Helen was edged into a tree-surrounded pool, the
ruin Of Castle McDonald just a stone’s throw away, and a good food guide hotel close by
on shore.
Sunday 9 July was a mountain-climbing, ship-cleaning, eating out in the evening
type of day.
Monday was bitterly cold and still south-west F.6 as we motored down to Corpach.
Tuesday’s forecast was S.W. 5/6 locally 7. It was again terribly cold. At 0835 Helen
and her frozen crew shared the sea lock with a large Dutch motor yacht. The owner was
upset at having to run his central heating plant full bore, and we diplomatically sympathised.
Then with great speed he was away, motoring down Loch Linnhe bound he said for
"Oden". I hope he made it. This was a day of heavy showers, the wind being mostly ahead
and varying from F°2 to 6o At 1435 we anchored for a luncheon stop at Little Horseshoe
Bay, Kerrera Sound. After lunch, with the weather improving, the grand little heavyweather mainsail was stowed away to be replaced by the full main= We had certainly never
missed the extra canvas since leaving Strangford. Later in the evening we headed through
Cuan Sound, anchoring in Loch Na Keil (Loch Melfort). The crew were relieved to find
that the Inn mar~:ed on our ancient chart was fully functional°
Wednesday it blew F.7 southerly with continuous rain. By 1645 there was some
improvement. With 4 rolls and working jib we beat southwards. The evening improved,
the rolls came out and the genoa was set. Helen was anchored in MacCormaig More at
2120, but had to be re-anchored several times before finding the right spot in this tiny
anchorage. We had a rather disturbed night as a delinquent lamb bleated soulfully on the
shore about 10 feet from our stern from early dawn.
The forecast in the morning was S.W. 4/5 increasing 6, so we set straight out to
catch the last of the tide round the Mull of Kintyre. It was a hot, flat calm day, and sail
was never hoisted. At 1440 we were in Sanda harbour, having our usual difficulty in
judging where the unmarked rock in the centre was before daring to anchor. Ashore the
crew visited the old burial ground, then over to the Ship Rock lighthouse. The wreck of
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the ship here seems to be a navy ship with gun turrets. It is little salvaged, with the
anchors still in position. Walking back over the highest hill of the island we could see a
fog bank coming in, and before long Helen was lost from the shore. With this the
lighthouse siren started wailing in our ears all night.
On Friday we motored to Portpatrick in poor visibility. Once in the deep dock
roasting in the sun.
On Saturday at 0745 Helen was headed for home, motoring at first and later having
a perfect spinnaker run right to the Strangford bar. At Strangford town we tied up at
1515 getting rehydrated in preparation for the arduous sail round the corner to Audley’s
Roads where we were to spend the night°
Sunday 16 July was spent drifting round Strangford soaking up sunshine before
finally tethering Helen to her mooring.
This had been a cruise with no gales, and plenty of fresh winds that had been
exploited to the full. The last four days were superb, the rest like Arctic. It was a truly
great cruise, and as you have noted the rudder did not fall off in the Pentland!

SUMMARY
Miles
June 30 July
1
July
2
July
3
July
4
July
5
July
6
July 7-10
July 11
July 12
July 13
July
14
July 15
July 16

Whiterock to Loch Laithaieh
Loch Laithaich to Sealpay Harris
Scalpay to Loch Laxford (via Stornoway)
Loch Laxford to Loeh Eriboll
Loch En’boU to St. Margaret’s Hope
(via Hoy Sound)
St. Margaret’s to Inverness
Inverness to Fort William
Fort William to Loch NaKeil (Melfort)
Loch NaKeil to MeCormaig More
MaeCormaig More to Sanda Island
Sanda to Portpatriek
Portpatrick to Strangford town
Strangford to Whiteroek

143
100
74
38
71
101
53
49
25
49
32
38
8

TOTAL 781

$4.

%

Helen, ex-International 8 metre, 47 ft. OA, 30 ft. WL, 8 ft. beam, 60 ft. mast. Designed
by Sir T. C. Glen-Coats. Built 1936 by Bute Slip Dock Co. Ltd. Photos. C. Green.

Abol,e. Liam McGonagle worrying up the Zrmanja river.
Below. Iaonara with a typical Dalmatian background. Photos. B. Murray.

SALT PURPLE AND FRESH GREEN DALMATIAN CRUISE ON "IAONARA"
by Brendan Murray
Liam McGonagle’s laonara, a beautifully named Dutch steel yawl, has not figured so
far in the Annual. Her vitals are 34 tons, 50 ft. by 14 ft. by 5’ 9" draught, and powered by
a Caterpillar that is the least temperamental diesel I’ve ever encountered. She is a very
weatherly boat and had to demonstrate this on the first leg of her delivery from Cannes to
Malta two years ago when we bashed into a F.8 for 12 hours en route to Ajaccio. She had
cruised extensively in the Med. in between.
The crew for this fabulous cruise was: Liam and Evelyn McGonagle, Des and Margaret
Turvey, Brendan and Clare Murray, and Bob Keogho
laonara awaited our pleasure at Gruz, the port for Dubrovnik. Courtesy of Aer Lingus
we all arrived at 4 aomo Sunday, 16 Julyo Tired and thirsty, some of us tackled Greek brandy
as a night-capo We suffered later from "Metaxatosis," as the skipper described it.,
That evening visited Dubrovnik. It must be the most beautiful and best preserved
medieval city in Europe. Superb lighting is used to very best effect. We dined very well on
local dishes and wines. The red Dingbac, promptly renamed "Dingbat" was extremely good.
17 July We departed at 1300 in warm, partly cloudy, conditions,, The object of the
cruise was to go north-west about 200 miles and return a different route, visiting as many
harbours and anchorages as possible, all at a leisurely pace° So at 1430 we anchored in a
lovely bay, on Lopud island. A glorious swim in crystal water and then cold lunch.
At this stage perhaps I ought to explain the title of this article. The water here is not
blueo It is a glorious deep purple, In the course of our cruise we steamed up three freshwater rivers, where the colour is smoky green. Any other shade means you are aground or will be shortly,,
After lunch steamed on in calm conditions to Okuklje Bay on Mljet island. A very
sheltered bay with only a few houses. Lobster not cheap, purchased from the local
fishermen. The younger of two spoke some English° This is the primary foreign language
in Yugoslav schools, I understand. With my generation, use your German to communicate
Two charter boats full of gay young people enlivened the night and occupied the quay,
which was a pity as we needed a good sleep. A few ’bonafiders’ swam out to us about 2300
looking for drink. The skipper dismissed them in language anyone could understand, Day’s
run - 30 miles
18 July Steamed up the island inside outlying islets in a lovely narrow channel to
Polace bay on the northern tip for a swim and lunch° Again a circular, very sheltered
anchorage. As we arrived, three Yugoslav air force float planes landed close by.. A lovely
sight and rare nowadays° A very large Italian yacht was already anchored. The float planes
were followed by a YAF helicopter playing around. Our Italian friend up-anchored and
disappeared with extreme haste when the helicopter arrived.
Left M~j:,t for Korcula town on our next island. Tied alongside, with much help and
courtesy from the locals, on the eastern side of this lovely old city. The west side quay is
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very exposed and has extensive ferry and commercial traffic.. The tourist literature indicates
that this strategically placed island has been occupied by everybody except us, and the
Eskimos= An excellent meal ashore in a nearby cafe. The luxury of eating in the open air
went to the skipper’s head and an impromptu wine drinking contest developed: I think
Liam won but we were all losers the next morning° Day’s run - 35 miles.
19 July After morning shopping etc., left for Hvar up the lovely Korcula channel°
No wind, very hot° Highest cabin tempo recorded for whole trip 34° C. Minor mutiny
quelled when Liam stopped engines and allowed us to swim° He is apparently impervious
to heat and tends to press one. After this confrontation we used other tactics when we got
hot° I accidentally fell overboard on one occasion. Another time, the dinghy inexplicably
untied itself and dropped behind, necessitating a~top and a swim.
Into Lovisce Bay on Scedro island for another swim and lunch. Another very sheltered
anchorage° Our friends of the two charter boats also anchored there. Much waving and
greetings. Then onwards to Hvar, which has a nudist island lying a mile off the town. Much
used by the Germans apparently.. Tied alongside and were promptly chased by the port
captain shouting "ancora, ancora"o So, much confusion as four boats untied themselves,
anchored and tied stern-to~ This put the smile back on your man’s face..
Hvar beggars description. It is a supremely beautiful town and port. A large
"Spanish" fort overhangs the town° The lighting again is magnificent. Shortly after dark
the floodlights were turned on to illuminate the fort. There were no ohs or ahs from
us - it was just too beautiful. We sat on Liam’s spacious after-deck swilling drinks, torn
between gazing at the beautiful scene and the passing parade of female pulcritude. The
ladies had gone shopping, discreetly° Had a stroll around the town and a hilarious meal
ashore. Liam, from experience, warned that you must order and consume your starters,
then order the main course. This we did not do and there was also a minor language
problem. Nobody got their starters, but plate after platter of meat arrived, with chips
and salad. Kebabs, pork chops, veal, ham omelettes came cascading onto the table. We
tried manfully but were defeated. I have never seen so much meat in my life. All
extremely good and very cheap by Irish standards. Day’s run - 50 miles.
20 July Up at seven next morning. Bob Keogh and myself went Roman and had
a nude swim via the Dory off the nudist island° Its the only way to swim really. Cast
off about 0900 and steamed past the nudist= Full of people even at that hour. An
interesting passage between the mainland and islands° Arrived Zlarin about 1700o Wind
NW and quay looked very exposed. Liam did not like it. The town a bit scruffy and run
down. Crossed to Prvic, about 2 miles away and tied alongside in a very sheltered harbour
Similar town to Zlarino Went up town to seek a cafe and food. Found a shop but no
eggs, bread, milk or other victuals= Cafe did not serve food or drink and was shut tight
at 2000. A discotheque was blazing away - strange contrast. Back aboard for Irish tea
of eggs, bacon and the last of the black and white pudding. Early to bed. Day’s run 55 miles.
21 July Off early 0800 for Sibenik a busy commercial port. Tied alongside for
supplies. A very cursory examination of ships papers by harbour authorities. Only twice
asked for papers in the two weeks., No crew lists required anywhere, unlike Greece. The
official here was very pleasant and helpful. Cast off about 1015 to head up river. We
were about to become green water men. Anchored off Skradin about 1130 hrs. Luxurious
swims in fresh water co;vler than the sea The ladies took full advantage of the fresh
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water for washing. A low bridge prevents yachts from further progress upstream. Used
the "Dell Quay" to visit Krka falls in two batches. These falls are magnificent cascades
in lovely wooded countryside, with a green pool at the base. A noted beauty spot hundreds of people and dozens of small craft.
Back to laonara for gin, swim and lunch. A lovely clipper-bow yawl beside us
turned out to be Yankee of Mystic USA, owned by Irving Johnson, a renowned
offshore and cruising man. We had a brief chat with him and he mentioned what a
wonderful time his colleagues of CCA had in Cork for Royal Cork celebrations. Went
ashore but found nothing in Skradin. Back aboard for a meal During the afternoon we
were treated to a spectacular thunderstorm and torrential rain° The evening cleared and
the temperature dropped after the rain° Slept under a blanket that night for the only
time in the fortnight.
22 July Left Skradin at 0730. Mrs. Johnson of Yankee a passenger to Sibenik.
Lovely run up the inshore channel° Passed Murter island, heavily populated with holidaymakers. Off the tip of Murter chased about a mile off course by naval launch, which
indicated we must detour round an odd-looking craft manoeuvring slowly. It transpired
she was towing and messing with mines. We were glad to keep away°
A very interesting run, in that it was necessary to keep a plot because of the
numerous islands - you could easily get confused. Tied up in Zadar stern to at the
marina. Water available so filled up straight away. Fuel jetty further down and decided
to do that in the morning. A busy commercial and ferry port, home of the best
MarasChino liqueur in the world I’m told. Zadar was so successful in the old days that
the Venetians financed the Fourth Crusade on condition that Zadar was blitzed en route,
to eliminate the competition. It was duly sacked. Again a lovely old town, very well
preserved. Ate ashore in boiling heat. Glad to get back aboard and cool off. Day’s run 55 mile s.
Sunday 23 July Refuelled early and set off north-west for Novigrad. Heavy
studying of Admiralty and Yugoslav charts as skipper decided to attempt the Privlaka
channel., The channel markings bear no relationship to the system, as we found it. There
are two entrance and two exit marks which you pass between. In the channel you stay
about 5 yards south of all the perches and blocks. We progressed slowly through and
went aground about half way. Having laid a kedge astern, Des Turvey and myself went
ahead sounding in the dory. Hence our hindsight. The channel is 8 ft. deep and in places
only 8-10 ft. wide° Pretty impossible unless you sQund ahead with the dinghy and
preferably are shallow draught or better still have a centre plate extended. All attempts
to kedge off were unsuccessful. We were stuck in glutinous sand and mud. All round us
in the clear water were visible tracts of similar groundings. A local lad, very helpfully,
joined us, and helped shift our anchor for another go. Told us high water was at 1700
hrs. We went aground at 1100o Rise and fall 1 foot. Local sand boat was aground a half
mile ahead of us. Liam finally negotiated a tow for the equivalent of £2.50.
The tow arrived loaded with sightseers. The helmsman was unsighted and chatting
to our friend, now aboard laonara. He hit a;~.~’.arby concrete channel mark doing about
5 kts. I have never seen or heard such a thump. About 10 locals were either thrown or
jumped onto the block. Our man backed off, retrieved his passengers and tore back to
port. I suppose he made it. Meantime (1500 hrs.) the sand boat which had been aground
got off and came back up channel. He took a long tow line and pulled us off with

ridiculous ease. Back down channel we scuttled and took the twelve-mile detour round
Vir island and so up the Velebit sound to Novigrad. Back into fresh water. At 2030
tied stern to in the dark. A long, hot day. Reading "Mariner in the Med" afterwards.
He attempted the channel from the opposite end. Went aground and was towed off yesr! - by a sand boat. Probably the same one. Day’s run - 50 miles.
24 July Zrmanja River. Uncharted. Left Novigrad at 1230 out into the lake and
entered the Zrmanja fiver with some trepidation. Liam at the helm, Murray and Turvey
swinging the lead furiously. We found a steady 2% - 3 fathoms all the way up and the
channel well marked. Red poles to port and black to starboard. The latter did not have
white tops as described in the instructions. Having found plenty of water and got the
hang of the markings we speeded up and progressed at about 5-6 kts. Very hot, which
might explain the vast amounts of sweat on the skipper’s brow as he twisted up the
tortuous channel. It was fascinating. The sides of this canyon are very steep, rocky and
show evidence of many landslides. Des Turvey suggested we speak in whispers in case
the noise precipitated a fall. He was only half-jesting.
The town of Obrovac lies at the head of the fiver. A ding~y, light industrial town.
Tied alongside long enough for lunch, then headed back down. Li~’a’nerves were
shattered by the passage up so I took her back down channel. Its the only time I’ve ever
steered a boat for over an hour without once holding a steady course. A continuous
course alteration port and starboard all the way down this incredible river. One can
forgive the s~eat on the skipper’s forehead going up because (a) the river is not charted,
and (b) both our mentors, Capt. Denham and Mariner used the harbour-master at
Novigrad to pilot them upstream. I doubt if many ICC ensigns have fluttered up this
way, or even any Irska yachts, as they called us, have been seen up here. No doubt there
will be more now. Certainly a tremendous experience.
Back and tied up in Novigrad in the lovely sheltered river. Went ashore and found a
wine cellar, where we drank excellent red wine from enormous casks served by a toothless
old lady. For approx. 50p we consumed vast quantities. Dined at a quayside cafe where
the mussels were the finest I’ve ever tasted. Day’s run - 25 miles.
25 July Crash start at 5 a.m. aiming to get well south on our return to base. All
crash starts are the same. Foul language, foul tempers and tea, the panacea. We did not
attempt the Privlaka channel re-tracing our steps. The islands in the area are very bare
and dry, much like a North African scene. As we progressed south of Eadar they became
green and lush again. We covered 100 miles and went into Rogoznica. The Bendix autopilot worked hard and well all day. We anchored off this town in the circular very sheltered
bay. Brilliant green trees clothing the slopes all round.
An unusual evening this, in that we had a full moon, flat, calm and tremendous
thunder, lightning and rain about 10 miles away. The Yugoslav army were nightmanoeuvring close by as well. The night air vibrated to the deep rumble of tanks and
heavy trucks. Thor and Mars in opposition. Day’s run 100 miles.
26 July We were all up at 7 a.m. in torrential rain. Rain is a nuisance in our
climate. Here we rushed out in our togs to enjoy a cool shower~Delightful! Left about
11 a.m° after shopping, in brilliant sunshine. Coastal artillery saluted us with double
salvoes from a nearby island. Great cheers when the shells landed near the offshore
target. I never realized that guns emitted such a long, orange flame.
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On down to Vrboska on the north side of Hvar island. Entering the harbour passed
by a hydrofoil ferry doing a good 40 kts. Another very sheltered beautiful town and
port. It used to have a ship-building industry. When we tied up a large number of middleaged men examined the boat minutely. Obviously from the shipyard. The ICC ensign
created great interest, once they realised we were not Italian. The flags are easily
confused. Found another wine cellar ashore but had difficulty getting a meal. They eat
early in the smaller towns apparently. Day’s run - 50 miles.
27 July Early morning swim, breakfast and visited a beautiful Venetian (?)
church, closed unfortunately. Left at 0900, rounded east end of Hvar and back into
the Korcula channel in the afternoon sunlight. A sight of touching beauty.
Saw a small tanker apparently aground. Closer inspection revealed he was using
engine to hold him to the steep-to shore, and pumping oil or water ashore. Simple
and effective.
Tied alongside in Zuljana, a tiny port in lovely surroundings. Visited by friendly
Port Captain and English-speaking son as interpreter. A fabulous meal in small hotel 50
yards up the quay. Wonderial carafe of Dingbac red wine. The Port Captain, his son and
many male friends gathered around and the wine and slivovie flowed. Then the males,
at Liam’s request started singing in wonderful harmony. Trouble was you could not
stop them nor break in. Great entertainment.
At midnight, returned to laonara with the entire population of the village it seemed,
still singing of course. They all, male and female alike, downed neat Irish without
batting an eyelid. A wonderful if somewhat messy night. Day’s run - (J~: ~ailes.
28 July Early swims all round to clear heads and left at 1000. A great send-off
by all the locals, some very shattered-looking. Perhaps they have learned to respect Irish
whiskey now. A lovely run to Gruz in blazing sunshine. Great fun tearing around in the
Dory where we stopped for a swim, which we did frequently. Tied ~stem to at 1600 hrs.
with the heavy stem lines. Liam wanted to get in early before the rush. Sure enough,
around 1800 the quay was a confusion of yachts tying up. Day’s run - 30 miles.
Total distance - 560 miles of pleasure, fun and beauty.
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THE SLOG HOME
By Richard Sewell
Last year’s Annual described Thalassa and her pleasant downhill sail to Gibraltar.
This year’s tells a very different story!
Gibraltar, as a place to lay up, turned out to be a great disappointment. I had left
a list of work with the marina and, as I got no reply to letters flew out there at the
beginning of May. I found nothing done except for the gearbox repair, which had been
done by a small f’Lrm which operated in the marina compound. I naturally then took all
the work away from the marina and gave it to the others, who just managed to get
everything done in time. They had however not been able to paint the bottom, because
the only suitable slip was broken, and so scrubbing by diver had to suffice. I returned
to Gibraltar on Wednesday 24 May, and this gave me two days in which to get organised
before my crew arrived. They turned out to be extremely long days because I had to be
up at first light and carry on till it was too dark to do anything.
My sister-in-law, Bobbie Athron, Alan Liddle (the self-appointed secretary of the
crew’s union) and Caroline Mackay-Lewis arrived on the Friday evening plane, but
without Michael Smith, who was also expected. As Jeremy Mackay-Lewis was not to
join until Sanlucar, this meant that we would be rather short for the first leg. I was
consequently very relieved to receive on Saturday morning a letter saying that Michael
would be on the plane that evening. As it turned out we were well crewed because
Jeremy appeared in the afternoon, his race in the Channel having been cancelled due to
storms. Besides the usual entertainment value we were particularly glad of the extra pair
of strong hands for the sail through the Straits.
Sunday 28 May At 0900 we were off - or so we thought. It happened to be a low
low water so as soon as we moved we stuck! It was 1000 before we had finally left the
marina behind. It looked like being a lovely day with plenty of sun and a gentle easterly.
Full sail to mizen staysail was set. What a pleasant feeling to be afloat again - and with
a soldier’s wind!
At 1200 we were approaching Tarifa at the narrowest part of the Straits with the
wind east F.3 to 4. By 1245 we were in the overfalls off the harbour entrance and the
wind had increased to F.6 or 7 - the true Levanter. We were in good time and so
decided to shelter under the lee of the land to let it blow out. Due to a misunderstanding
over the echo-sounder, we anchored further off than intended and so there was no
question of getting ashore to see the Hannays, who had looked after us so well the previous
year°
In the afternoon the wind was gusting up to F.8 and so we decided to stay where
we were for the night. An anchor watch was set as only three miles under our lee were
the dangerous Cabezos Rocks. Check bearings were frequently taken but in spite of some
very hefty gusts during the night our slumbers were not disturbed unduly.
29 May It was still blowing just as hard in the morning, and so we decided to wait
till the turn of the tide at midday. We didn’t have to wait that long, because we
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began to drag, and so we weighed anchor. As we got further from Tarifa the wind
decreased and by the time we were off Cape Trafalgar there was no more than FA.
What a weird place the Straits are. The winds are so local that there can be a full gale
at Tarifa and a flat calm only 10 miles away! By 2030 the wind had dropped further
and so the engine was turned on. I had closed the exhaust valve during the sail out of
the Straits and had forgotten to open it before starting° It shouldn’t have started at all
but did, resulting in steam and smoke everywhere. No damage was caused and we
were able to start it again thirty minutes later.
30 M!~y We arrived in Sanlucar at 0745 and hardly recognised it as there were
no bathing huts on the beachu We learnt later that nothing starts on the West Coast of
Spain till July. Within minutes of our arrival, two Garda appeared on the beach and
started gesticulating. I went ashore to find, through the language barrier, that they
wanted me to take Thalassa two miles up the river to Bonanza, to clear customs. I
managed to persuade them in sign language that I wanted to see my old friend, the
Capitano del Porto. Formalities were quickly cleared with him and I had just returned
on board, when there were more shouts from the shore. I returned to the broad grins
and obvious apologies of the Garda, who had forgotten to ask me the name of my boat!
Plenty of drinks were required to cool us down, as it was very hot. Lunch took place
at typical Spanish time and then drinks, baths and more drinks continued until the
early hours of the morning.
31 May At 1030 we were off. It was another superb day. Far too hot to wear
any clothes and, if you didn’t, you were sun-burnt! A very special lunch was prepared
by the girls and Jeremy helped - by pouring a large quantity of cream sherry over the
strawberries! We thoroughly enjoyed our sailing. Although there wasn’t much wind, the
6ea was like a mill-pond and we were making quite good progress in almost the right
direction.
1 June At 0300 we were nearing Cabo St. Maria, at the entrance to Faro° We
seemed to take ages to round, taking great care to avoid the dangerous spit. The wind,
which was fair, was pushing us at a good speed but the tide held us back. The morning
sail along the Alga~ve was impressive, with the magnificent yellow rock formation, but
frustrating, since each time that we got a good fresh breeze and turned off the engine,
we were becalmed. This happened three times!
At 1140 we anchored off Largos at exactly the same spot as on the way mouth.
We went ashore to clear ourselves into Portugal and buy stores, only to discover that it
was a holiday and almost everything, including the Customs, was closed. It was
extremely hot in spite of the fresh "Nortada" so we resorted to swimming - but not
in the sea, which was colder than Dublin Bay! This exercise built up an appetite and
we found a first-class restaurant, called the Alpende. As it was still blowing hard from
the north, no one was keen to go back on board and face Cape St. Vincent and so we
visited a Fada Club, where we were all able to shed a tear. Alan and Jeremy then paid
a visit to the dubious sounding "Keyhole" Club, whilst the first boat-load returned°
The effect of the good dinner was that we had enough sense not to put to sea as planned.
There must have been quite a vicious sea running off the headland.
2 June The alarm went off at 0500 - unheard - and I woke up eventually at
0600. A quick look outside to see a northerly F.5 was sufficient to put me to sleep again.
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We finally came to at 1000. It was blowing even harder and we were thankful we
had not set off. This may sound "chicken", but anyone who has sailed round Cape St.
Vincent or even looked down from the cliffs above, when there is a moderate wind, will
understand!
As Alan had to be back in London by Sunday night, he decided, very wisely, to
leave us in Largos. We had great difficulty in getting his passport stamped ’in’, which
was necessary to avoid being told "You cannot go, you have not come!". While we
waited for twenty minutes for a man to come from Portimao to do the important
stamping (he eventually rang his underling and told him to do it!) - Alan practised his
Portuguese° He was informed that the word Thalassa was in their dictionary - it meant
’reactionary’! Most appropriate for her crew!
3 June The omens looked encouraging and we were away at 0730 with the wind
north-west F.2/3. Approaching the Cape, we could see a bit of sea running and,
suspecting more wind, shortened sail. This proved unnecessary as the wind gradually
dropped and we had to motor.
At 1930 we got a fix off Cape Sardao and felt that progress wasn’t too bad,
although we would have to put in a tack. Very shortly afterwards the sea increased and
this was quickly followed by a freshening of the wind. Fortunately I was susp~ious and
had just shortened sail before we were hit by a north-westerly F.6 or 7.
We had a very unpleasant night’s sailing, with gusts up to gale force, and a horrible
sea. There was no question of cooking and what made life even worse was that the water
was finding out some faults in the deck paying, and we had several effective miniature
showers!
Sunday 4 June Daylight brought less wind and eventually less sea. By 1100 it was
only north F o4 and was much calmer but it still looked dirty and was very cold.
Visibility was also poor.
At 1850 there was a brief lift in the murk and we sighted Cape Espichel, which
helped us to ensure that we were well clear of the banks off the entrance to the Tagus.
Progress remained slow because the wind had almost completely died and, as the clutch
was slipping, we could not motor very fast. We, however, managed to make Cascais just
be2ore dark, arriving at 2130; very pleased to be in harbour and looking forward to a good
night’s sleep°
5 June was a quiet day of clearing up, doing some varnishing and eating vast
quantities of delicious sardines - not the tinned variety!
6 June A beautiful hot day, together with an excellent early lunch - at least it
started that way! - delayed our departure from 1400 to 1530. As we left the river and
met the swell outside the burgee halyard, renewed at Gibraltar, parted and I had to spend
thirty minutes at the top of the mast unravelling the mess. How my lunch remained
intact, I will never know!
7 June The night’s sail had been very pleasant, for it was warm and calm and we
had almost been able to lay the Peniche headland opposite the Berlenga Islands.
By 0730 we were well north of the islands and could see the sun starting to shine
to the south. To the north, however, the picture was less healthy, and before long we
experienced the now familiar sign of the sea building up without the wind. All day we
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were wallowing and our speed was not helped by the growth of weed on Thalassa’s
bottom. It wasn’t until 1730 that the wind, without much warning, started blowing
north-west F.6 or 7 and by 1900 there were gusts of F.8 with a wicked sea.
We had to endure nearly 36 hours of the most unpleasant sailing I have ever
experienced. Poor Michael Smith was wet through for 36 hours. Caroline also suffered
and the In’st I knew of it was when I heard a pathetic little voice asking Jeremy "Can
I get into your bunk?"
No cooking was possible at all It was difficult enough even getting to the galley
and on my only attempt the whole contents of the saucepan, luckily cold, whistled
past my ear. This was the first time in five years that I have regretted having a galley
forward.
8 June Best forgotten! Horrible thoughts of running back to Cascais or
Montedor were discussed!
9 June After another nasty night, we were longing for baths and sleep in Leixoes.
At 0800 we were concerned that there was still no sight of land and it was again
beginning to blow hard. At any mention of another night at sea, the crew would
certainly have gone on strike! Several fishing boats then appeared and signalled for us
to bear away. Fortunately I had confidence in my navigation and kept up to windward.
It was just as well, because half an hour later the coast just north of Leixoes appeared.
Although the visibility at sea had been good, it was no more than half a mile on the
coast~ The fishing boats must have thought we wanted to go to Oporto, five miles to
the south°
As we approached the harbour entrance, the engine was switched on and nothing
happened. It transpired that water had seeped through the cockpit floor and on to the
starter motor contacts. Some of the chickens on board talked about getting a tow into
harbour. To oblige them the ’Z’ flag (I want a tug) was brought on deck but no greater
effort was made and we managed to short tack through the entrance. Jeremy tells
everyone that I sho~ted ~ my best English to an approaching Portuguese fishing boat
"I am about to go about". I cannot honestly deny this!
We really appreciated Leixoeso It was now blowing very hard outside the harbour,
but inside the sun was shining. I immediately went ashore (the crew claim that I always
do this to avoid the dirty jobs) to get a message to the new crew, who were due to join
the next day in Vigo, to come instead to Oporto. I then sought an ’electrico-mechanico’
to deal with our starter problems.
The first one arrived with a crash helmet, in which were a spanner and screwdriver.
I took him out to Thalassa, and after ten minutes he informed me that he was only a
’mechanico’ and that I needed his ’amigo’ - an ’electrico-mechanico’. You can imagine
my exasperation when his ’amigo’ duly arrived with the inevitable crash helmet - and no
tools at all! Reluctantly I took him aboard, He immediately surveyed the situation and
within an hour had stripped down the starter motor besides doing several other tasks
that Gibraltar had failed to do properly in a whole winter.
10 June All the crew, except Bobbie, left on the evening plane to London. Being
polite, they all said how much they had enjoyed the ’experience’. The real test will be if
any of them come next year! I had hoped that my new crew would be on the London
plane. Failing to see them, Bobbie and I returned to the Yacht Club. We put through a
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call to the club at Vigo and were just struggfing with the language problem, when Ian
Mitchell and Robin Brown walked in. They had, in fact, been on the plane and I had
missed them. There was still no sign of the fifth member of our crew - Robin Platts,
and so we went out to dinner, leaving a message. On returning on board, we found his
clothes, but no sign of him. A search of the other yacht club discovered him with his
coat off, a row of glasses lined up and a fistful of sardines. A lot of persuasion was
necessary to get him on board.
Sunday 11 June After a quick look round Leixoes, some last minute shopping
and the usual customs formalities we were ready to go. Anchor was weighed at 1200
and we sailed out into a genuine ’Nortada’ north-west F.3 to 4. (The crew for the
first leg don’t believe this part). I had planned our departure from Gibraltar to get up
the Portuguese coast before the nortada gained its full summer strength. The usual form
is no wind at night, the northerly starting about 1100, gradually increasing to possibly
F.5 and dying in the evening. Up to this time it had increased in the afternoon - and
stayed that way! We had to motor most of the night with no wind and also no sea.
Progress was good and we were able to make even better speed when a fair wind actually
caught up with us.
12 June Regrettably we couldn’t see much as we entered the Vigo Ria, since the
clouds were very low. We did, however, manage to get a f’LX to ensure that we were clear
of the rocks lying off the entrance. As 1200 we entered the Yacht Basin of the Real
Club Nautico, an ideal place to lie, near to the town and with the good facilities of the
club - an Olympic size heated swimming pool, complete with spectator’s gallery, for
example. Someone on a neighbouring boat asked Robin ff Thalassa was a new boat; this
received the unkind reply "Are you a Greek scholar?" (End of conversation).
13 June The drizzle and cloud gradually cleared and showery weather took over.
We left at 1200, having filled up with diesel, to explore further up the Ria. There is a
large collection of mussel boats in the area and the friendly owner invited us to go alongside one which was being worked. These ’boats’ are of various shapes and sizes, being
either moored hulks or just large floating boxes. Arms extend out on either side
supported by wires from the top of the ’masts’. From each arm numerous pieces of
string hand down and the mussels grow on these. We left, after a very detailed
explanation with a sackful for which we were only permitted to pay with a glass of beer.
We carried on a little further up the Ria and then returned down the other shore.
At the entrance we found plenty of wind and roarttd across the small open stretch of
water to the Islas Cies just off the mouth of the Ria. Robin Platts took us for a walk
to the lighthouse at the very top, not via the path, but through gorse bushes and
brambles. I strongly recommend these islands. They are very peaceful and there is good
shelter from all direction except the east.
14 June A cold morning and very overcast, with a north wind. We were away at
1030 and motored and sailed into the Pontevedra Ria, which we had been unable to
visit the previous summer. We paid a quick visit to the naval base at Marin and then
crossed to the north shore, where we anchored off Combarro. I was crazy enough to try
a bathe and got out as I touched the water! After a siesta, and in my case recovery
from shock, we cut across the spit between the mainland and Island of Tambo and had
a quick passage down the Ria to Sangenjo.
This is a lovely harbour, which is sheltered from the west and north and very

attractive. It did, however, have a snag. All the crew, or so I thought, had good intentions
of going to bed early at 0100. At 0530 there was a big bang and I shot up on deck to
find the dinghy, which was half full of water, being hauled on board on the main halyard,
Robin Brown wet through and a row of peseta notes drying on the frapping lines! No
explanation was volunteered and so I took the wise course of returning to sleep.
15 June Our departure was delayed, because our ensign had been mislaid - on top
of the harbour beacon. The mutinous crew, on being ordered to collect it, showed great
reluctance to tackl~ the almost impossible climb in the call, sober light of day! Watching
their antics through glasses and having eventually heard the true story, I wasn’t surprised
that the escapade had taken 4% hours.
Sailing up to the Arosa Ria was superb. It was warm again and there was a good
fresh breeze. We had hoped to explore up as far as Villagarcia but as it was essential to
be at the entrance to Toja Grande at high water, we had to abandon that idea.
We carefully followed the Cruising Club instructions for visiting Toja, noting that
the red buoy mentioned no longer was in place. Very careful work with the echo-sounder
was necessary and we found one patch, where there was only 4 feet clear - at high
water springs. Our efforts ended in anticlimax, because our objective was the superb
Grand Hotel. We found it in shambles, with builders everywhere and a notice "Open 1 st
July".
16 June We had to get up at 0630 to get out of the ’hole’ and again managed to
find the 4-foot spot. We were pleased to have found our way in to this place but would
not recommend it as an anchorage, particularly to a deep draft boat, as it is open to the
north, from which strong winds frequently blow, and the only escape is to the north
and at or near high tide.
We moved round the corner to St. Martin el Grove, where we were able to take our
time on shopping in the market and, with much effort, fill the diesel and water tanks.
Having been visited by the customs, we departed at 1300 and were clearing the
breakwater, when two Garda appeared and insisted on our going alongside and repeating
the information we had just given the customs. There was jus’-, enough wind for sailing
but we used the engine to go through the narrow short cut out of the Ria. There was
plenty of wind outside and we had a long beat to get into Corrubedo for the night.
17 June We were anxious to get to Muros - our departure point - before the
Post Office ,closed and so were up early and away at 0745. Most of the distance was
covered under engine but we picked up a little wind at the end. We went alongside the
fishing pier and found out that the Post Office closed at 1200. Robin Platts sprinted
there and just arrived as they were shutting the doors. The afternoon was spent in
shopping and preparing for a week at sea. I had a slightly longer bathe and the Robins
and Ian went off on another ’walk’. On their return there were suggestions that I should
refund the cost of the trousers ripped to pieces in the undergrowth!
Sunday 18 June At 0545 it was ’Good-bye’ to Spain, as we motored out of the
Muros Ria. For the first time since leaving Gibraltar we listened to the shipping forecast
(even Jeremy now agrees that there is no point in getting forecasts along the Portuguese
coast because the conditions in the summer are so unpredictable). We were relieved to
hear no mention of northerly F.7 for Finisterre. We had virtually no wind during the
day but as soon as we had a puff we cut the engine to conserve fuel, having 500 miles

to go and enough fuel for only 300 plus.
19 June This was a frustrating day. Our run for the first 24 hours was only 88
miles and we were roiling most of the time. Fortunately we didn’t know then that in the
next 24 hours we would only do 72 miles and in the next, due to a spurt at the end,
94. Visibility was poor and the Spanish Coast had quickly vanished.
20 June Our log had been misbehaving ever since leaving Gibraltar although it had
been overhauled by the makers during the winter. However, with oiling every fifty miles
or so it was now giving correct readings according to sun sights.
We had to take quick action to avoid a school of whales. Fortunately, I hadn’t at
that time read in the yachting papers about boats being hit by them! They were certainly
very impressive and one passed within fifty yards of us, spouting hard. It was difficult
to judge its size - particularly since discussion increased it!
21 June There was great excitement in the afternoon when we sighted another
yacht. The washing was hastily taken down and we hardened sheets to go and see her. No
one appeared on deck. She was an old gaff cutter, Golden Vanity, which was competing
in the Transatlantic Race. At 1920 we crossed the Continental Shelf and noted the
sudden change of the colour of the sea from blue to green.
22 June At 0630 I had to call all hands on deck to drop the main and change down
jibs. The wind was gusting up to F.7 but from abeam, so we were able to continue at a
great speed. Shortly after this we sighted a large object about a mile away in the murk
and went to inspect it. It was an aircraft carrier without any obvious markings but
identified by the smell of Gauloise! We had a very fast sail during the afternoon and
night, but it was bitterly cold. We thought we were doing at least 7% knots but the log
only recorded between 5 and 6. The sea was not too bad during this time, although we
had periods of F.8.
23 June Before turning in at midnight, I tried to get I~.F bearings of Start Point
and the Lizard, which should have been at roughly equal angles on the bow. Start
Point was loud and clear but the Lizard was unobtainable and so we headed up 10°
to windward to be on the safe side. I estimated that we would be in Plymouth at about
midday. Imagine, therefore, my surprise when I was woken at 0530 to be told that we
were just approaching the Eddystone, only ten miles from Plymouth. Our wonderful log
had short-read by 33 miles in the last 140! I was satisfied that our position off Ushant
was correct, because log, D/F and sun sights all agreed. This log error could have been
very serious indeed in bad visibility. At 0830 we picked up a mooring off the Royal
Western, having taken just over 5 days to do 500 miles. Considering how slowly we had
moved in the first two days, this was quite good.
I suppose we had been spoilt in the previous summer. This year we certainly made
up for it, with four gales, of which two were very unpleasant. Except for our deck
paying problems, the ’old girl’ had behaved very well and the intake of water through
the seams was nil, which is not bad for 70 years old. I have now got the Portuguese
coast out of my system but am longing to return to N.W. Spain. Thalassa is now laying
in Plymouth for the winter and is no doubt pleased to be back in cooler climates. Old
wooden boats weren’t made for the Mediterranean sun!
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SUMMARY
Miles
28th May
30th May
1st June
4th
9th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
23rd

G~raltar
Tarifa
Sanlucar
Largos
Cascais
Leixoes
Vigo
Islas Cies
Sangenjo
Toja Grande
Corrubedo
Muros
Plymouth

Hours

18
77
120
171
214
107
20
26
25
28
14
500
1,320

Eng.Hours

Av.Speed

4
20
25
38
67
24
4
6
6
7
4
123

2
16
14
30
31
18
2
3
1
5
3
23

4.5
3.9
4.8
4.5
3.2
4.5
5.0
4.3
4.2
4.0
3.5
4.1

327

148

4.1

SHARAVOGE VISITS SPAIN
by Jonathan Virden

Sharavoge is a mast-head rigged Folkboat, with a Penta MDI engine, built in 1963
by Cyril White at Brightlingsea. She has had no modifications since she was built, except
that I use a Quartermaster self-steering device - addressed as "CharlieT.
In 1971 we had gone only to the Scillies, so for 1972 the invitation from the
Cruising Club of America to join their cruise-in-company from Bayona (Spain) to
Finisterre in July came as a welcome objective. The plan was simple: sail to Spain,
have a jolly cruise-in-company and sail home again. As usual I failed to arrange for any
crew to join us, that is Sharavoge and me, for all the expedition, but Mary Crichton
came with us for two weeks out of the five-and-a-half weeks of the whole cruise. She
joined for the passage to Bayona from France.
In finally set sail from Howth in the morning of Sunday 2 July. This was a rather
sad occasion, as I was alone on board and company would have been most welcome,
especially as the forecast for visibility was not encouraging. I sailed at 1033 and,
motoring for part of the time, reached Poulduff Quay at 2030 on a peaceful evening
after a mixed, but light sort of day. After a quiet night I went on at first light, and,
occasionally using the engine, sailed on south under a magnificent dawn sky with all
the proverbial red and gold.
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At 0745 we passed Tuskar, one mile to port, and began to feel the long Atla~tic swell
coming in from the south. During the rest of this day the sea and weather became more
and more unpleasant, coming to a long-drawn-out climax during the following night and
morning, when a gale was forecast. I do not believe that the wind reached F.8, except
possibly in gusts, but it was clearly ruffling up the sea in several ways at once making it
very aggressive; together they made me paralytically sick. The visibility was bad and I
had not been able to make Westing to be clear of the shipping which goes from St.
George’s Channel to Land’s End. The wind was mostly from SW which was the direction
in which I wanted to go. There was intermittent rain, and I had not been able to stop
a leak in the forehatch; this made much of the gear wet, until I summoned up enough
energy to put the books, spare bedding and boxes into big polythene bags, which I
always carry (6 ft. x 2 ft. x 300 gauge - quite invaluable). I had only a reefed mainsail
set, inadequate to make a safe course to weather the Smalls, or Cornwall, so in the
afternoon, making great resolution, I put on the No.2 jib, and although this improved
our heading it reduced comfort and I was mightily sick again. Twice during the
following night Charlie hove-to without permission - this must have been caused by a
combination of the unusual ri$, the large and irregular sea, and the new spray dodgers
which were interfering with Charlie’s appreciation of wind direction.
During the following afternoon (4 July) I had recovered but not enough to eat. The
sea was as vigorous as ever and the wind exactly contrary. In the night the wind moderated and the sky became clearer allowing the visibility to become better. In the morning
the sun, wind and sea became friendly again. The radio beacons of Round Island and
Creach were practically in transit, so we had gone more west than was necessary and the
wind finally veered to make it become a dead run to the Scillies, about twenty miles
away, according to a sunsight crossed with the R.D.F. By midday the wind had almost
disappeared.
At 1410 on 5 July I saw the SciUies, due south. By using the engine all the way
we were able to reach Hughtown, St. Mary’s, via the North Channel, by 1845. The
islands had looked like a picture-post-card with each house, hedge and rock quite clear
in an almost calm sea. This was a charming place to come to after a few rough days,
with a good place to anchor just NE of the Lifeboat slip. I had decided to stop here
because we were at least two days behind time, the original plan being to meet Mary at
La Rochelle on July 9th. So I ’phoned her to say that I would be late and I asked her
to bring a new inlet valve for the inflator of the Avon dinghy, as I had discovered that
the original one had rotted away. I stayed in Hughtown for a meal and then went back
to Sharavoge intending to set sail for France immediately. But there was much clearing
up to do and filling of tanks etc., and as there was no wind, we stayed at anchor in
Hughtown for the night.
On 6 July we upped the anchor at 0515 and went away under engine. The wind
came up gradually from W.S.W. over a calm sea and it was an ideal day to sail across
to France. The air was cold and the sun bright, so that by breakfast time, coffee only
for me, it was possible to philosophise as we went gently on our way. I wrote in the log:
"single-handed cruising is the best escape from ordinary life - the risk element and
need for planning everything concentrates the mind wonderfully" and so on. The
coldness of the morning yielded to the sun by the afternoon, and there was an opportunity to dry out the oilskin locker and cockpit lockers which had become very wet
earlier in the week.

The wind had died gradually and by midnight when I could see the loom of Creach
Lighthouse at 114°M, and some ships,~ I had to shine the Aldis at one but I was well
away from most of them° I have a bright white mast-head light which contravenes the
regulations, but is much better at advertising the presence of something to avoid, than
yacht’s navigation lights. The night was very cold and clear with plenty of ships, and by
0730 the traffic was both ways at once° The plan was to keep fifteen/twenty miles
outside Ushant and Chaussee de Sein and then sail direct to La Rochelle, so I was
working round to SE through the traffic separation zone, which was not clearly adhered
to.
On 7 July there was a hazy sky and very little wind so that the tides, even so far
from the coast, dominated our progress° The contradictory R.D~,Fo and sunsight position
tines were very hard to match, even taking the published tidal~information into account.
Progress was very slow. I just saw the tops of Armen and lie de Sein Lighthouses in the
afternoon. In the evening I had to avoid a coaster which was so tightly loaded that no
one could see forward of the bow which was cocked high in the sky; not even the radar
could have detected any object 10° either side of the bow and there was no look-out.
The sea was also full of flagged floats and fishing boats°
The night was quiet and dewy and I dreamt vividly° The early forecast on 8 July
was for no change and little wind in Biscay so I decided to motor to Benodet, about
35 miles to the N.N.Eo and ring Mary to come there instead of La Rochelle. As I was
getting ready to enter this strange port I was hailed by a yacht like a small fishing
boat, and it was Peter Guinness, on a fortnight’s jaunt with other members of the R.C.C.
This was a chance meeting and it was marvellous to see a familiar face and hear a well
known voice. Soon we parted, they to other pleasure grounds and Sharavoge to a visitor’s
buoy at Benodet. I was sitting quietly in the sun doing nothing at all, when a bottle of
Haig flew over the dodger and Dermot Ryan and the rest of Valuga’s crew (from
Skerries) invaded Sharavoge After the bottle of whisky had dried up, we went ashore
and had a riotous time discovering that the French telephone system must be ignored
~yhen it is necessary to get an urgent message from France to Dublin° After six hours in
the hotel Valuga’s message had got through and I was still unable to raise Mary, but the
hotel manager was drinking his own brandy at his own expense in our company.
Mary went to La Rochelle on Sunday, although I had a faithful promise from Orly
to tell her to go to Quimper. On Monday I drove a hired car to La Rochelle but it took
till Tuesday lunch-time to find her, looking out to sea from whence I should ultimately
have come. My most frustrating three days. That afternoon we rejoined Sharavoge.
On Wednesday 12 July we went to Quimper to surrender the car and do far more
shopping in the market than necessary° The sun was so strong that I bought a hat, a
straw homburg for ~0p, which kept the sun out of my eyes and is now vital for any
quiet sunny day on board°
In the afternoon we sailed to Loctudy and picked up a buoy. In the evening we
went rubber-boating up the rivers and inland sea lough~, of the Tudy river. There was
much weed to catch on the propellor of the outboard engine, but it was most pleasant
to go up with the tide and drift near the rocks at the edge of pine woods with a soft
Brittany evening sunshine°
The next day was active - a haircut for me, long overdue; baths for both of us
(very expensive - but balanced with necessity); and a search for provisions at
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Loctudy and Ile Tudy before the passage to Spain. All members of the ICC should note
that paraffin is not obtainable in France any more. (Equally, Spain is devoid of this
essential fuel, because bottled gas has taken over completely). In the evening we were
treated to the fine fireworks display of 13th July. Photographs were taken, and cover
taken, too, when a British yadht decided to join in with out-of-date pyrotechnics.
Bastille Day still has its dangers!
We left Loetudy for Spain at 0730 on 14 July. There was a good forecast for wind,
although it was clear and quiet at the moorings. This first day of the passage there was
no wind at all for hours at a time after we had lost sight of land. The log was up-anddown! We slept during the afternoon, when slatting sails had been handed. The sun was
so hot we had to throw water on the deck for a little coolth. In the late afternoon a
little wind came from N.W. and we sailed for a while. Then stillness again, until the wind
gradually came up from N.E.
During that cold and decry night the wind blew steadily from N.E. I kept watch
till 0100 and then Mary kept lookout, and called me when lights were seen. In the morning
the sea had become more active, but the wind blew steadily all day. This was good sailing
and Mary was delighted by the visit of some porpoises. I slept for short periods, with wild
dreams. There was brilliant sun and we pushed on over the dC~p blue sea. This wind
continued until the following night, when we changed course to cross the shipping lanes
and get clear of most of the traffic. Mary was just surviving the bounciness of the sea
and was most helpful in keeping a watch for aggressive steamers, three of whom we saw
inside half-an-h/~txr. The alternative was to close the north coast of Spain, but as the
visibility was both bad and variable this was rejected because we would have to handle
both ships and coast with less room for manoeuvre.
On 17 July there was little wind and bad visibility. I made some sights of the sun
through the haze. There were many ships hooting and perhaps going slowly. This was
horrible because we felt out of control of our destiny, no wind all day - a little
motoring in the evening to charge batteries. The next two days and nights gave little
pleasure; at night the fog or light drizzle blew about us and we could hear ships
charging about like wild things. We shone the Aldis vertically into the sky whenever the
fog cleared to show other vessels where we were, and even hooted forlornly in the murk.
In the day time we could sleep a little, and I caught up some sleep as Mary learnt to
detect which way the ships were going when she saw them. The wind became ~outherly,
but still we could make little speed in the drift of air. In the afternoon of 18 July I
plotted a position d0 m. west of Cabo Finisterre; this showed a strong westerly set of
current.
All the night of 18/19 there were engines and foghorns and a patchy mizzle wet
everything. In the morning there came a little wind from the south and the fog cleared
a little bit. Early we had turned to east to make a landfall in the next daylight, and when
a set of R.D.F. lines placed us much closer to land than D.R. had indicated I pronounced
with great s~orn upon the reliability of R.D.F. At midday I took a set of sunsights and
the same R.D.F. fixes; as the whole caboodle of them crossed within half a mile, I had
to believe we were close to land, and we realised that we had not seen a ship of
consequence for several hours.
At 1500 we should have been able to see Isla Sahara at four miles distance but still
the fog hung about. The wind was too light to keep us going so we motor-sailed for much
of the rest of the day. At 1600 we saw the ridge of Isla Ons with its lighthouse. The

visibility now improved rapidly with a freshening of the breeze from SoW. We sailed on
a single starboard tack (without engine) down to the ~.ast of Islas de Bayona and met
flukey winds behind the hills of the island. We crossed the entrance to Ria de Vigo and
had to tack to make out to S.W. to get to Bayona through the Canal de Puerto. We
crossed the bay, in a dying breeze, and made Sharavoge into a proud houseboat again
to face the CCA and all their finery° Slipping round the end of the pier we found
Cuilaun of Kinsale as a lovely representative of the ICC magnificently anchored off a
pontoon crowded with the pride of the CCA. Sharavoge found a good central anchorage
in 4V2 fms. and we were at rest in a peaceful and safe anchorage at 2015 on 19 July,
just in time for a good meal and a long deep sleep, after the rather unpleasant passage
from France.
We spent five days in Bayona before the Cruise-in-Company started. The other
visitors from the British Isles came in during the next few days; Cuilaun of Kinsale
(Michael O’Flaherty, ICC) was there already; Sule Skerry (J. H. Guinness, ICC) and
Rococco (Anthony Guinness, RCC, but really from Howth) came later in the week.
The most entertaining arrival was Pennyroyal (John Power, RCC): she was rowed
round the end of the pier at 0530 one morning having lost all other forms of propulsion
through sheer lack of petrol and wind.
There were various rejoicings and reminiscences and plenty of drink taken in these
days, but on Monday Mary had to go back to Ireland. After the train had taken her away
from Vigo, I decided that single-handed cruising was not the life for me. Nevertheless
Sharavoge sailed from Bayona to Islas Cies which was the first rendezvous, a quiet sail
in the evening with engine. There was a gathering of the boats at the beach when I
arrived and the party had begun. For the next few days no log was written as the cruise
proceeded (and it will doubtless be written-up elsewhere better than I can do it).
On the second evening the ICC gave its party with Westward kindly loaned as main
centre of a raft of sixteen assorted yachts. The refreshments had been brought from
Gibraltar by Cuilaun and some Guinness had been laid on by a relation of the owner of
that name. This gathering was agreed to be a great success and the jollity spread to other
rafts.
During the last three days the weather changed from the rather humid, quiet wind
to the more normal northerlies of that part - clear skies and a good push in the wind.
Some fairly long days sailing were needed for Sharavoge, towing the Avon, to get to the
next place in time to make a good anchorage.
I discovered that my knowledge of Spanish was less than rudimentary and that no
paraffin was known in the shops. (Later, a friendly boat, Petritis H (E. B. Bate, RCC) gave
me paraffin for the voyage home). My last anchorage with the Cruise was at Lagosteira
beach just N.E. of Finisterre town where the CCA gave a Cocktail party on board a raft
of five yachts. Lagosteira was a lovely quiet anchorage, with a good off-shore breeze. I
was able to do most of the stowage and preparation for the voyage home, which
included collecting the last gallon of diesel from Sule Skerry for what I expected to be
a long, long beat, before the CCA party started. Just about everything was ready, and
after the visit to the big raft I joined Sule Skerry for a last dinner, before retiring to
sleep as badly as usual before a long off-shore trip.
I had always recognised that the weather for the voyage from Spain to Ireland in
August was likely to be contrary. But as I had to be back by 15 August I had

determined to set sail on 1st August and just drive through the weather, whatever it was,
particularly for the first two hundred miles which was likely to be the most consistently
contrary. We left Lagosteira at 0650 on 1 st August under engine in a calm very clear
morning. As we rounded Cape Finisterre I set the mainsail and we met the first touches
of long swell.
For the next two days we motor-sailed against a F.3 or 4 northerly wind, with
excellent visibility, over huge seas. We climbed up each one, slowly rising into the sky a quick glimpse of the distant horizon - and we sailed serenely down the back of the
monster. There was a little chop on the sea to slow us down, but the big ones were not
much hindrance - they must have been a bit of the Atlantic swell magnified over the
edge of the Continental Shell Spain slowly disappeared during the first day and then we
were alone. There were very few ships, even near the separation zones and we went
westward the first evening to get clear away from the shipping and to be as far west as
possible in case the N.W. winds should come rather than the classical south-westerlies.
We made nearly 80 miles through the water on the f’trst day, but only 5.5 on the chart.
Next day it was similar, but I was getting more used to the open sea again and to the
noise of the engine, running continuously to keep moving steadily against the forces of
nature. The weather forecasts from the BBC were pure nonsense. I slept and read, and
worried needlessly about navigation and the weather and fuel stocks (we had twelve
gallons to start with), and ate very little. This was a routine passage of going from where
we’d got~to to the place we had to get to. After thirty-six hours I stopped the engine to put
a little oil into it as it had a slow leak, and then we drove on. The sea gradually became
more patchy with quiet bits and rougher areas - so did the wind and it was all like a rather
disquieting dream.
On 3 August the wind became quite flukey and there was a pair of swells crossing
each other - I hoped that the one from the N.W. meant a change of wind. In the afternoon
the wind died and I rolled the genoa to the forestay and turned off the engine; leaving
the mainsail slatting, I had a real rest and so did Charlie, the self-steering gear. In the
evening there was still no wind but the boat was rolling about, steadied a little by the
mainsail, though at cost of chafe of the slides on the boom. I tidied up and oiled the log,
and refilled the fuel tank to find that in some sixty hours of motor-sailing we had used
only four gallons, which was almost incredible. This shows just how efficient is the small
diesel engine when running gently and fully warmed up. I had a wash, and took a sunsight,
and then motored for 2% hours just for something to do.
From the log: "I am hoping that the dew will take some of the crusted salt off the
sails and the boat and ropes which are stiff with it. It is amazing to hear myself eating a
tomato - so still in the air and sea. I feel exactly as if I was drunk - the mild
irregular motion below (decks) here is perceived as the same unevenness of surroundings
at just beyond the merry stage - cannot detect the difference between pitching and
rolling - just not even and level (in fact I almost never touch alc~l when at sea,
especially when alone). The Emperor Concerto is lovely to hear - perhaps from the
Proms."
At midnight there was a drift of wind from S.E., and the genog boomed out, with
the mainsail were just kept full most of the time. It was a fine clear night and soon we
were gliding along with S.S.:W. F.2 behind us. By the morning of 4 August the wind had
settled down to F.3 or 4 from the W.S.W. and by 1030 we were going at full speed.
Shortly after I reefed the mainsail because it was tending to over-ride the self-steering.

Hazy clouds came over the sun and the midday sight was of doubtful accuracy, but it
put us 200 n.m. north of La Coruna, and we were the same distance west of Ushant.
The wind died for a while in the evening leaving us in an uncomfortable sea, but
the full mainsail helped to steady the boat. When the wind came it was from NoWo Fo2 and
again we sailed on steadily. I had been becoming rather lethargic, probably through
eating very little, which just happened, not because I was seas~cko But this time I had a
big meal of nuts, tomato juice, spuds, three-egg omelette, pate’, plums and cheese. Also I
was becoming more dependent on the radio for entertainment - good music was becoming
fairly easy to pick-up, and the news was eagerly awaited at each hour°
The next night and day were quiet, with steady sailing in lightish winds from between
S.SoW~ and N.Wo and with good visibility. At night, I hoped that there would be heavy
dew to take the salt off the boat and the sails, but it never came.
At midday on 5 August we were visited by many porpoises and I could hear them
squeaking and whistling and talking to each other under and round the boat as they
overtook us. In the afternoon I took down the mainsail to allow a better course to be
steered, leaving the boomed genoa to pull us along at five knots - this old blue sail has
drawn Sharavoge for thousands of miles like this, and it is a grand rig for quietly trundling
over the sea if there is more than Fo3 from aft of the beam°
The visibility became poor that evening with wetting mizzle but not qui~e enough to
wash away the salt. I had to tighten up the engine bedbolts which had worked a bit loose
on the long stretch leaving Spain. Then came heavy rain from aft, and I arranged a big
polythene bag as a hanging door over the companion-way which stopped the rain blowing
straight into the cabin.
From the log: "this is far unhappier than just fog (where one can hear quite well
what is going on outside) as at least one can then sit out in the cockpit without misery
- now it is a misery in both places and one chooses between ignorance or wetness."
The rain was very noisy on the polythene. I slept a little during that night as I had to
adjust the course more often than usual. At 0400 the visibility was good again and that
stretch of ordeal by murk was over; but the clear sky lasted for only an hour or so, and
this variation of visibility plagued us for the next twelve hours. There was a patch of heavy
rain, then lightening in the clouds - all the time I was looking for the cold front weather
which had been forecast for days. There was much electrical interference on the radio,
so there must have been some tall clouds fairly near - not like the frontal clouds which
was aU I could see - and I went on hoping for the clearance. It came during the afternoon
of 6 August, and the sun really shone enough to dry clothes.
In the evening there was a fine sunset and a good wind with a consistent sea perhaps we were beginning to get a little shelter (from the NW swell) behind the southwest of Ireland. And there were many more sea birds than there had been further south.
There was a good wind all night, with a few showers and clear stars except for a patch
of broken low cloud in the early morning. I was anxious to set more sail, but could not
really do so without spoiling the steering as I wanted to get the evening tide northwards
at the T, uskar. This day’s run was one hundred miles at 1200 and it seemed likely that I
would get to the Tuskar by the late evening.
But coming up from below to look at the situation for a midday sight of the sun I
was greatly surprised to see land - as clear as could be. The Saltees were there, about
six hours ahead of proper time! Later I discovered that a polythene bag had caught in

the rotor of the log, and this was the reason for it under-reading, and causing a fairly
regular discrepancy between the DR and Astro positions.
Sailing towards Carnsore Point was rather tedious because there was a light wind
from S.S.W. and we made slow progress against the tide. We ventured between the Black
Rocks and the Barrels, finding more water than the chart indicates and came to the
South Shear buoy at the same time as a car ferry.
On this evening of 7 August we sailed up outside the banks from the Tuskar to the
Arklow L.V. with conditions which steadily became worse. The 1755 forecast was for
S.E. gale and the wind steadily shifted and increased while the clear sky became hazier
and showers turned into drizzle by 2200 when we were coming up to the L.V. I had
had a big meal during this time so that I could go on through the night, and while out
in the open sea I heard a lovely piano concerto - making a remarkable contrast.
From just north of the Arklow L.V. I could not see the Wicklow Head Lighthouse,
so as I had reasoned, I went into Arklow. The S.E. wind made the harbour entrance
roughish, but nothing went wrong as the tide was about half-full. The wind was really
blowing very noisily as I tied alongside Vision from Holyhead in the basin. Her crew were
very kind and, after doing the ropes, they handed over a handsome glass of whisky which
was most welcome. Then the heavens opened and it rained extremely hard as I made
ready to sleep in the safest harbour in Ireland. But I was wondering when Sharavoge
would be able to get out again, and sail home up the coast to Howth.
At 0500 on 8 August I looked out through habit, and there was a dead fiat calm
and a clear sky, so we went to Howth, starting by motoring and quietly sailing on the
tide as far as Greystones. Then, after half an hour of near calm while the tide turned,
we sailed with full sail in a strongish W.S.W. wind from Greystones to Baily in 21/2 hours
against the tide - this was by far the fastest piece of sailing of the whole cruise - there
must have been more sail set than was prudent, but it was very exciting to be going home
so fast. Beating up the sound and at the entrance to Howth Harbour the wind was like
F.8 for a short period and this was much the strongest wind we had met on the whole
cruise.
At 1345 on 8 August Sharavoge was back in Howth harbour alongside a fishing boat
after 1,650 miles of a summer cruise. It is always an odd experience to put one’s feet on
land after a longish passage at sea and this time I was more aware than usual of the
re-entry to social living. The sea allows one’s senses to become very sharp, and one
becomes much more receptive and reactive to people and situations for the first few
hours. This wears off quite quickly and the memory of the glorious freedom of perception
fades away again under the endless disorder of land life.
TABLE OF DISTANCES LOGGED
Howth to Poulduff Quay
Poulduff Quay to St. Mary’s
St. Mary’s to Benodet
Benodet to Bayom!
Bayona to Finisterre (chart distance)
Finisterre to Arklow
Arklow to Howth

52
178
195
474
92
622
3___~7
1,650
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SULE SKERRY TO SPAIN AND BACK
by Jennifer Guinness
1972 was the 50th Anniversary of The Cruising Club of America. To celebrate this,
the Discovery Race (Bermuda to Bayona) was organised, followed by a cruise in company.
Members of the Irish Cruising Club were invited to join this 50th Anniversary Cruise which
was to take place in the Rias Bajas, Galicia, between Bayona on the South and Cape
Finisterre on the North. The cruise lasted ten days - July 24th to August 2nd° Cuilaun
of Kinsale, owned by Michael O’Flaherty, Sharavoge owned by Jonathan Virden and
Sule Skerry were the Irish Cruising Club boats which accepted the C.C.A’s invitation.
Sule Skerry left Howth at 1950 on Friday 14 July. Her crew was John and Jennifer
Guinness, Rex Roberts, Rosalind Wylde, Bud Bryce and Roger Aplin. We set main and
mizen on a fine evening and engined down the coast in a flat calm. The ease of the
passage to Spain is indicated by the fact that we lowered these sails six days later in
Bayona and the only sail changing we had to do was to alternate from the genoa to
spinaker° We ripped the big spinaker right across when it caught on a split pin and after
that we had to be content with the small one. We had an uneventful trip, except for a
faulty alternator and regulator which meant that we had to run the Honda generator daily
to keep the batteries charged. We passed the Tuskar five miles to starboard at 0710, on
15 July. Our course was straight to Cape Finisterre but we were pushed inside our track
due to fluky winds and made our landfall off Corunna° We saw very few ships but as we
neared the Spanish coast we met large numbers of tunny boats, which at night carried a
very curious assortment of navigation lights° As their fishing speed was identical to our
sailing speed (6 knots) avoiding them made the night watches quite lively. Later we
compared notes with several other yachts who were making similar passages and those
further westward met many more large ships in poor visibility so we were very lucky
only having to contend with tunny-men.
The weather was mainly warm and sunny but we suffered from lack of wind. Sule
Skerry only carries enough diesel to give a range of 250 miles so we were forced to spend
some part of each day lying becalmed waiting hopefully for a breeze. It was very good
for the suntan and gave us plenty of time to enjoy Rex’s excellent culinary skills!
At teatime on 20 July Cape Villano (twelve miles north of Finisterre) was abeam
with the log reading 669. As we tacked and engined down the coast depending on the
breeze, we saw several other yachts, Belgian, British and French. We anchored in Bayona
at 1000 on the 21 st six days after leaving Howtho When we came round the breakwater
we saw Cuilaun and Sharavoge already anchored in the harbour. A most impressive
collection of about fifty large yachts, mostly American, lay alongside a pontoon which
had been specially provided by the Monte Real Club International de Yates. The largest
was Southern Star 72~, most of them were about 50/60’ overall and made us feel very
small. The last boats had finished only a few hours before we arrived as the race had
been very slow. We were particularly pleased to see amongst them Adele (C.C.A. & I.C.C.)
with Bunny and Ruth Burnes and the Clowes on Challenge (C.C.A.).
When we went ashore the Yacht Club was literally swarming with people. Many of
the American boats were changing crews and something like 200 people were trying to
get out of Bayona’s very limited airport. The authorities were most kind and helpful if
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Above. Experiments in opposite directions - O’Brien Kennedy’s new Brainstorm and
the Commodore’s newly acquired Meermin. Below. Sule Skerry, complete with her
deck apes.
Photos: W. M. Nixon
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Above. Bayona Harbour with some of the C.C.A. yachts. Photo: Rex Roberts Studios Ltd.
Below. The I.C.C./R.C.C. Party. Salvora, Penny RoyalR.C.C., Dyna C.C.A., Challenge
C.C.A., Sule Skerry I.C.C., Adele C.C.A. & 1.C.C., Westward. Photo. Brian Smullen.

somewhat overwhelmed by the numbers.
As the cruise was not due to start until Monday we planned to spend the weekend
eating, drinking and making friends. This was not to be. John spent Friday afternoon in an
abortive attempt to get a new alternator in Vigo, and Friday evening was lost in an alcohotic
haze. On Saturday morning we went into the first part of a complicated series of crew
changes. Our children, Ian aged eleven, Gillian aged ten and Tania aged six arrived by plane
from Dublin as scheduled (much to my relied and Bud departed (to our great regret).
The owner likes to keep his crew active and early Sunday morning we went alongside
for fuel and water. With the majority of boats queuch~g for water, some taking very large
quantities, this was a slow process. There was much confusion and somehow John poured
diesel into the water tank. The rest of Sunday was spent in a temperature of 24°C
scrubbing the water tanks. In the end, the water we boiled in the kettle still smelt slightly
of diesel but the general verdict was that its taste had improved! When we were putting
Sule Skerry back together again Anthony Guinness (Rococco) arrived to tell John that
our Honda which he had borrowed was no longer working. This was a major catastrophe
as it was our only means of battery charging and therefore starting the engine. John’s
sanity was saved by the kindness of Jim Bate (Petritis R.C.C.) who lent us his Honda
and Alfredo Lagos, the owner of the Vigo shipyard who took away ours to repair it.
Disasters always seem to come in groups and the week-end’s entertainment was not
yet over. On Monday afternoon we had just moved to a mooring, planning to put the
dinghy on board and sail to the first rendezvous, when I fell out of the dinghy into the
water holding the brand new outboard engine. I was just contemplating at what ;stage I
should have to let the wretched thing go when Rex dived in and gave us a much needed
boost to the surface. It took another couple of hours before the outboard was dried
out and we could leave for the first anchorage of the cruise. This was off the eastern side
of the beautiful Islas Cies. As shown in the list at the end of this account, the distances
between the suggested anchorages were short which made for pleasant leisurely sailing
and gave time to explore this very lovely cruising area. As there were many wonderful
beaches and as the sea was warm and clean, entertaining the children presented no
problem. There were about fifty boats, American, English, French, Spanish and Irish
- at the start of the cruise, gradually the numbers dwindled as yachts went on to meet
other commitments.
The I.C.C. and R.C.C. had asked the C.C.A. if they might organise a party during
the cruise to express the guests’ thanks for all the hospitality. This party took place on
Tuesday the 25th at Barra beach some ten miles from Islas Cies. After a wonderful
morning spent swimming and beach-combing on Islas Cies we sailed across to organise
the raft. Michael O’Flaherty had bought the alcohol in Gibraltar and we had arranged a
consignment of export Guinness. Don Gompertz had offered his motor yacht Westward
as the centre of the main raft. Westward, formerly an Alaskan charterboat built in the
early twenties, had been acting as the radio communication ship during the race. The rum
barrel which had been presented by the C.C.A. to the I.C.C. in Cork in 1969 was
appropriately filled and placed on Westward’s after deck as part of the main bar. A rough
estimate of the number of people who came to the party was three hundred. At 1830
Westward’s hooter sounded to indicate the beginning of the festivities and it was 0400
before the last singing died away. During the party, John, on behalf of the Irish Cruising
Club, presented the C.C.A. with two cut glass decanters to commemorate their
Anniversary.

Next evening a dinner and cocktail party had been arranged in Sangenjo. As this
meant a bus journey, and therefore "children sitting" problems for us, we decided to
spend the night anchored with Adele off another beach on the island of Onso
Unfortunately a slight sea got up and this anchorage became rather uncomfortable° We
spent a fascinating evening watching fishermen catch squid and octopus which they
found by gazing at the rock bottom through glass-bottomed boxes. We bought some
unidentified fish which tasted excellent.
Our next rendezvous was Villagarcia on Thursday the 27th. This proved to be a
rather unattractive harbour but it was the starting place of a coach excursion to the
ancient pilgrim city of Santiago de Compostellao Once again Sule Skerry and Adele spent
the night rafted together with the additional company of John Power in Penny Royal
(R.C.C.) and others in a small bay about five miles from Villagarcia. John’s wife,
Caroline and family had just come from England to join them. Thus the evening was a
mixture of greetings and farewells as Challenge with Mortice McMullen on board was
leaving for Amsterdam in the morning°
Perhaps this could be an appropriate moment in the account to pay tribute to the
Chairman of the C.C.A. organising committee, Stanley Livingstone° His feat of getting
everyone by bus to Santiago and then back again without losing anyone was only one of
his many pieces of excellent organisation. We were all given lunch in the courtyard of
the beautiful hospice, now a hotel. We spent the day walking around this picturesque
town with its famous cathedral. Amongst the art treasures we saw were the beautiful
Goya tapestries which for me were the highhght of this expedition Our stay in Villagarcia
was marked by Roger and Anne’s departure and by a mam~,th piece of sewing.
Rosalin~l and I borrowed the Burnes’ sewing machine and mended the rent in the spinnaker
- 35 feet of it!
The period of very calm weather seemed over and on the 28th we had a lovely run
down Arosa Bay, rock-hopped through a narrow passage into the open sea and then beat
up to Muros. Our instructions for Saturday 29 July read: Dr. Manuel Varula had invited
all participants to a cocktail party at his viZ/ t in Noya. Small fishing vessels will provide
transport from the fleet anchorage at Playa de San Francisco. Return transport will also be
provided. This was exactly what happened. Noya is a small town on a tidal river about
ten miles from anchorage. Dr. Varula and his family spend the summer in their lovely
villa which was built originally as the headquarters of a trading post. As we walked from
the quayside through a small gateway into the beautiful shady garden we saw tables laid
with traditional local dishes and jug’s of wine. Nearby musicians played folk music. It
was a memorable evening.
When we were back on board we were surprised and pleased to see the first of our
return passage crew appearing out of the darkness. Bobby Boe had flown that day from ~
Prague and hitched a lift out in a dinghy. Sunday was an idle day spent doing odd jobs
on board. The children were glad of a day ashore and spent most of their time on the
beach. In the evening we walked in the grounds of an old monastery, where we found a
paved way up a hillside lined with stone columns marking the stations of the cross.
On Monday morning we obtained water and fresh food at Muros where, as in all
other towns we visited, there was an excellent market full of fresh meat, fish and
wonderful fruit. The only thing we could not buy was petrol for the outboard. Bobby
and GiUian came back staggering under a huge sack of onions which continued to feed

our household long after the cruise was over. After we had stowed the shopping we had
a long beat up to Cape Finisterre in a fresh northerly. As we went north the water and
air temperature became noticeably lower, much more akin to Irish sailing.
At Finisterre we had the opportunity of looking at some of the large racing machines
as the C.C.A. gave a cocktail party on board a raft, the centre of which was Southern
Star owned by J. MuUen. Tania by now had made friends with Anne Mullen who was on
a six months cruise with her parents. We were delighted to see the second part of our
homeward crew, Davey and Francy McBride who arrived (again off the beach) in time to
join the party, exactly as we had arranged before we left home. Sule Skerry now had a
crew of twelve and berths for seven. Bunny and Ruth on Adele provided wonderful hotel
accommodation for the overflow. We had some sardines which we had bought in Muros
cooked by Bobby for dinner. This was a mistake as the smell and fish scales were with us
for days.
The following morning the R.C.C. boats and Jonathan Virden left the cruise and
headed northward. We turned south and for the next two days had some of the best
coastal sailing we have ever had in Sule Skerry, marvellous surfing runs in bright sun
clocking 10 knots on the speedometer. Adele sailed in company with us as much as our
varying speeds allowed. This gave us an excellent opportunity to take photographs. We
spent a night in Sangenjo where we fitted the new alternator that Davy had brought with
him from Dublin.
On Wednesday we had a glorious sail in a fresh following breeze and bright sun to
Bayona where we picked up a mooring in the early afternoon. The final party of the
cruise, a cocktail party, was held at the Parador that evening. It was slightly nostalgic as
we were about to leave the many friends we had made, some of whom we had first met
in 1969 in Cork. Cruising in company is a most delightful experience. It is a matter of
choice to what extent one becomes involved with others; also all the new friends one
meets have a common interest.
This cruise had not only been an introduction to a new and beautiful cruising ground
but also had given us a chance to see at close quarters some of the finest and most
modern American boats covered with the most expensive equipment but nevertheless some
of the living quarters were spartan in the extreme.
Bayona seemed to exercise its usual jinx on Sule Skerry. Francy had not been feeling
well and on Thursday the local doctor diagnosed appendicitis. Telephone communication
with Dublin was a frustrating and an almost impossible task. Rex and Davy finally
contacted Pat Roberts who arranged a hospital bed in Dublin on Saturday for Francy.
Rosalind, Gillian and Tania were due to fly home on Friday and the only solution seemed
to be for Francy to take Gillian’s ticket and for us to take Gillian home on Sule Skerry.
Gillian had previously said that she did not want to do this and personally I had thought
one child on a non-stop seven hundred mile trip was enough. However, Gillian accepted
the change in plans very cheerfully.
On Friday Davy and I put a desolate Tania on the plane with Francy and Rosalind.
I nearly wrecked all hope of their getting on the plane by losing my temper with the
Spanish authorities whose booking system was un~believable.
John, Bobby and Rex had spent the day loading Sule Skerry with supplies for the
trip home. Wine, fresh fruit and vegetables were abundant everywhere but fresh meat
was very difficult to buy. Luckily we had brought plenty of tinned meat so we had no
problems.
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After a sad parting with Bunny and Ruth we left Bayona at 1800. Outside we found
a lumpy sea and no wind and so we decided to spend the night anchored off Barra from
where we took our final departure at 0605 on Saturday 5 August. Our trip home was the
opposite to our quiet outward passage. As we neared Finisterre we could see a thick bank
of fog lying in front of us. We entered this at 1700 and at 2000 the log read "Calm,
visibility 2 waves"! While we were engining we stopped every hour to take a radio fix
and it was only then that we could hear the ships all around us. Once past Cape Villano
we altered course inside the shipping lanes. During daylight when the visibility improved
on Sunday we headed out north-westward to clear ourselves and put us in a comfortable
position should the wind shift north of west. Fortunately we missed the early forecast
on the 8th and the wind had already freshened by the time we heard the gale warning
at 1355. We furled main and mizen and after an excellent lunch of chicken stew we
reached under working jib in pouring rain across an ever-increasing sea. About teatime
the wind dropped enough to reset the mizenbut the 1800 forecast of F.9 didn’t provide
any hope of a quiet night. I fed and bedded down the children who were totally
unconcerned and only slightly green having taken the excellent pink pills supplied by the
Burnes. By 1000 we again were under working jib and surfing down the waves at 9 knots.
In steep seas this was too fast for safety so we handed the jib and spent the night
quietly if unsteadily under bare poles. The wind speed indicator read a maximum of
50 m.p.h.; as always Sule Skerry behaved impeccably.
The next day has an entry by Ian in the log "Sunny but ruff". It wa~a’t until
Wednesday that it was calm enough to let the children on deck or even to allow them
to sit in the cockpit without harnesses. During the evening we passed a drilling rig
exploring for oil and gas about four miles away. It was at first a weird sight like a pole
sticking out of the sea. That night it was so clear that we picked up the loom of Mine
Head and the Hook when we were still fifty miles from Tuskar. Next day we had a
marvellous run up to and past the Tuskar with the mended spinaker taking us through
the inside passage against the tide. After a pleasant sail up the Irish Sea we picked up
our moorings in Howth at 0500 on Friday, 11 August.
Finally, a few comments on cruising with one’s children. Successful holiday
cruising with children on board requires first of all a high degree of tolerance on the part
of the rest of the crew and our crew were marvellous. Spain made an ideal place as
distances between anchorages were short and the weather was perfect. It is important to
arrive at an anchorage about teatime as children love the time spent messing about in
the dinghy and making expeditions ashore. I found that a regular supply of food was
very necessary! It was no good expecting the children to wait until the adults were
ready to eat, so in spite of the extra work high tea was a good institution.
We treat our children as crew, not passengers, so they are expected to spend some
time each day on watch, steering and generally helping on board. Ian has now learnt
the rudiments of celestial navigation. On the sail back they behaved better than I could
ever have hoped and put up with considerable discomfort without crossness or seasickness.
The success of the holiday and success it was, must in part be due to the kindness
of Bunny and Ruth Burnes and their crew who were so very good to all of us and
particularly my children. My only criticism was that they introduced Ian, Gillian and
Tania to a vile concoction "Peanut Butter and Fluff", which tasted even worse than it
sounds.
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Sule Skerry: Aux. Bin. Yawl built and designed by McGruer 1958.
43ft. O.A. 30ft. L.W:L. 6ft. Draught. 11.5ft. beam. 36 B.H.P. Mercedes Engine.
TABLE OF DISTANCES

July
l~t - 21
21 - 24
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Howth - Bayona (158 hours)
At Bayona
Bayona - Islas Cies
lslas Cies - Barra beach
Barra - Isla.Ons
Isla Ons - ViIlagareia
At V’dlagarcia
V’dlagareia - P. de San Francisco
At Playa de San Francisco
San Francisco to P. de Llangesteira

750

August
I
2
3
4
5 - 11

Hangesteira - Sangenjo
Sangenjo - Bayona
At Bayona
Bayona - Barra
Barra - Howth (143 hrs.)

45
21

7
5
10
25
32
20

13
740
1,668

MICKEY MOUSE CRUISING
by W. M. Nixon

Word at club bars has it that Keith Hunt was the first to describe the Gallon 22 as
’The Best of the Mickey Mouse Cruisers’, an accolade of less taste than accuracy.
Anything smaller than the Gahon’s 22 ft. overall, 18 ft. waterline, and 7 ft. 3 ins. beam
just doesn’t bear thinking about, while for her size she really is very clever indeed,
combining a most serviceable double berth in the focsle with two ’settee quarter berths’
in the saloon, the loo and the galley facing each other in between. Sounds a bit too
intimate, but it works. Above her deceptively dumpy hull (for in spite of her commodious
cockpit and accommodation she is basically a lean and hungry thing with a sublimely
hollow entry) she has a seven-eighths rig, with the mast designed to flex dinghy-~tyle, so
that in moments of fantasy you can fancy yourself as Harry Cudmore in his Flying
Dutchman nearly winning the last race of the Olympic regatta as you do a spot of porthopping.
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Georglna and I joined the ranks of Mickey Mousers in February when on a Sunday
morning we towed our newly-acquired Gallon with a four-wheel trailer from Cork to
Dublin in 5% hours. This shows the potential of this size of boat in reaching otherwise
inaccessible cruising grounds. By the end of May she was swinging to her moorings in
Howth, varnish gleaming, with the addition of fancy gear such as echo sounders and a
Sumlog which we found to be a worthwhile no.~nonsense little instrument, having no
electronics and even being cheerfully optimistic with a constant over-reading of 12%.
Once you knew this it was every bit as reliable as’the good ole Walker log that grandpa
used to have. We installed a Watermota Shrimp, the new 3Y2 h.p. petrol-paraffin
auxiliary which, with a variable pitch propeUor, could push her at 5Y2 knots for 5p per
hour in paraff’m. The difference between having the prop in the feathered or in the
driving position when under sail was a matter of half a knot. Finally, because as a demo
boat she had been nameless, we called our new darling Ringhaddy after our favourite
anchorage.
Come hell or high water or both, we were determined to shut up shop for three
weeks and go off for a family cruise. And as we had a Mickey Mouse boat, it seemed
logical to have a Mickey Mouse cruise, a slow wander in short hops round the
anchorages of West Cork, something we’d dreamed of doing for years.
To make it that much easier going for the family, Ed Wheeler and I took Ringhaddy
down to Castietownshend. We left Howth on Monday IOJuly; the cold wet westerly so
typical of the first half of the season pushed us rapidly to Wicklow Head, and pulled
the clew out of the jib, so we’d some unexpected revelry in those parts before getting
away at noon next day with a new clew in the jib and the sting out of the wind. It was
a time for reminiscence, as the last time we’d set out on a cruise together had been
down this very coastline in 1968, outward bound in Ice Bird for Spain. There Ed got
himself aboard the slowest boat of all time to China and eventually ended up in
Australia building roads under a 22 stone boss whom he called the Colossus of Roads.
After that he cruised mostly single-handed from Sydney to Darwin and in all had enough
adventures to fill several Annuals.
It must have made sailing Rtnghaddy seem very tame, but it was pleasant in the
occasional sunshine slipping through The Sluice, arguing our way round the Dogger
Bank off Rosslare and slaking thirsts that night in Rosslare while the tide turned; not
so pleasant leaving before dawn, but then at sunrise we plugged into the southerly round
Carnsore, splashed our way through SaRee Sound heading on for Helvick, but then the
wind got up and the visibility closed down ~+ .we ran(through a maze of salmon nets)
into Dunmore East. We spent the afternoon pinting in The Butcher’s and discussing the
remarkable fishing. Next day the little sewing machine of an engine took us through mist
to Ballycotton, the boredom of calm being relieved by Ed catching mackerel and poaching
them a la Clement Freud (boiled till the eyes turn white, which is only just boiled delicious). Then on in the dusk for Kinsale, entering in the small hours through fog so
thick that if it hadn’t been for the bell on the Bulman buoy we’d still be looking for the
place. The morning (14 July) brought sunshine and summer at last and Bastille Day with
the pernod flowing on board two little French boats alongside and in the evening
Georgina having arrived, the three of us adjourned suitably awash to Olympic supper in
Kinsale Y.C. and much revelry; man floored in club by G, for improper remark - G’s
husband takes note of impressive uppercut. Ed and he queasily on way in even :stronger
sunshine in the morning and run in easterly to rendezvous with Georgina and Patricia in
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Castletownshend.
It was high summer in Castleha~n, the heat solid and the only movement in the
place being leisurely ones from George MiUar aboard his exquisite 10-Metre Irene VIII,
bending on the mainsail in preparation for a cruise. We were terribly active for a while
inflating the absurd little dinghy, then went ashore to the somnolent village and up the
street to Mary Ann’s for Ed’s going-away supper, delicious lobsters served by a
statuesque young thing; she had Ed growling into his wine but remembering that uppercut in Kinsaie, Georgina’s husband refrained from Comment. Afterwards over pints we
watched the Curse of Frankenstein on the teUy in the bar, Boris Karloff a very
sympathetic monster. Sadly, Ed left in the morning (l 6 July) for the long drive home,
while we trickled down the harbour in sunshine to start the Mickey Mouse cruise.
Wafted by a summer easterly, Ringhaddy wandered aioug the ,-~ inside the
Stags, and followed Helen ofHowth, -comiag in from the westward ~iinto the narrow
confines of Barloge; so the biggest ’un and the littlest un from Howth,~red this remote
and beautiful anchorage. A look at the rapids out of Lough Hyne, a bathe for Patricia,
a spot of lunch, under sail again, then sleepily drifting the half dozen miles to
Baltirnote, which by contrast with Castletownshend seems a bustling and breezy place,
the ~ors’ capital of West Cork.
The morning being a Monday (17 July) we did absolutely nothing being already
settled into that West Cork routine of just somehow finding ourselves surfaced at an
appropriate hour of the morning, or day rather, a cup of tea in the hand, discussing
the vital issues of the day, such as where we should go for a bathe.
We met the Glenans administrator Dermot Kennedy and agreed that next day we
would rendezvous out at North Harbour on Cape Clear, Dermot going in his ketch
Richard, a vague relation of Saoirse with squaresail and all We had a party for the
French crowd from Kinsale that night, together with a couple just arrived in from
Paimpol direct in their 20’ Mousquetaire. They had their three children (between 5 and
12) aboard, and were planning three weeks on the coast with the Blaskets as ultimate
destination. I fancy those children will become golf enthusiasts.
In the morning we scurr~.d out through the North Channel in a brisk easterly,
weaving our way through the rocks and islands to a hidden bay on the west side of
Sherkin, and after spending the day there ran on towards the imposing shape of Clear
Island, Richard appearing under full sail through the Gascanane. Dermot was just ahead
of us into North Harbour, and while Ringhaddy’s sailing in there was no trouble you
couldn’t help but admire the way the Richard also went in under sail, her squaresail
worth its weight in gold as it caught the breeze in the steep little entrance while the
other sails hung limp.
I think we stayed two days in Clear, or perhaps it was three. The pace slowed down
even more and life got into its true perspective, so time was rather meaningless. There
was one burst of energy when the two boats were dried out for a spot of scrubbing, hardly
necessary in our case, but Richard’s bottom was a marine biologist’s dream. We became
a cruise in company when Maurice Doherty brought in his old 6-metre Susette and
joined the throng, two of whom were husbands and fathers who had gone out for what ’i ~:
they’d thought was an afternoon sail on the Richard, and found themselves still on Clear
a couple of clays later!
It was probably Thursday when we left, for there was talk of being on Sherkin for
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Above. Ringhaddy. Below. Her crew. (The dinghy is hung on the backstay for short
hops.).
Photos: W. M. Nixon.

Above Ringhaddy and Helen of Howth in Barlogue.

Above. North Harbour, Cape Clear. Below. Richard sailing into North Harbour.
Photos. W. M. Nixon.

an island wedding on the Saturday, and we wanted to see Crookhaven, so Richard
returned to Baltimore and Ringhaddy motored across a calm sea through a heat haze to
Crook_haven, where we went up to the silver beach at the head of the harbour for a swim
and then found just enough water, it being neaps, to lie alongside the little quay at the
village, One of the reasons why West Cork is so eminently suited to Mickey Mouse
cruising is that every little harbour is totally different from the next one - Castletownshend is sleepy orderliness, Baltimore is breezy holidayness, North Harbour is the soul of
philosophic contemplation, while Crookhaven has an attractively raffish, would-be
Breton cosmopolitan air about it - it’s usually the first port of call for the little French
boats which cruise the south-west,,i
Friday was a day of some significance as it brought a wet and dripping mist after a
week of sunshine, and out of the 10 Metre Irene VIII came gliding into the harbour,
mooring without fuss and only the two Millars aboard, the classic lines of her white hull
contrasting with the dumpy economy of the half dozen littlepocket cruisers. Now Patricia
could at least put on her startling yellow oilskins, and at the helm looked not unlike a
Grand Banks fisherman as we motored away from the quay saying hello to Pat Moss who
was sitting in Acari’s cockpit contemplating a passage round the Mizen in poor visibility,
while we headed eastward through the misty islets into Long Island Sound, where we met
Ao E° Pope’s Harbar running the other way. Schull, like everywhere else was asserting its
individuality, a hive of industry with the boats discharging shellfish at the quay beside
the processing plant, all hurry and bustle after the lotus-eating ports elsewhere, while the
town with its busy main street seemed a metropolis~ We slipped away through the
persistent mist in the afternoon, picking our path through the scattering of islands and
winding channels that is Roaring Water Bay (difficult to imagine it roaring, so remote
from the open sea) and so back to Baltimore where the preliminaries for the island
wedding were already taking place. Clearly it was going to be an epic festivity, for at
some stage in the night we found ourselves rafted alongside the Richard motoring across
the harbour in the dark to Sherkin, and there was music and dancing until well after
dawn.
A perfect day, that Saturday° We walked across Sherkin to one of the golden
beaches on its west coast, and swam there in the clearest water in the world° Returning
to the anchorage beneath the beautiful little abbey, we could look across a harbour
coming to life, dinghies racing in the crisp breeze that occasionally brought wreaths of
mist through the harbour mouth, their sails sparkling in the sunshine as they snapped
about the larger boats proceeding to sea, among them Bob Berridge’s Killala heading out
from a mooring in the upper harbouro
My crew insisted that I accompany them to the wedding where I managed to
contract sunburn, sufficient even to restrict participation in the drinking and dancing
and fellowship that went on for two or three days. Next day in fact we slipped away
after the usual bathe on the west coast, and found our way to a little cove towards the
head of Roaring Water Bay, then on Sunday evening back to Baltimore for a spot of
socialising and contact with the great bustling world outside°
Our last couple of days were spent in this port of lost cruises; visiting remote little
beaches; meeting all sorts of people; dinner ashore with Ronnie and Patsy Good who
told us of how the Baltimore S.C. is thriving, and healthily in that an increasing number
of the boats are locally owned. Then, as our time began to run out, another short
cruise in company with the Richard and Susette, this time to the East Skeam island and
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a small hidden anchorage where Patricia at last found she could swim. Our last day in
Baltimore was Georgina’s birthday, so we had a sort of going-away cum birthday party
in the yard behind Salter’s that night. In the morning, while we sailed at around our usual
time, this time it was out of the harbour mouth and away eastward, homeward bound.
We left in company with another Galion, Simon Ford’s Eagle from Dun Laoghaire,
which he had towed down by road; he was exploring the area with wife and three kids
aboard, really up to French standard of enthusiasm. We’d stuffed our little inflatable into
the cabin for the crisp beat into a sunny south-easter, while Eagle had to tow her larger
dinghy astern; we go to Castletownshend well ahead, showing just how much a dinghy,
particularly an inflatable, can slow you down. For both boats, it was also a neat
demonstration of how a Galion revels going to windward in a lumpy sea, nevertheless we
hoped that there wouldn’t be much more beating getting back to Kinsale.
We went right up to the head of Castlehaven in the afternoon sunshine, almost up
to Rineen among the trees, and then with the ebb just starting came downriver again and
stopped for swimming at the excellent slip opposite Castletownshend, before anchoring
off the village for refreshments in Mary Ann’s. Next morning brought a cool mist at first,
and in gentle airs we drifted eastward, ¯ the calmness of the sea revealing how full of life
it all is, the sound inside High Island thronged with seabirds and their young, porpoises
sporting about, and an old basking shark cruising through with lazy twists of his tail.
Lunch stop and swim in Squince Harbour, and then in early evening gliding on into
Glandore where Patricia very neatly brought us alongside the pier under sail. Fresh
strawberries bought ashore rounded off another unforgettable day.
Away at some unseemly hour (0900) on a morning still thick with summer mist
which lifted as we cleared the ~6ntranee. Approaching~ the Galley - with mother guillemots
and their young scuttering about, we found a westerly, a good fair wind. The Dhulic was
growling as usual as we passed inside, and with the bow-wave gurgling we ran on in the
sunshine past the hazy coast, and Patricia decided to do a spot of fishing. Alas, she caught
a mackerel. Tears and more tears. ’I didn’t think I’d actually catch anything ....
’ As we
ran down our easting, the weather changed, a bite coming to the breeze and spits of the
first rain for two weeks, but it held off enough for us to pull into Sandycove on the way
to Kinsale, and of course when we went on up the harbour Kinsale was its usual cheerful
self, impervious to weather.
Logistics started to loom up, it being the end of July and the ladies had made
arrangements to move houses in England and holiday with grandparents elsewhere. Somebody was supposed to join me here to crew me back to Howth, though we were so set
in our way of going that I didn’t really fancy a change. He never turned up and by the
time we’d confirmed this a day had been spent; it wasn’t wasted as we were lying
alongside Paddy Donegan’s yawl Casquet with himself and Hugh Byrne living aboard,
and politicking every day up-country in the Mid Cork by-election, having the time of
their lives.
So it came about that the West Cork crew was the home-going crew as well. We’d
a yarn with Len Shiel who’d ome in alongside with Gailey Bay, then an early night, and
out past the Bulman Buoy at 0615 next morning with a real wet-looking sky to the sou’
west, promising a hard fair wind if nothing else. The westerly soon became sou’westerly,
the seas began to build up, the log started to hum a merry tune, and little Ringhaddy
picked up her skirts and fairly skelped up the coast. Soon the Daunt was rolling astern,
and a big ketch coming out of Crosshaven converged with us off Ballycotton - it was
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D. F. Southern’s famous Agtt~t~ ,cruising along under genoa only. We meanwhile were
doing a spot of serious passage-making, so when the rain came and the wind backed
some more we held off the coast and hung onto all sail with plenty of room to loo’ard.
A real bite to the breeze now, and with the seas rolling up on the quarter we started to
surf with the Sumlog beginning to lap itself. The rain became heavier, and off Rame
Head we glimpsed the Hon. Secretary’s Anasu, punching westward, looking like an
advertisement for the fine motor-sailer that she is, but were we ever so glad to be
going the other way!
The fmal twenW miles to Dunmore East flew past, the wind freshening, yet so
gradually that you became used to it, and so were able to drive the boat to the uttermost; it will be seldom that Ringhaddy ever sails so fast again, roaring along through
the murk across the spray-flecked water. I was like a kid at the helm - or not a kid,
apparently, for Patricia had decided that early morning starts weren’t for her, as she
slept until BaUycotton and then remained cheerfully in her bunk for the remainder
of the passage, reading Enid Blyton of all things.
The murk closed in for the last few miles, so it was tricky enough finding the
entrance to Waterford Harbour, but soon the familiar cliffs loomed through and we
came tearing into Dunmore East under sail, rounded up without a thought of the
engine, and made fast alongside Echo out of Dun Laoghaire at precisely 1700, 10¾ hours
from the Bulman. Zoom! In a euphoric state we clambered ashore with the usual
difficulty (they ought to get a pontoon of some sort in Dunmore in the summer) and
went up to the Ocean for steaks before crashing into the bunks in anticipation of an
early start.
Made it, too, or at least early for us, away at 0630 on a cold wet Monday morning
(31 July) with fog blotting out the l~rbour in minutes and the Hook still invisible ahead.
Passed a baby shearwater rather lost, announcing the fact with a heart-rending highpitched piping as it scurried around in despair; the piping followed us as we sailed on
through the fog, almost getting run down by ma shearwater flying like a dart in
opposite direction, bringing silence shortly after and sighs of relief from the ladies (and
me too).
The fog lifted at the Hook, and in variable wind and a mighty lumpy sea we
bashed on inside the Saltees (across St. Patrick’s Bridge) and on along the shore to
Carnsore Point where there was a very lumpy little race indeed, much bumping and the
odd top crashing aboard, so once round the corner the calm was especially welcome. In
fact, it was just very nice to get back to the east coast, with its sensible smooth water
and the clear air after the morning rain. We reached along with the tide under us and
the showers petered out over the land; when the wind went altogether and the tide turned
we stopped at Poulduff in a burst of sunshine for some swimming; then we set off through
the eve~!ng calm to motor against the last of the tide, a biscuit throw from the shore.
Unforturiately both Patricia and the engine had eaten things that disagreed with them; she
was sick and the engine having been fed on dirty paraffin stopped, recovered, then
stopped again. However the depression which had been causing the recent moody weather
was moving eastward and a burst of wind came out of the north at dusk, when we were
3 miles south of Arklow. Patricia came suddenly to life, Ringhaddy also fairly leapt into
action, and we’d a slashing beat up to the harbour, overtaking Diane, now Arklow-based,
once owned by Liam McCormick. We got in with the darkness, and that night it blew a
cold gale from the north-west. It had eased a bit in the morning, but family cruising is
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knowing when to stop as much as knowing when to batter on, so we went home by train
and the ladies were able to keep their appointments
A couple of days later I went back to Arklow on my own and had a totally uneventful passage to Howtho A freshening southerly swept the little boat on her way, and the
only happening of note was meeting a benighted guillemot which flew round the yacht in
ever-decreasing circles, till he hit the lee side of the mainsail and fell on his back into the
sea, looking ever so silly trying to pretend he did this sort of thing every Thursday lunchtime Then he shook himself, took off again, and disappeared upwind, still flying in
circles We meanwhile roiled on round the familiar landmarks, and tacked into Howth
harbour mouth and through the crowded anchorage to our mooring. I haicen’t a clue
how far we’d gone; I think the log suggested 580 miles - less 12% of course.

PELLEGRINA (IN SPITE OF’ ADVERSITIES) TO SOUTH BRITTANY
by Michael 7omlinson
After spending the winter preparing to join the CC°A. Cruise in North Spain, we
were terribly disappointed at having to delay our departure and curtail our holiday by
one week. We had had several changes of prospective crew and the eventual scratch
and school friend, and Arthur Trevor, a retired Brigadier, who is one of the oldest
members of the Royal Artillery Yacht Club At the last moment, we fitted a new Aries
self-steering gear, which later proved its worth.
The week we had missed had been one of glorious weather with high pressure and
fair winds for going south, so when we assembled early in the morning of Friday 21 July
at Moel-y-Don in the Menai Strait we were sorry to see a dull overcast day with rain.
The moorings were slipped at 0915 and we spent the rest of the day at sea as we did all
Saturday and Sunday Passing through the Longships channel at 0115 on Monday we
arrived in the vicinity of Ushant on Tuesday, 25 July. After passing to the west of the
island, we eventually moored in the yacht basin of the Port du Commerce, Blest at
midday The 350 mile passage had taken just over 4 days; we had fair winds and head
winds and at times no wind at all when we motored
Experience with the Aries was most encouraging It steered well under sail on all
points of the wind and when motoring into the wind The only weak point was under
engine with a light following wind Affectionately christened "Wilbur" it certainly made
life easier
In Brest, we quickly shipped duty-free stores, bringing the cost of living down from
£2.50 to under 45p a bottle After lunch ashore we got under way again and had some
splendid sailing through the Chenal du Toulinguet into Douarnenez Bay bringing up at
Morgat in the dark
26 July After a leisurely breakfast under way at 1230 in sunshine, proceeding
with a light north-east wind to the Raz de Sein Bringing La Jaune buoy abeam by
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1615 we gybed as La Vielle and La Plate came in transit about 500 yards distant. After
a leisurely sail along the north of Audierne Bay, we dropped anchor behind the mole at
Sto Evette which now is a crowded anchorage with fishing boats and many French yachts
as opposed to the rather desolate anchorage of refuge which we remembered from 15
years ago.
27 July Brilliant sunshine. North-east winds going east gave us a splendid sail
around Pointe Penmarch into the Arise de Benodet. Sailing into Loc Tudy at high water,
we were able to find a berth alongside the stone jetty at lie Tudy. Here we made a new
friend, Rene, a local Breton yachtsman who came to our notice by the able way in which
he manoeuvred his boat single-handed.
Our intention was to dry out for the night° So we went ashore for dinner while
Pellegrina took the ground on the ebb. After our meal we were able to effect some
minor under-water repairs necessitated by chafeing during bad weather on our moorings
at home. Everything was going according to plan. We had finished rubbing down and
painting parts of the hull and we were about to turn in when the great mishap of the
cruise occurred. In order to cant the boat in so that she would dry out at the correct
angle we had attached the fore-halyard to the quayside with a lanyard. It was necessary
to release this before she refloated. Bobby Billington unfortunately mishandled the
Merryman mast winch and, although no-one was on deck to see how it happened, he
received a really nasty head injury which necessitated getting local medical help and
eventually transporting him by ambulance to the hospital 12 miles away at Pont L’Abbe.
Friday and Saturday were very unhappy days spent journeying backwards and
forwards to the hospital and trying to contact Bobby’s family° On Saturday evening, the
news at the hospital was a little better and we decided that we should briefly continue
our cruise south for a day or so with the intention of calling back to Ile Tudy.
Sunday 30 July Away from the mooring at lie Tudy just before high water at
0610, we motored south bringing Les Moutons in the lies de Glenan abeam to starboard
by 0830. By 1030 we were abreast of Ile Vert on the mainland side where we stopped
the engine and spent an hour trolling for mackerel. After this, with a light following
wind, we sailed to the Aven river. By 1330 we had anchored within the entrance ",at
Port Manech where we had lunch and a sleep.
At 1700 we motored up the river with the last of the tide. The anchorage was very
disappointing, extremely crowded and with a fast running tide° We could find no place
to anchor, but eventually local mooring buoys were found vacant on the edge of the
deep-water pool at Ros Bras. Foolishly, we trusted local information which was that we
would just have enough water at L°W. We omitted to sound and calculate our tide fall
properly. Consequently, we spent an uncomfortable three hours during the night when
we were well listed over. Fortunately, the bottom was soft mud and no damage ensued.
31 July At 0715 we thankfully left the mooring and motored out of the river.
At the entrance we were able to stop our engine and with a north-west wind, F.4 to 5,
ran off under sail to Ile de Groix, arriving off Port Tudy two hours later having made
good a distance of 16 miles, tacking down wind. By now the wind had freshened, so we
decided to go in. In the small harbour, we eventually rafted up alongside other boats
and as the day progressed more and more yachts arrived. Cruising in mid-summer in
Brittany obviously demands more and better fenders rather than anchor gear.
1 August In harbour all day on account of strong north-westerly winds which
reached gale force. The harbour became very full and we admired much the ’elan’ with
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which the young Frenchmen brought their boats in under sail, some of them singlehanded.
2 August By now, anxious to get back to the hospital to visit our invalid, we
cleared the harbour by 0730. On the wind all day eventually tying up again to one of
the visitors’ vuoys at Ile Tudy by 2025.
3 August Whole day spent visiting Bobby in hospital. We were thankful that his
wife had arrived and though he was still in poor shape, arrangements were being made
for him to fly back to England. We had a final lunch at the hotel and our friend Rene
came on board to wish us well. We retain memories of great affection for the good
people of Ile Tudy, especially those in the hotel who had done so much to help us in our
adversity and our friend Rene who had put himself and his motor-car at our complete
disposal.
4 August The intention was to make an early start, but when the alarm clock
rang at 0600 the whole estuary was in thick fog. We did not slip our mooring at Ile
Tudy until it had cleared by 0730. Motoring out against the flood, we passed the Bas
de Chenal, where we were able to motor-sail just on the wind. Shortly after bringing
Le Poutain abeam at 1015 the engine was switched off, beginning a splendid sail round
the Pointe de Penmarch bringing the Menhir light tower abeam by 1125, then carrying
on across the Baie d’Audierne to the vicinity of the Raz de Sein. Although there was
still four hours of adverse tide, the Raz was in a gentle mood with a light westerly. In
order to avoid the worst of the tide, we kept to weather as near Le Chat and Tevennec
as possible, gradually making way over the ground to pass La Vielle by 1600. Then
with a following wind and in drizzle, we sailed through the Chenal du Toulinguet to
bring up in the new marina at Camaret, endeavouring to moor between the hauling-off
buoys and the pontoons. This was not a happy arrangement for a boat ofP~llegrina "s
size as the mooring buoys are far too near the pontoons. So next morning we went
alongside the inner pontoon which gave a much more satisfactory berth.
The next two days were frustrating as strong winds on Saturday and thick fog on
Sunday kept us in harbour.
7 August Though the B.B.C. forecast another low, the day was fine and sunny
with light winds. The local forecast was of fair weather for the next 12 hours but with
possible later deterioration. Time was short as we had to be back in Anglesey for the
weekend, so we slipped our warps from the Camaret marina at I 015. We had a good sail
with following winds, and a north-going tide through the Chenal du Four, bringing La
Platresse abeam and clearing the channel by 1515. In brilliant sunshine with wind southwest F.3 and 1003 mb., we laid a course of 334° to pass west of the Scillies. By 1700
the barometer had dropped 3 mb. and the wind freshened. We had quickly to reduce
sail. By 1755 our log records 9 rolls in the mainsail and storm jib. By 1815 we had
dropped the jib and had 11 rolls in the main. By 1930 we were still logging over 5 knots,
so we took the mainsail down and with plenty of sea room we were able to run off on a
down-wind course, luckily in the right direction, with the self-steering gear still functioning.
8 August At 0015 still under bare poles and logging over 4 knots, undoubtedly
going too fast as by this time there were nastily breaking crests. The wind had backed to
S. by E. and the gusts were more vicious. Certainly F.8, possibly gusting F.9 we thought.
So streaming two long warps we held a course of between 350° and 010° travelling at
about 2½ knots. By 0500 the barometer had dropped 14 mb. in 13 hours.
After that, it started to rise fairly rapidly with the wind veering quickly to the
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south-west. Although still sailing under bare poles with streamed warps, an alteration of
the steering vane brought us slightly more on the wind which saved us from running too
far up Channel to the east.
By 1250 the wind had moderated and gone still more to the west although there
was a vicious and heavy cross sea. Obtaining a D.F. bearing on the Lizard we hoisted the
storm jib, having been nearly 16½ hours under bare poles. With a weakish crew of three,
the serf-steering gear had proved invaluable. Nevertheless, we were all tired and decided
not to attempt to work to windward but to get under the shelter of the Lizard and up
into Falmouth for the night if possible. In moderating conditions, the Lizard lighthouse
was brought abeam 3½ hours later at 1620. Increasing sail all the time as conditions
moderated we passed the Manacles by 1740 and eventually a mooring was picked up off
the Royal Cornwall Yacht Club in Falmouth harbour by 2155, where we turned in for a
well earned night’s sleep.
9 August After a leisurely morning on board we were welcomed ashore to the
Royal Cornwall Yacht Club by Arthur Trevor’s aunt, Mrs. Holman, whose late husband
had been the Admiral of that Club and who entertained us to drinks and an exceUent
sandwich luncheon in the Clubhouse. Returning back on board in the afternoon we
slipped the mooring at 1835 about an hour and a half before high water.
By now, being short of time we were pleased to make a good passage across
Mounts Bay to catch the first of the north-going tide at the Longships. The wind was
north-west F.2 or 3 and we had longish spells of motoring. The Manacles abeam 2015,
the Lizard at 2135 and the Longships at 0225 on Thursday, 10 August.
The next 212 miles to the entrance to the Menai Strait were uneventful. The
passage being made in 56 hours, including anchoring under the land for six hours wh~le
awaiting a tide. We had light headwinds, then calms and eventually a fresh southerly for
the last 30 miles.
Saturday, 12 August Entering the Menai Strait in the early morning, we tied up
on our own mooring at Moel-y-Don by 1000.
I have never before been forced to leave an injured member of my crew behind.
The gale had been an unwelcome one, and taking all in all, Molly and I were very relieved
to get Pellegrina bacl~ to her mooring safely. We had been much helped by Arthur Trevor,
for whom this had certainly been an eventful first cruise with us. Undoubtedly, we could
not have managed so easily without "Wilbur".
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VERVE’S 1972 CRUISE ROUND MOST OF IRELAND
by R. P. Campbell
Verve was laid up at Crosshaven and my 1972 cruise was the return to Dun Laoghaire
going west-about. By allowing plenty of time for this I hoped to visit many places I had
sailed past on previous cruises, but this was only achieved in a very modest way; it is
surprising how scarce time becomes if you waste a day or two early on.
My cruise occupied two thirteen-day periods at the end of June and July respectively.
I started the first half with Tom Perrott and John White, swapping John for Mickey d’Alton
at Dingle. The weather in June was cold with fresh westerly winds. We were mostly closehauled if not beating as far as Valentia with fine free winds from there on, except when
~illng out to Slyne and Achill heads. We seldom set the whole main and never set the large
genoa. We wished we had gloves and ran out of charcoal for the cabin stove. We spent nights
at Sandycove (outside Kinsale), Baltimore, Crookhaven (two nights), Derrynane and Dingle.
We spent more time ashore during the second week visiting Inishmore (Aran), Inishbofin,
Inishturk, Clare Island and Inishkea South as well as spending nights in Fahy bay
(Ballynakill), Kildavnet (Achill) and Frenchporto We left Verve at Killala, swinging to a
three-part mooring at the head of the newly dredged harbour which is only 50 yds. wide.
I resumed the cruise in July with Peter Simpson and David Willis. They left at
Coleraine marina and were replaced by Tom Perrott - the other member had to cancel.
However at Coleraine I also embarked Wallace and Miles Clark for a weekend visit to
Rathlin. This half of the cruise coincided with a heat-wave ashore, it was often calm, any
wind being usually light northerly, and there was some fog° We never set less than full
sail, in fact we left the large genoa permanently hanked on, bagging it in situ when in
port. We called at Portnoo, Kincashla, Gola, Bunbeg quay, Inishmeane, Tory, Downings,
Cratlagh roads (Mulroy), Portsalon, Coleraine, Port Ballintrae, Church bay harbour and
Ushet port (Rathlin), Ballycastle, Sanda, Southend (Kintyre), L. Ryan, Gt. Copeland I.,
Killyleagh and Whiterock (Strangford) and Greencastle (Carlingford).
In June we had plenty of excellent sailing. For instance it was a really enjoyable
beat from Crookhaven to Dursey sound in F.5 under reefed main and small genoa with
a large but not troublesome sea and good sunny intervals. Then we had a splendid broad
reach from Blasket sound to Eeragh light in steadily increasing wind, reaching a best
hour’s run of 6.9 miles, eventually reducing to the comfort of jib and mizen but still
logging 6 kno Our passage from Kilronan to Bofin, 43 miles, took 7 hours, close-hauled
to Slyne head across a huge swell with a short tack to clear the Skird rocks, then a
broad reach northwards. On the last day we were reaching close past the spectacular
north coast of Mayo in smooth water with a very gusty southerly F.5 and 6.
In July the engine was used for 59% of the time and sailing in light conditions was
sometimes tedious. Tom and I had one most memorable and enjoyable passage on the evening
of Sunday 23rd, from BaUycastle to Sanda. We were close-hauled starboard tack, sailing
fast across a remarkably calm sea, with a lift from the flood after passing Fair Head which
set us in south of the Mull; the famous tide race was a mere popple; the easterly breeze
held for 2% hours till 1930, then we motored the last bit to the rather attractive anchorage
at Sanda. Earlier, with Peter and David, I had a tense passage under power from Sheephaven
to Mulroy bay, in fog from abreast the Wherryman rocks, till we entered the 1 st narrows,
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Above. Inishturk boat harbour (Killary entrance 1 1 o’c from yacht). Below. Killala
harbour, looking out through the dredged approach channel. Photos." R. P. Campbell.

Above. Go island viewed from above the bay on Gola, looking south-east across
Illanmore sound. Photo." R. P. Campbell. Below. Verve close-hauled under small
genoa. Photo. W. M. Nixon.

sighting on the way only the rocky tip of Melmore head at 50 yds. and the swirl over
Low Bar rock at about 100 yds.
Transport arrangements went very smoothly. A Perrott family outing was organised
to take us with all our gear and provisions to Crosshaven. Mickey drove to Dingle in my
car and John went home in it. David, who was at his ho~e at Killala for the week-end,
drove us back from there to our several houses in Co. Dublin. Peter and I were brought
back to Killala pier by the Hon. Secretary and Mrs. Dunn who just happened that day
to be going to a wedding in Castlebar. The next crew-change was arranged for Coleraine
because the Dublin to Portrush express bus stops there. Finally, when Tom and I landed
at Dun Laoghaire my car had been parked ou~ide the club by the garage at which the
Hon. Sec. had kindly left it for servicing.
We met with great kindness almost everywhere we landed. At Baltimore we were
welcomed by members de Quincey and Foley. At Kilronan we found Pegeen I.C.C. and
David FitzGerald was our guide. On the Broad Water of Mulroy bay Segala I.C.C. was
sailing out to meet us and we spent a delightful eveaing enjoying the Osbornes’
hospitality, which was renewed next morning, James (who was my crew last year)
driving us wherever required. At Derrynane we visited Ted Butler, who is John Whlte’s
uncle and was crew on Verve in 1965. At Fahy bay I called on Garnet Irwin and topped
up our water from her excellent well. At Achlll sound :Tom’s uncle Michael Gallagher
had t~-att: to sapper and his daughter-in-law most nobly took charge of our long shopping
list and delivered the goods aboard next morning. At Frenchport fisherman John Lavelie
insisted on presenting us with crabs and a fine crayfish in return for a snapshot I had
sent him in 1957! In Strangford lough we were entertained by Commodore McConnell
aboard the Down Cruising Club’s beautifully converted light-vessel. At half a dozen other
places we were given lifts to and from shops, pubs and petrol pumps. Finally I must
record especial gratitude for the hospitality and kindness received at Killala from the
Dean and Mrs. Ashton and from crewman Willis. The Dean, now in his 85th year, is a
keen sailing man and not only kept a close and constant eye on Verve for the fortnight
she lay in his harbour but also posted me reassuring reports.
We were under way for 171 hours and distance made good between ports was 807
miles. We were under power for 17 hours in June and 54 hours in July.
Some facts and thoughts about anchorages
Fahy bay, Ballynakill. The bar is slightly deeper towards the south end where there
is an estimated 4 ft. L.W.S.
Achlll Sound South. It is possible by day to detect the leading lights on their
wooden posts. They lead uncomfortably close to the N.E. point of Achlllbeg and
dangerously close to the Corraun shore northwards of the rock. Stick to the line only
when passing the rock, which lies about on the extension of the line of the south
Corraun shore. Do not attempt to berth at the extension of Darby point pier which is
open pile work through which an eddy of the tide sluices.
Kineashla, Cruit bay. The anchorage south of Odd island should be safe in all winds
and is easier of access than any other in the Rosses. Rinnalea point light leads in clear of
dangers. Perhaps it has been neglected because of lack of shore facilities.
Cola roads. I should discourage entry by the Carnboy channel; the leading lights

cannot be identified by day. Pilotage through IUanmore sound is not difficult.
East Coast of Rathlin. Ushet Port cannot be recommended as an anchorage. It
is a possible refuge for shallow-draught mini-cruisers. IUancarragh bay, ¾ mile further
north, is a good open roadstead in westerly winds.
Sanda We anchored east of a local boat in estimated 6 ft. L.W.S. (red bn. on with
S°Wo end of Mull, east side of Kintyre just open west of Sheep I.). To my surprise there
was no tidal stream here. (We were much closer in than the rock which worries Chris
Green).
Greeneastle, Carlingford lough The shallow areas off the pier are now occupied.
Anchorage east of these moorings is in 20 ft. L.W.S., which means 6 fms. H.W.S. The
flood runs strongly through this anchorage but the ebb is weak.

THE ISLES OF GREECE
by Wallace Clark
Yacht: Winifreda of Greenisland 1. C.C., 13 ton aux. cutter.
Crew: Wallace and June Clark, Miles and Bruce Clark, Alan and Ann Parsons
"Have you been out to the islands?" said an elderly Greek in the boat next door.
We were carefully backing Wintfred into her berth at the marina at Piraeus on 13 April,
a berth which we had left two and a half days before. ’No’ I replied wryly, ’only to the
outer harbour’.
So much for the frustrations of the beginnings of a holiday in a yacht which has
been laid up all winter far away from her owner. Mike Villiers Stuart had very generously
lent us Winifreda for a family holiday in the Aegean.
We had arrived in Athens on Easter Monday when everything, but everything, was
closed; we couldn’t even buy a loaf of bread, let alone find anyone with the keys of
Winifreda in the marina office or elsewhere. Winnie was in good order with almost all
the gear on board, and that first day it looked as if we would be able to sail next
morning° The engine was going and we set out to get filled up with diesel. En route as
I engaged astern for a short turn to port I found the engine going faster and faster and
I¥innie heading straight for an expensive looking motor yacht. We had about three
lengths in hand but the more I pulled the Morse control (both clutch and throttle) the
faster she went. In a strange boat it took a little longer than normal to realize that the
controls had become disconnected; I gave up the effort to stop her and managed to turn
our impact into a glancing blow. A mighty crunch, another two glancers and we brought
up with a bang in the corner of a dock. Winnie is so immensely strong that she suffered
no damage whatever, but there was an expensive looking scar on the side of the Pegasus.
The natives were hostile. Later the owner turned out to be an extremely understanding
man and I settled with him on an amicable basis for cash, but another half day was gone.
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Then we fell foul of the harbour master because we had stayed overnight in the wrong
berth; then it began to blow, then another half day getting our papers put right. At last on
day four we set out for Aegina, ten miles south of Piraeus.
Most ports have a bugbear headland somewhere adjacent, one you have to get round
before you can make much headway. For Athens it is Cape Sunium, 35 miles east. We had
intended to head for it direct to get out of the Saronic Gulf where we thought the islands
would be too much visited to be interesting. Now with a rather inexperienced crew, and
unsettled weather, the alternative of doing a right hook via the nearer islands and working
out to seaward in the south part of the Saronic Gulf seemed more attractive. The advice of
local sailors conftrmed this poKcy in telling us something which did not appear in any of
the Sailing Directions, that Cape Sunium is famed for heavy seas and sudden blows, and
that it is better, if possible, to give it aAgood berth. We spent our first night out of
Piraeus at Poros where we were able to ber’!~ ,~agside in the narrows between the island
and the mainland. It was unspoiled and ttehgllttul. Next morning we set out on a 12 mile
leg to Hydra. Wind had been strong south-easterly the previous day and we were
anxiously trying to glean what information we could from the Sailing Directions as to
the sort of wind pattern to expect. April is looked on as the very beginning of the sailing
season in the Aegean with no very marked wind pattern, (May would have been a much
better month to pick, but we were tied, by wanting to take the children out with us, to
school holidays). The Meltemi or Etesian wind which blows F.6 or 7 from the north
throughout all the hours of daylight for most of the summer, does not start until about
the end of June. The spring is a period of variable winds, mainly southerly, and if one
has the luxury of plenty of time the recommended plan is to work your boat north in
spring, and then have a downhill ride slowly through the islands when the Meltemi starts.
We hoped to get across to the Turkish coast for a day or two but had to keep changing
the plans.
Th~ day as we headed for Hydra, anxious to get clear of the Saronic Gulf and out
as quicki~as possible to the Cyclades, it seemed suddenly obvious that there was going
to be a calm spell for the nexY’twelve or eighteen hours; the sea was flat, the sky overcast with no signs of wind anywhere and the glass steady. I felt a strong urge to head
due east on a 50-mile lee to Siphnos, but the crew had .done little night sailing, and to
set off on a two and a ~,~Otrr passage and then suddenly tell them that we were goilag
to be out overnight might have overstrained my credibility as a skipper, so to Hydra we
went. It is a package-tour island, visited daily by several Athens steamers, but we had a
very pleasant time there; it was a call which we would all have hated to miss. Tiae
interesting thing as an aftermath, however, is that my’weather sense was right and that
even in these faraway waters indications of sky, glass and ’feel’ which one had learnt at
home, still seemed to be useful indicators.
Hydra is a very deep harbour indeed, some 13 fms. in a circular basin not more than
a hundred yards across. We made four separate attempts to get the anchor down and
back into the right berth much to the veiled amusement of the experts already lying
~::~i~. ,: the outer quay. Picking exactly the right place to drop one’s anchor, making
~ctually gets on to the ground still in the right place in such very deep water while
the stern remains pointing at one’s selected berth is an art which requires some apprenticeship. Next day we all rode mules to the top of the island, one of the best runs ashore of
the whole holiday.
.
In the afternoon after lengthy consultations via the Greek Navy to the Met. service
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and a promise of very light conditions for at least twelve hours, we set off towards Kea,
the nearest of the outer islands. Needless to say it blew like stink. Luckily it was from
the right direction, and we had an exciting 50 mile dead run in rough conditions; dusk
brought a brush with a Greek steamer, followed by the problem of entering a strange
scarcely lit harbour, and getting a wet, cold and partly seasick crew snugged down for
the night. It was well worth the effort to wake up embayed in a new island.
Kea is delightful and unspoiled with little or no direct connection with Athens. We
found ourselves in a wild bay with several inlets, a bit like Ballynakill in Connemara;
peaceful and unspoiled.
The afternoon we passed a Greek convict island, Youria, sailing well in~de the
two-mil~ li.: it ~insisted on by the chart. It is a triangular island, bare and rocky" with
depressing~t6~ grey huts which presumably house the convicts, but lookil~g ~nused
as we scanned them with binoculars. The only interesting thing about Youria was that
for the neighbouring islanders it just did not exist; we asked them about what went on
there, whether one would be shot at if one attempted to land, and they simply replied
there is no such island.
An expatriate Irish friend lived near 0.ur next port of call on Syra. We failed to make
contact, but his popularity with the natives was high A ’howdy’ man we met on the
quay gave us a glowing description, ’Good ’B~, Mick; Ireland boy, Mick, always drinking
whiskey.’ Regrettably we had to pass this uncrowned king without paying our respects.
Delos proved to be the highlight of the whole trip° It is the Iona or holy island, the
ancient centre of commerce, slave market, key anchorage and hub of the Cyclades. No
one is allowed to live on Delos except one or two caretakers, and a very small number of
guests in a small chalet. The normal visitor comes from a cruise ship, or by Caique from
the well developed neighbouring island of Mykinos One of the luxuries of being yachtborne is that you can lie overnight at Delos in one of the bays or alongside the pier, and
have the pleasure of seeing the island and walking the ancient white marble streets in the
morning or evening when they are deserted, except fox lizards, The size, colouring and
atmosphere of the island is remarkably like Iona; We visited one or two of the smaller
islands around Delos which have sandy beaches and low profiles, stone Walls, little cabins
and donkeys so much so that on a grey day you have to pinch yourself to make sure you
are not in the west of Ireland.
We finished the trip at Mykinos where Mike later came out to take over the boat. It
was a very memorable cruise, not without its difficulties; April is a bit early from a
weather point of view, but it is much better to go then than not at all E~ery other bit
of cruising we do from now on will be that much more interesting from having seen at
least a glimpse of the Aegean. What an enormous accumulated load of pleasure Winnie
must have given those who have sailed in her over the last ninety years or so Thank you,
Mike.

TRANSATLANTIC ON A FLYING FISH
by Brian Dalton
Flying Fish is a 46 foot LOA gaff-rigged wooden schooner which in July 1972
sailed from Western Shore, near Lunenberg, Nova Scotia, with Castletown, Co. Cork as
our destination. The crew were Frank Wheelock, the captain; Nancy, his wife; Peter, their
son; Richard Murphy, his college friend; Ethan Tower, a teenage son of the owner; and
myself as mate and Irish Pilot. The voyage took 25% days and was remarkable because
of the exceptional southern advance of icebergs and poor weather. The weather was
more limiting because the Flying Fish "s handsome old design did not permit her to sail
well directly down wind and hardly at all into it.
Frequent sail changes and deck work together with extra duty due to persistent
seasickness made it a very tiring voyage, which was however offset by a very friendly
and compatible group.
The log has been condensed in the accompanying table and may be summar~e:d
as follows: Poor wind or calm - 10 days. Squalls or storm - 5 days. Reefed 4 times.
Storm trysail up 4 times. Other sails flown were mainsail, genoa, jib, foresail, forestaysail,
spinnaker, golly-wobbler, topsail and fisherman. Maximal roll 27° to port, 20° to
starboard.
The watch bill, which was two 6-hour watches commencing at 0600 followed by
three 4 hour watches, proved to be very successful when fully crewed. We carried food
for 35 days at full rations and 120 gallons of water for an equal period if dispensed at
not more than ½ gallon per person per day. 700 lbs. of coal for the galley stove was
depleted by two-thirds. For navigation we carried a sextant, RDF radio and taffrail log.
Consol was useful only for the last day or two.
Date

Wind Direction
& Speed (kn.)

Mileage
noon to noon

July
12

SW 2-14

13

W 7

130

14

SW 5-10

120

15
16
17

SW
SW
N

110
83
94

5-12
5
0-10

Remarks

Sunny departure Western Shore N.S.
0740. Foggy night. Steering SE for latitude
42°N to skirt unusually southward limit
icebergs.
Early afternoon abrupt rise water
temperature. 54° to 68°F indicated
entering Gulf Stream.
Wide berth south about Sable I. Sighted
eastbound CP Voyager.
Air temperature in 80’s.

28

Talked by radio to U.S. CG cutter Alert
on ice patrol. They relayed plot of icebergs
in our area.
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Mileage

Date

Wind Direction
& Speed (kn.)

July
18

N 0-5

19

NE

O-5

95

2O

E

0-5

80

21

NE

5- 8

86

22

SW

0- 8

59

23

SW O-4O

22

24
25

sw/ n 0- 7
sw 0-io

88
100

26

25-35

54

102

27

110 ¯

28

114

29.

112

30:

NW

0-7

100

31
August
1
2
3
4

SW

i0-12

68

SW
8
SE
15/.
S
15
N/SW 15

Remarks

noon to noon

104
128
105
113

Small whales and dolphins. Dolphins
(the same?) accompanied us to Irish waters.
Talked with Alert.
Good sunsights confirm DR. Calm and
large swells.
Calm morning. Tired looking for iceberg.
Crew swam instead.
Heavy swells (from what storm?). Seasickness returns for some.
Drifted mostly. Saw shark, sunfish,
whales and companion school of dolphins.
Nights became colder. Stove constantly lit.
Sudden squall, dropped everything.
Try~ail up.
Large swells, little wind.
Moon revealed approaching squall 2200.
Big seas follow quickly.
Pumping bilge more often; a former days
amount each hour. Ugland passed. Large wave
bends stanchion and floods cockpit chest
high. Waves 20 to 30 feet high.
Leaking. Crew member long suffering
from seasickness requires intravenous fluids
to treat coUaps~m dehydration.
Leaking. No ffessel answered our "Pan"
radio call. 20 ft. waves.
Leaking. 80 gals./hour. Leak found in
bow on water line. Binnacle electric light
fails - twin kerosene lamps tried and found
to function well - good for hand warming
as well.
Quieter seas allow Peter inbosun’s chair,
life-vest and harness to calk leak.
Calm night, wheel secured, watch slept.
Stoltzen passed.
Picked up Radio Eireann
Con trails in dawn sky point to Shannon.
4 days since last sun sight.
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Date

Wind Direction
& Speed (kn.)

Mileage
noon to noon

August
5
6

SE
SW

117
106
+ 30

5-10
15

Total 2~358

Remarks
Haze obscures coastline. Mizen radio
beacon directs 90° course change. Land
sighted half hour later at 1355 when Fastnet
on starboard beam. Engine on for entrance
to Castletown; it died in the narrows forcing
quick setting foresail to carry Flying Fish to
anchor inside. Log streamed continuously,
except briefly when fouled, read 2390 miles.

A CRUISE FROM THE MORBIHAN TO THE SOLENT
by Rear Admiral A. S. Morton
Last August in company with Captain John Osborne of Milford, Co. Donegal, a
member of the Club, I undertook a cruise in my borther’s 12 ton Gauntlet Muresse
from Auray at the head of the Gulf of Morbihan to the Beaulieu River.
We went out to Brittany on Sunday 30 July via the Southampton-Cherbourg ferry
and then motoreddown to Auray, and exchanged the car for the boat with my brother
on Monday. We slipped down the river that evening and had a most comfortable night
at Le Rocher in the shelter of the trees on the west bank before setting out on Tuesday
1 August on a very blustery (westerly F.5 to 6) but sporting exploration of the
Morbihano After a pleasant, well sheltered night in the Anse de Penhap in the Gulf we
went on to Houat, which we found very congested with fishing boats and day boats from
Le Palais and La Triniteo This made the night fairly comfortable, but very disturbed.
On Thursday we left Houat early in the morning in very calm conditions via the
Beniguet passage. Then with a pleasantly freshening WoS.W. breeze made a good passage
up the coast~to the Aven River where we spent a splendid night anchored off the
Hermitage above the bar, which has more water over it than is usually reported.
The pleasant south-westerly wind maintained itself on Friday and took us on to
Benodet where we arrived in the late afternoon just before a rather wet front went
through. After various shopping and other activities that evening and Saturday morning,
during which the most expensive and difficult things to obtain were distilled water and
ordinary paraffin for lamps, we left Benodet in very light southerly winds.
We pushed on to St. Guenole in amongst the rocks immediately to the north of
Penmarc’h point, just scraping over the inner bar at low water neaps° This harbour is
still in the process of being developed as a fishing port and has grown much since I last
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visited it in July 1965. We spent Saturday night at anchor here and set off again on
Sunday the 6th. However, we were delayed by a foul anchor on one of the large chain
cables laid across the bag of the harbour to prevent fishing vessels dragging up on to the
rocks in very bad weather. This chain was so heavy and difficult to deal with that it
defied the use of a trip rope, and after all our exertions we turned back when we saw
the conditions outside the harbour. On reflection it was fortunate that we did so as
during the day the wind freshened to F.6/7 and the visibility dropped right away to less
than a 100 yards. In such circumstances we would have been very lucky to have got
into Audierne and even if we had got in there we would have had a most unpleasant
night in a heavy southerly swell.
On Monday with an improving forecast we got under way very early and slipped
out between the rocks, which still looked fairly menacing in the heavy swell. However,
our resolution in leaving was rewarded as during the day both visibility and weather
steadily improved and finally the sun came out to make it a perfect sailing day. As a
result we had an easy passage through the Raz de Sein and on to Camaret via the
Toulinguet channel, arriving in the late afternoon.
I had been warned that the berthing in the marina at Camaret was not very
satisfactory for boats much over 25 feet owing to the mooring buoys being too close
to the pontoons and therefore I attemPted to anchor in the bay. Luckily I found
anchoring unsatisfactory and went into the marina where I managed to secure myself
very satisfactorily. This good luck was reinforced when it blew extremely hard during
the night and we remained wholly snug and undisturbed. The strong westerly continued
outside during iTuesday but we were blessed with beautiful warm sunshine and had the
chance tC do~ plenty of maintenance and to make the acquaintance of our neighbours
one of whom turned out to be the President of the French Inventors Club, and whose
boat Tanganini had an outfit of gadgets.
On Wednesday in glorious sunshine and with a pleasant south-westerly breeze, we
slipped away from Camaret and sped northwards with the favourable stream through
the Chenal du Four to l’Aberwrach. We did not find it easy to identify all the marks in
the outer approaches to l’Aberwrach but once we had done so with the aid of Adlard
Coles we had a very pleasant passage into the harbour and up the river to Paluden
where we anchored in mid-stream above the quays for the night, and found an excellent
restaurant.
Thursday was a delightful day, but dead low water springs showed us that it is
unwise to anchor very far above the quays unless one can anchor and lie right in the
middle of the uncertain river channel in the mud. That afternoon we slipped down to
l’Aberwrach and made ready for an early start across Channel. The local arrangements
for this were excellent.
Shortly after a gloomy 0630 BBC forecast on Friday the 1 l th we slipped from
our buoy and left harbour in light airs under engine via the Malouine channel and as we
did so were greatly encouraged by a much more favourable forecast from Le Conquet
Radio. We took our departure from the du Guern buoys and then motor-sailed across
the Channel in light airs and bright sunshine, raising Start Point at 0200. From 0500
there followed a tedious crawl mostly against the Stream until at about 0700 the wind
freshened up and gave us a fine sail into Dartmouth, where we anchored at 0945.
The next three days were spent in rest, general maintenance, etc. and a visit up
the Dart to Dittisham. John Osborne left on Sunday and my new crew Tom Bradbury
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joined me on Tuesday night.
We sailed in light airs on Wednesday morning, the 16th, and slowly worked our way
towards Exmouth, where in the approaches at about 1600 the wind freshened and sped us
up the approach. The leading marks for the approach are very difficult to see and the
turn off the harbour into the "Bag" is not well marked and is subject to very strong
cross streams. However, in due course we picked up a buoy and had a comfortable night.
In addition to the known hazards of the bar, I have the suspicion that in any strong wind
anchoring would not be pleasant as the stream is very fierce and the area very crowded.
We pressed on early on Thursday morning across Lyme Bay with a favourable wind,
which freshened considerably, as always, as we rounded Portland Bill by the passage
in-shore of the race. After a comfortable night in Weymouth harbour despite a strong
westerly blow we made a pleasant passage via Lulworth Cove, Warbarrow Bay, etc., to
Poole, and thence, after a quiet night, sailed on south of the Isle of Wight to anchor in
St. Helen’s Roads late on Saturday evening. Sunday the 20th brought a splendid day’s
sailing westward up the Solent ~o Muresse’s mooring in the Beaulieu River so ending an
excellent cruise, mostly in good weather, of some 500 miles.

CUILAUN - TYRRHENIAN SEA TO SCOTLAND
Cuilaun of Kinsale is a 55 ft. 28 ton T.M. ketch designed by George McGruer and
launched from his yard in 1970 for Michael O’Flaherty. Her 1972 season, after wintering
at the Club Nautico in Palma, consisted of three leisurely cruises for which the owner joined
her and four passages. In charge at all times was Brian Smullen, most ably helped by fellow
member Teddy Ender.
First Cruise We cast off on Wednesday 29 March with the owner, Jess Taws a Royal
Northern Y.C. member of 8 metre C.R. renown, and a Dutch chum, Mijndert Pon, as crew,
heading some 30 miles south for Cabrera. The principal anchorage there, on the west side of
the island, is a magnificent natural harbour rather like an extinct volcano with a tiny
entrance guarded by a ruined Moorish Castle and we anchored in 4 fms. in the SE corner
in the Cala de S’Espalmado bay. Walks to the Anciola light at the southern tip of the island
- about 2% hours return - and the Cabo Labeche light at the southern tip of the entrance
(a shorter walk) well worth while. Cabrera is the property of the Spanish Army and officially
advance permission to visit should be obtained in Palma; in practice this is not necessary.
No food or water availabl, e but the soldiers bake bread daily in the ’village’, and are delighted
to sell a loaf if you time your visit right or signal the night before. An anchorage of extreme
beauty and tranquility - especially at the end of March.
On 31 March we made a 26 mile passage NE to Porto Colom on the west side of
Majorca - a very pleasant safe anchorage with several places to eat and drink. On 3 April
we took 11 hours to sail 42 miles to anchor at 2250 off the Formentor Hotel after a
delightful, if slow passage. Next evening we dragged our CQR - the first of several times
this season, so that we now secure our fisherman anchor permanently on deck - and spent,
a most uncomfortable night seeking safer refuge in increasing and shifting winds with the
glass dropping. On 5 April we rented a car to get ice and stores in the nearby town of
Pollensa, and then drove along some of the spectacular cliffs which mark this NE tip of
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Majorca.
6 April. A pleasant 32 mile passage to Ciudadela, Minorca, a really beautiful small
town with a spectacular narrow entrance. Moored stern to Casa Manolo which turned out
to be an excellent spot to eat with a most helpful proprietor. We spent four days here and
our Dutch friend flew out from Port Mahon. The boat left at 0715 on 11 April for the
60 mile passage to our old favourite Port Colom. Seas and winds can be both fluky and
unpleasant in this channel and we encountered most combinations. Anchored gratefully at
1845. Jess Taws left us here and on 14 April we made the 42 mile passage back to the Club
Nautico in Palma.
First Passage Brian and Teddy and David Falkner, NYC, an officer in the Merchant
Navy home on leave from Hong Kong, commenced the 337 mile passage Palma to Corsica
at 1030 on 8 May; moored stern to in Bonifacio off the Club Nautique 1740 on the 10th.
Bonifacio is a most interesting walled town set high on imposing cliffs and HQ of the French
Foreign Legion: entrance, hard to pick out from seaward, consists of long narrow channel
between high cliffs. Monsieur Lauient, a formidable pirate-like gentleman who runs the Club
Nautique is most helpful and there are hot showers available and in the town good mechanics
and ice.
Second Cruise The same crew of three was augmented by the owner and his brother
Nigel from 21 May till 10 June. Departure was delayed due to a faulty water pump which
gave an opportunity to drive through the mountains (still snow-capped) of this beautiful,
but very rugged island. Ted missed this as he kindly stayed on board to supervise the work.
On 25 May we were able to cast off moorings and head across the Straits of Bonifacio to
Porto Cervo, Sardinia. The purpose of this cruise was to explore, in a very gentle manner as
is the owner’s wont, the Bonifacio Straits and to end up on 9 June in Ajaccio. We visited
Cala di Volpe - and took a bedroom in which the five of us bathed, thus getting some value
for a grossly over-priced dinner. Anchored off Porto Rotondo. Tied alongside in La Madalena
in front of an ageing J-class, which positively dwarfed us. Anchored stern to off a breakwater
at Porto Rafael - a new development.
Second Passage On Monday, 19 June, Cuilaun left Ajaccio on passage for Gibraltar.
The crew for this leg was Brian Smullen, Teddy Ender, Malachi O’Gallagher, Adrian Smythe,
Kerry O’Mahony and Albert Foley. On the way she called at Porto Colom, Cartagena, La
Garrucha, Almeria, Malaga and arrived in Gibraltar at 1050 Friday 30 June.
Third Passage Here there was a crew change and Brian and Teddy were joined by Cas
Smullen, Paul Rotschild, Maurice Cullen and Dermot Byrne. They left Gibraltar at 0930
on 4 July for passage to Bayona, calling in at Portin~ao, Cascais and Lisbon and arriving at
1615 14 July.
Third Cruise Another crew change here and this time the owner had Dr. Maurice
O’Connor and his wife Betty for crew as well as Brian Smullen and Teddy Ender. A most
enjoyable time was had in company with the Cruising Club of America and the Royal
Cruising Club. This is described in the account of Sule Skerry’s cruise.
Fourth Passage There was a final crew change, Brian and Teddy being joined this time
by George McGruer (designer and builder of Cuilaun), Reggie Walsh, Des McEvoy, Jack
Coffey and Dillon Digby for the passage to the Clyde. We left Bayona at 1620 on 7 August
bound for the Scilly Isles but the weather was so favourable we decided to carry on directly
to Scotland and we arrived off McGruer’s yard in the Gareloch at 1620 on 13 August, having
taken exactly six days for the 873 mile passage.
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OTHER NEWSFROM MEMBERS
THE REAR-COMMODORE Raymond Fielding writes:
In June we were among the few finishers in a hard dead slog to Baltimore in the I.C.C.
race. We then cruised for a week to the Kenmare River in wild cold weather. We spent
nights in Crookhaven, Derrynane, Sneem (3, galebound on 2) & Kilmacillogue. TaKing the
Avon up ;~ver on the tide to S~leem was probably our highlight. Then in a F.6 northwesterly we did the 50 miles from Sneem to Schull via an angry Bull in 8 hours. Then
to Baltimore and Castletownshend where we borrowed Roane’s moorings for three weeks
going down at weekends when it either rained or blew or both. At the end of June we
brought Ballerina back to Crosshaven via Kinsale. Three weeks later we did the abortive
race to Dunmore East largely under power and stayed aboard for the week in superb
weather. It was Fireball Week and along with a few others we acted as houseboat. An
overnight passage had us back in Crosshaven at the end of the week. August week end again
wild and wet was spent in Kinsale and then Ballerina of Mizen was sold away to
Northumberland at the end of August, so much for diamonds being forever. She will be
replaced by a larger sailing motor-sailer hopefully carrying the same name. Christine I.C.C.
and Brendan Lyden also I.C.C. were on board for the above cruises.
Maitland Eves writes: Our cruise this year was to Skye and back in our newly
acquired Arpege class sloop Aeolus. It was during the first fortnight in August. The
weather was rather lacking in sun but winds were mainly favourable and within the
frustration/discomfort limits. Crew was as usual Eva my wife and Jeremy our son.
Places visited included: Crinan, Tobermory, Isle Ornsay, Kyleakin, Portree, Eigg,
Puilladobhrain, Ardinamir, Ardfern, East Loch Tarbert and Campbeltown.
Dermot Ryan writes: Having cruised to Scotland for three of the last four years,
we decided for 1972 to take Valluga to France in the hope of finding sun and duty-free
liquor there; the latter we found in copious quantities but the former was in short supply.
Our cruise lasted three weeks from 26 June to 16 July. It included visits to Brest, Camaret,
Audierne, Loctudy, Benodet and Concarneau, with overnight stops at the Scillies on the
way down and back. The crew consisted of Jim Dempsey, David Ryan and Milo Reddy.
The cruise was most enjoyable and we plan to visit Brittany again in the not too distant
future.
James Nixon writes: Spelga is a S class 6 tonner built at Bangor in 1951. For threequarters of her 1972 cruise we were motoring in a heat-wave. She left Ringhaddy under
David Nixon’s command on 7 July and by way of Port Ellen, Port Askaig, Color/say,
Puilladobhrain and Loch Melfort reached Crinan where on 17 July I joined him with
Katherine my wife, Molly our daughter and Penny Graham, David’s fiancee. In glorious
weather we called at Puilladobhrain, Dunstaffnage, Oban, Ardfern, TayvaUich (and Caol
Scotnish) and thence to Crinan. A couple of misty days saw us through the canal to
Loch Gair and East Loch Tarbert; and in better weather again via the Kyles of Bute to
Millport (a vastly under-rated entertainment centre, if rather an exposed anchorage). We
then motored to Lamlash, Portpatrick and Ballyholme in absolute calm. Total mileage
456.
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LIST OF MEMBERS
The letters (H~.R.) are inserted
after the names of Honorary
Port Representatives.

If no Telephone exchange is ~iven it is
as in the address. Five or six digit numbers
indicate Belfast Cork or Dublin Exchange.

Name & Year Elected

Address (Phone Number)

Adams, Peter J. 1970

3 Dellmeadow, Abbots Langley,
Nr. Watford, Herts.
Phone Kings Langley 62889
6/7 Fair Street, Drogheda,
Co. Louth.
Phone 7621.
Balmacara, Deanfield,
Londonderry (3348)
Belfast Mills, Percy St., Belfast 13
(Office: 22451; Home: Bangor 60631)
Kilfane, Upr. Albert Road,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.
16 Harberton Park, Belfast 9
(669943)
28 Osborne Gardens, Belfast, BT9 6LE
(667377)
12 Hinton Park, Derry
(3477)
116 Hope Street, Glasgow C2.
Scotland. Ha. 041-221-3466.
Roselawn, Bray Road,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin (894620)
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave.,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin (893269)
Chadestown, Ardee, Co. Loath
10 Murdock Court, Middlebury,
Vermont, U ,S.A.
Ashleam, Monkstown, Co. Cork
(Glenbrook 841022)
Do.
52 Sydney Ave., Black.rock, Co. Dublin
(889826)
Hillview Cottage, Shankill, Co. Dublin
Phone 860129
58 Springhill Road, Bangor, Co. Down
(Bangor 2209)
Melmore, Shankill, Co. Dublin
(863094)
27 Belgrave Square, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin (805225)

Allen, Harry 1971

Anderson, A. W. 1961
Andrews, David O.BJL, M.Sc., J_P.
1959
Aplin, Roger
Archer, William M. 1965
Arnold, R.C. 1955
Austin, Claud P. 1972
Balmforth, M.B. 1966
Barnes, Dermot 1955
Barr, Robert, 1969
Bassett, Major C. S. 1969
Beck, H.P. 1963
Berridge, Lt. Col. R. L. (H.P.R.)
1946
Berridge, Mrs. Cicely D. 1965
Beckett, John D. I963
Begley, William 1950
Blaikie, James A., 1969
Booth, E. M. 1967
Bourke, John P. 1965
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Yacht

Tons
T.M.

Lapwhag

3~

Ocean Dove

8½

Petrel II

10

Granuaile

7

Catalina
China Bird

5
13

CoroFm

12

Dara

4

Venetia

5

Bourke, J. Rog~ (H.P.R. Shannon)
1942
Boyd, J. M. 1963
Bradey, Desmond 1957

Braidwood, W. S. 1963
Braidwood, Mrs. 1963
BramweU, Dr. B. R. 1969
Bridges, Mrs. M. C. (H-P.R.) 1936
Brindley, Aidan C. 1954
Broderick, K. J. 1943
Brown, J. Finlay 1959
Brown, Richard P. 1970
Brown, W. P. (H~P.R.) 1963
Bryce, Robert G. 1969
Bunting, Peter J. 1962
(Vice-Commodore)
Bunting, Mrs. E.A_M. 1969
Burke, J. F. 1971
Burnes, Robert 1969
Burnham, Lt.Cdr.E.A., R.D.,
R~.R., 1969
Butler, J. C. 1959
Butler, Sean, Mr. Justice 1957
Carr, W. Derek, 1972
Carr, Mrs. J. E., 1972
Chadwick, T. 1944
Charles, R. 1948
Clapham, John F. 1965

Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave., Limerick
(Office: 45444, Home: 45479)
12 Osborne Park, Bangor, Co. Down
Moore field, Church Road,
Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.
Phone 855622 (Office: 53335 I)
3 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co. Down
(2382)
Do.
Killinchy, Co. Down
Bow Hall, Castletownshend,
Co. Cork (36)
22 Nassau Street, Dublin 2
Phone 778617
Kilcoran, Knapton Road, Dun Laoghaire
Co. Dublin (803397)
151 Seafield Road, Clontarf, Dublin 3.
(335789)
Bankmore, Portaferry, Co. Down
Phone: Portaferry 209
212 Shore Road, Portaferry,
Co. Down. (318)
St. Benedicts, Thormanby Road,
Baily, Co. Dublin.
Faunmore, 58 Demesne Road,
Holywood, Co. Down.
(Office: Lurgan 3611, Home:
Holywood 3744)
Do.
Richmond House, Blackrock, Cork
Phone 33730
1103 Grove Street, Framingham,
U.S.A.
Wild Thyme, 10 Green Lane, Bevere,
Worcester, England. (Worcester 27630)
Belgrove, Cobh, Cork (811342)
Bonnie Doon, Coliemore Rd., Dalkey,
Co. Dublin (806187)
Portland House, Downpatrick,
Co. Down. (2051)
Do.
Lissen Hall, Swords, Co. Dublin
(Office: 280381, Home: 201220)
13 Ham Road, Shoreham-by-Sea,
Sussex (Home:3421, Office: CHA 1644)
Luscar Cottage, Circular Rd.West, Cultra,
Co. Down (Holywood 2933,
Office: Belfast 45044).
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Iduna

Cruiskeen

15

Dinah 5-0-5

Aletta

Hy-Brasail

2

0’.0.)

Ruffian

Sue

20

Aracaty III

10

Stella
Happy Morning

Cooya

Franzi
Phendra

16

Clark, H.W~., M~.E., D.L.
(HJ’.R. Portrush) 1951
Clark, Peter A. 1971
Clarke, Don, 1965
Clegg, J. A. 1963
Cobbe, T.L. 1939
Coe, R. 1957
Cole, Derrick 1968
Clarke, S.H.R. 1967
Collins, H.A.B. 1963
Collins, J. B. 1954
Collins, WJ. 1937
Cooke, K.L. 1959
Courtney, Ross 1948

Cox, James F. 1970
Coyle, Michael F. 1971
Cresswell, R. S. 1949
Crosbie, T. 1930
Crosbie, E. 1957
Cross, T. Fergus 1940
Cudmore, Fred 1947
Cudmore, Justin R. 1966
Cudmore, Fred (Jun.) 1966
Cudfnore, Peter F. 1966
Cudmore, Harold, 1956
Cudmore, Mrs. Mary 1970
Cudmore, H. (Jun.) 1959
Cudmore, Ronald 1964
Cudmore, Richard B. 1966

Wild Goose
Gorteade Cottage, Upperlands,
of Moyle
Co. Derry (Maghera 216)
The Grey House, Cultra Co. Down
Vandara
Phone: Holywood 12312.
33, The Strand, Applecross, Perth
Caru
W. Australia (Perth 646681).
Sinbad of Abersoch
Craigside, Langley Ave., Bingley, Yorks.
Newbridge House, Donabate,
Co. Dublin (350343)
Craigle, Monasterevan, Co. Kildare
(Kildare 25300)
5 Stillorgan Pk., Blackxock,
Co. Dublin (881240)
Quiver IV
Aghmarta, Carrigaline, Co. Cork
Clanallen Manse Road, Kilkeel, Co.Down
Mulberry, Glenamuck Rd.,
Carrickmines, Co. Dublin.
Weir View, Sunday’s Well, Cork.
(Office: 20636, Home: 24038)
"Salia", Dublin Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 771801, Home: 322348).
Bandersnatch
Ross More, Claremont Rd., Howth,
Co.Dublin (Phone :Office 44686, Home:
323090)
78 Blackheath Park, Clontarf, Dublin 3
(Phone: 339593)
St. Jude’s, Dunleer, Co. Louth (29)
Lynton, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey, Co.Dublin
(803163)
If
Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork (52420)
Do.
Montenotte House, Lr.Montenotte,
Cork (Office :20595, Home :22396)
Setanta
Westcourt, College Rd., Cork
(Office :24019, Home: 42662)
Westcourt, College Rd., Cork.
Westcourt, College Rd., Cork.
Westcourt, College Rd., Cork.
Namhara
Cartriff, Douglas, Co. Cork
(Office: 24019, Home: 33016)
Do.
Do.
Do.
Ann Again
Merlin, Maryboro Hill, Douglas,
Cork (Phone: 33625)
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10
15
5
11

21

12

10

10

7

Cuffe-Smith, W.R. 1970
Ctdlen, M. 1971
Cunningharn, Brian 1967
Curtain, W.A. 1971
d’Alton, M_M.A. 1956
Dalton, Brian 1967
Daly, Dominic, J. 1968
Davey, D.W.H. 1969
Dawes, Miss K_P. 1963
Deane, Douglas 1965
Denvir, Miss Joan 1956
de Quincey, Roger 1969
Dick, John R. W. 1971
Dickinson, L. B. 1969
Dineen, Patrick A. 1965
Donegan, Patrick, T.D. 1968
Dorman, Dr. J.K.A. 1971
Doyle, Denis N. 1956
Doyle, Frank, 1966
Doyle, John G. 1967
Doyle, Thomas F. 1930
Doyle, D. Conor 1966
Drysdale, Miss Hazel 1971
Duff, J. C. 1946
Duff, J. M. 1949
Dunn, Aidan (Hon~Sec.) 1963
du Pont, Pierre, 1969
Dwyer, Kevin F. 1966
Dyke, Stanley, W. 1965

Braccon, Deerpark, Howth,
Co. Dublin (Phone: 322428)
Grianblah, Palmerston Park,
Dublin 6 (Phone 977002)
36 Dhu Varren, Portrush, Co.Antrim
Highlands, Asborne Villas, Stoke,
Plymouth, England.(Ph: Plymouth 51909)
Kilda Lodge, Killiney,
Co. Dublin (Office: 61481)
15 Hancock Road, Weston,
Mass. 02193, U.S.A.
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co.Cork
Pier House, Cultra, Co Down
(Holywood 2287)
O Courtenay Place, Lymington, Hampshire
Churchbay, Crosshaven, Co. Cork.
Mount Bernard, Cobh, Co. Cork
(811504)
Baltimore Hill, Baltimore, Co. Cork
(52)
Slieve Rua, Red Bog, Nr.Blessington,
Co. Dublin.
3 Carisbrook Tee., Bangor, Co. Down
(2164)
The Old Rectory, Croom, Co.Limerick
(Office: 44604)
St. Etchans, Monasterboice, Drogheda
Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co.Down
(Ph. 370)
Lauriston, Douglas Rd., Cork (23706)
Do.
Springfield, Shankill, Co.Dublin (862631)
Ardmannagh, Glenbrook, Co.Cork
(841199)

Leemara

Glenshane (P.O.)
(Glen)
Finola

13

Tumbelina

12

Darinda
Emrny
12 "National
Faigh an Bealach

Seaboard

Maid of Skye

10

9

Moonduster

Sonata

21

Do.

29 CabinhiU Park, Belfast BT 5.
(Ph. 653575)
37 West 75 th St., New York 23, U.S.A.
Naomi (P.o.)
Drtmabaragh House, Kells, Co.Meath
Naomi (P.O.)
2 Nutley Road, BaUsbridge, Dublin 4
Anasu II
(Office: 770733; Home: 691158)
Patterns, Rockland, Delaware 19732,U.S.A.
Inishowen, Glounthaune, Co. Cork.
Benwell, Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin (807918).

105.

5
5
17

Elliot, W. Mayne 1932

Ender, Theodore 1972
Eves, F. Maitland 1967
Fane, Keble P. 1970
Fannin, Robert N. 1959
Farrell, Thomas V. 1969
Faulkner, J. Dennis
(H.P.R. Strangford Lough) 1960
Faulkner, Mrs. J. K. 1969
Felix, Bernard 1963
Fielding, Dr. Ro J. 1956
(Rear-Commodore)
Fielding, Mrs. C. 1971
Finnegan, John J. 1966
Fisher, J.13.F., 1969
Fitzgerald, C. J. 1944
FitzGerald, David H. B. 1966
Fogarty, John J. 1967
Foley, Albert 1972
Foley, Brigadier P. F. 1969
Foley, Mrs. Barbara 1969
Fowler, Robert J. 1969
French, Miss D. 1934
Fryer, Patrick J. H. 1969
Fuller, T. 1936
Geldof, Robert 1968
Glaser, Dr. Otto 1972
Glover, Dr. W. E. 1963
Glover, Mrs. Lilian 1963

Burren Carragh, Birr Point,
Hornet
Ballyhalbert, Co. Down
(Ballywalter 233)
Northfield, Elton Park,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin (803934)
Ganaway, Ballywalter, Newtownards
Aeolus
Co. Down (Phone: Millisle 213).
Gallivanter II
Williamsbrook House, Birr,
Co° Offaly (Phone: Birr 131).
117 St. Assam’s Ave., Raheny,
Dublin 5. (335388).
Glenflesk, Carrigeen Park, Cork (24866).
Olinda, Craigavad, Co. Down.
(Office: Belfast 744261, Home:
Holywood 2783).
Do.
Skreo II
25 Rue George Sand, 75 Paris, France
Phone: Home 870 84 72
Office: 548 52 16
Ballerina of
Skellig, Monkstown, Co. Cork.
Skellig (P.O.)
Phone 841428 & 51848
Ballerina of
Skellig, Monkstown, Co. Cork
Skellig (P.O.)
Phone 841428
5-0-5
9 Belgrave Road, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin (806150)
Rathturret, Warrenpoint,
Co. Down. (3667)
Melisande (P.O.)
24 Patrick Street, Cork.
Pegeen
Mount Pleasant, Loughrea, Co. Galway
(Home: Loughrea 148; Office: Tynagh 214)
Nora Sheila
8 The Crescent, Midleton, Co. Cork.
Estelle
Saltaire, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey,
Co. Dublin. (805259).
Englyn
Garden House, Baltimore, Co. Cork (41)
Do.
Sogndal
BRa~ls~Hall
Mews, Raglan
Lane,
dge, Dublin
4 (684117)
Rathmacknee, Killinick,
Co. Wexford (Murrintown 24).
La Bretonne
Craighdu, Vico Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin
Grianan, Skibbereen, Co. Cork (6)
18 Crosthwaite Pk., Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin (802818).
Thalassa, Baily, Co. Dublin.
2 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, Sydney,
2030, N.S.W. Phone 337-2889.
Do.

106.

8
28

lO
12
12

6~
5
5
7
6~

Gogarty, Desmond
(H.P.R.) 1960
Gomes, H.R. 1967
Gordon, Hugh 1965
Green, Mrs. Margaret 1963
Green, Chris H. 1964
Green, Dr. Michael, 1964
Greer, P. H. Ll.D. 1951
Greer, Howard 1966
Guinness, J. H.
(H.P.R.) 1961
Guinness, Mrs. M. J. 1966
Guinness, Peter 1963
Hall, Mervyn J. 1970
Hall, R.C.A. 1952
Hall, Mrs. Nancy W. 1965
Hanan, Thomas J. 1937
Harman, S.T.S. 1949
Harris, J. A. 1971

Harte, Edward D. 1969
Healy, David J. 1971

Healy, Capt. George F. 1968
Heard, Mrs. Ruth 1967
Hegarty, Brian 1957
Hegarty, Dermot 1959
Hennessy, Dr. Noel St. J. 1957
Henry, Dr. George R. 1969
Heron, Barney 1965

"Lamlash" Mornington, Drogheda,
Co. Louth. (8740)
12 Main St., Crawfordsbum, Co.Down
10 BarnhiU Ave., Dalkey, Co. Dublin
(Phone :Home 805515; Office 45551)
Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road,
Dundonald, Belfast (63175)
Do.
7 Sycamore Close, Woodingdean,
Brighton, BN2 6 SJ.
22 Greenfield Road, Sutton, Co.Dublin
(Office: 771801 ; Home: 313195)
Do.
Censure House, Baily,
Co. Dublin (323123)
Do.
Chapel Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks.
5 Sandyco~e Ave., W.,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.
Lisaniska, Monkstown, Co. Cork
(841083)
Do.
Kinsale, 6 Roy Court, Mount Eliza,
Victoria 3930, Australia.
Lichfield, Ballintemple, Co. Cork
(31053)
Oak Lawn, 128 Tonbridge Road,
Hildenborough, Kent.
Phone: H’borough 2162.
Glencar, Coolfadda, Bandon,
Co. Cork (41286)
Unit 28, Watson Towers,
11-17 Watson Street, Neutral Bay,
2089, Australia.
Shanganagh, Albert Rd., Glenageary,
Co. Dublin (801528)
Stone Cottage, Killiney,
Co. Dublin (803709)
Cairn Gorm, Baily, Co. Dublin (323421)
2 Killeen Terrace, Malahide, Co. Dublin
(350603)
Roosky, Co. Roscommon
(Roosky 24)
25 Whitebeam Road, Clonskea, Dublin 14
Castletown, Celbridge, Co. Kildare
(288349)

107.

Corran
Ain Mara (P.O.)

Helen

5
10

11

Helen of Howth

29 :

Amazon (Heron)
Sule Skerry

18

Roane (P.O.)

14

Do.

Duckling

Master of Yacht
Asgard

9

28

b.isling

8

Jacqueline
Talip

7

Hicks, SaveU O. O.B.E. 1961

Higginbotham, J. W. 1964
Hilliard, C. E. 1961
Hogan, Thomas P. 1967
Hollwey, G. W. 1948
Hollwey, Lt.Col. J.B. 1939
Horsman, Henry F. 1952
Hughes, N. C., F.R.C~S.
Hunt, C. K. 1963
Hutchinson, William R. 1969
Irving, J. F. 1960
Jacob, Basil B. 1956
Jameson, J. Patrick 1968
Johnson, Terence 1960

Jones, A.G.H. 1965
Kavanagh, Cmdr. Peter 1965
Kelly, Dr. Malcolm 1969
I~lly-Rogers, Capt. J.C., O~B.E.
1953
Kennedy, Hugh P. 1963

Cuan HiLls Farm, BaUydorn, Killinchy,
Co. Down.
(Office: Belfast 57251 ; Home: Killinchy 468)
Weatherly, Claremont, Howth,
Mimosa
17footer
Co. Dublin (322086)
8 Browning Road, Banbury, Oxfordshire
(Phone: Banbury 4998)
Vision HI
Monkstown Castle, Co.Dublin (803676)
Dumtaffnage, StiUorgan, Co. Dublin
(880998)
Eski Shehr, Cabinteely, Co. Dublin
Tora
(893255)
Templerainy House, Arldow,
Anne Marie (P.O.)
Co. Widdow (0402-2349)
Tait.~ag
Long Meadow, Ballylesson,
Belfast. Ph.: Drumbo 323
30 Upr. Merrion Street, Dublin 2.
12 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay, Co.Down
Saunterer
Eaton House, Eaton-upon-Tern,
Shropshire
of 12igh
Beacon Bank, Mill Road, Mornington,
Drogheda, Co. Louth (041-7840)
9 Arranmore Rd., Donnybrook,
Ganiamor
Dublin 4. (680371)
Arandora (P.O.)
Frazerbank, Strathmore Road,
Killiney, Co. Dublin (801160)
Tithe Barn, Rowberrow, Nr.Winscombe,
Somerset, England.
Kerlogue, Railway Ave., Sutton,
Dublin (323396)
Jolie Madame
19 Piney Hills, Belfast 9 (660869)
Spindrift, Shore Road, Portmamock,
Co. Dublin (Office: 46851 ; Home: 350028)
Tosca II
7 Mount Eden Park, Malone Rd.,
5-0-5
Belfast 9. (Office :226941 ; Home:

4

6
16
I0

12

11
8

6

6605o0)
Kennedy, George O’Brien 1969
Kensett, David J. 1969
Kiley Jock 1969
KilkeLly, Lt.Col. R.P. 1954
Kilkenny, Joseph 1971
Kinmonth, Prof. J. B. 1966
Kirby, Tom 1971

Drumsna, Co. Leitrim (9)
3 Towen, iew Crescent, Bangor,
Co. Down (62128)
109 Essex Road, Chestnut Hill,
Mass. 02167, U.S ~A.
Cavalry Club, 127 Piccadilly, London W.1.
Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co.Dublin (323442)
70 Ladbroke Road, London W.11.
(727-6045)
Seapark House, Grove Road,
Malahide, Co. Dublin.

108.

Kerry Rose
Dinah
5-O-5

Phalarope

6

15

Knight, R.D. 1971
Knott, H.B. 1964
Knox-Gore, Col. W~A.C. D~S.O.
1954
Kyle, Stirk 1971
Landon, Capt. E.G. 1959
Lappin, Peter A. 1969
Large, Richard T. 1958

Lawless, Peter D. 1964
Lee, Reginald 1961
Lennox, George A. 1969
Lemass, Frank 1971
Leonard, Alan G. 1964
Leonard, Miss Elizabeth M.1967

Leonard, Gerald B. 1964
Leonard, Mrs. K. 1971
Livingston, William David 1965
Livingston, Mrs. Bridget 1965
Love, Clayton 1950
Love, D.B. 1963
Love, Mrs. T. 1963
Love, Clayton Jr. 1971
Love, John P.
Luke, Derek 1959

Luke, Dermot 1955
Lyden, Brendan P. 1968

3 Roby Place, Crofton Road,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (809468).
Marlay, Proby Square, Blackrock,
Coo Dublin. (881063).
3 Windsor Terrace, Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin (805378).
18 Plantation Road, Bangor, Co. Down.
Crannog, Banagher, Co. Offaly
Home: Banagher 24.
Cordoogan, Monasterboice, Co. Louth.
(041-26173).
Rosehill House, Carysfort Ave.,
Blackxock, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 61236; Home:880574).
Heydene, Westfields, N.C.Road, Limerick
Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Ave.,
Booterstown, Co. Dublin.
8 Norwood Gardens, Belfast 4
(656989).
Greenfield, Glenageary Hill,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.
Craigaveagh, Sketrick Island,
Killinchy, Co. Down.
16 Saxe Coburg Street, Edinburgh,
EH 3 5 BW, Scotland.
Phone: 031-332-6121.
Craigaveagh, Sketrick Island,
Killinchy, Co. Down.
Sketrick Island, Killinchy, CoX)own.
(579).
89 High St., Cowes I.O.W.
Do.
Seabank, Clifton Terrace, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin (801314).
E1 Medano, 75 Avondale Rd.,
Killiney, Co. Dublin. (809460).
Seabank, Clifton Terrace, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin. (801314).
Clayricarde, Blackrock Road, Cork.
Phone 33977.
White Oaks, Blackrock Road, Cork.
Windward, Strand Road, Sutton
Co. Dublin.
(Office:753351 ; Home:322507).
15 Asgard Park, Hewth, Co. Dublin.
Carrigaline, Co. Cork.

109.

Pamela

Conseal

Ianthe

Sarita

12

Wishbone

Do.

Galcador II

Fionuala

13

Gunfleet II

10

Eventide

Lyness, Mrs. Marla
McAutey, F. D. M. Ch., D.O~LS.
1961
Macauley, W.P. 1963
McBride, Dennis 1972
McBride, Edward D. 1970
McCann, George 1968
McConneU, J. C. 1958
McConneli, John H. 1965
McConnell, Mrs. M. 1959
McConnell, Stafford C. 1971
McCormick, WM.D.
(H 2’.R.) 1956
McDowell, J.R. 1963

McFerran, K. 1931
McFerran, Neil 1965
McGonagle, Liam 1959
McIlwaine, A.D. 1960
McIlwaine, Mrs. Y. 1963
Macilwraith, George H. 1970
McKee, Michael (H~P.R.) 1962
McKenna, David C. 1964
Mackeown, J. A. 1959
McKinley, Fergus 1953
McLaverty, C. 1961
McLaverty, K. 1961
McMillan, Alistair 1968
McMordie, H. M.

Apple Wood, Glen Road, Craigavad,
Co. Down. Phone Holywood 2730
45 Upper Leeson Street,
Dublin 4.
Ballyw~d House, Manor Kilbride,
Blessington, Co. Wicklow.
34 Belgard Heights, Belgard Road,
Tallaght, Co. Dublin.
9 Park Road, Watefford.
Rathmore Ave., Bangor, Co. Down
(Phone: Bangor 62035)
Darwin House, Cunnin#am Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin (Office: 773141)
Do.
Do.
San Michele, Barnhill Roll,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin (806205)
Brooldyni Greencastle, Lifford,
Co. Donegal (Home: Greencastle 5;
Office: Derry 5014).
Cherryhill, Ballym~ Rd.,
Crawfordsbum, Co. Down.
(Office:28221, Home: Helen’s Bay 3165)
Dangan, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin
(893153)
The Peak, Killiney, Co. Dublin
(803556)
Hilltop House, Windgate Road,
Baily, Co. Dublin.
Barra, Crawfordsburn, Co.Down
Do.
Doonaree, Loreto Park,
Cross Douglas Rd., Cork (33577)
104 Seacliff Road, Bangor, Co. Down
(Office: 22734, Home: 2692)
4 Vigo Street, London W.1.
57 Leeson Park, Dublin 6
(67964)
Beechfield, Sydney Ave.,
Blackrock, CoDublin (888376)
77a Brownhill Rd., Chandlers Ford
Eastleigh, Hampshire.
30 Deramore Drive, Belfast 9
"Treborth", Corr Bridge, Howth,
Co. Dublin (324042)
Colin Road, Dunmurry, Belfast (3319)

110.

Heather Bell

52

Vinga

Rosheen Bawn

~l~nan

17

Dolphin

21~

Antoinette
Korsar
Sarcelle

5
9
6

Dauntless

2

Durward

2

McMullen, L. 1940
McNeill, John C. 1971
McSweeney, Patrick 1968
Macken, J. J. 1949
Mackey, K. 1964
Madden, Arthur G. 1961
Madden, Dr. J. 1971
Maguire, B. C. 1950
Maguire, Edward D. 1971
Maguire, M. J. 1958
Maher, Patrick J. 1959
Mahony, J. A. C. 1958
Mallagh T.J.S. 1957
Marshall, A. H. (H.P.R.) 1963
Martin, Brian M. 1966
Martin, F.D. 1954
Masser, K. A. 1966
Mellon, D.E., M.IX 1947
Miller, C. G. 1955
Minchin, John 1960
Mitchell, E. D. 1959
Mitchell, P. D. 1956
MoUard, Robert E. 1969
Montgomery, A.IVl. 1957
Montgomery, E. J. 1955

11 Almoners’ Avenue, Cambridge CB1 4NZ
Kilderkin
Phone: 47020.
Ladybird Cottage, 49 Warren Rd.,
Donaghadee, Co. Down (3649)
"Dunmuire", Woodview, Douglas,
Pride of Kerry
Cork.
White House, Dalkey Ave.,
Arleen
Co. Dublin (806897)
(Dragon)
6 The Close, Mount Merrion, Co. Dublin
(881352)
Hazeldene, Marina, Blackrock,
Co. Cork (31348)
Derrylea, Menloe Gardens,
20’ sloop
Blackrock, Cork. Phone: 33439
Northfields, Blackboys, Uckfield,
Sussex. (Ph. Framfield 593)
MuUaghbeg, KiUyleagh, Co. Down
Triad
Willow Brae, Castlepark Rd.,
Arandora (P.O.)
Sandycove, Co. Dublin (804140)
Ballinglanna, Douglas Road, Cork
Fafner
(Office: 25252; Home: 33966)
Cloghroe House, Blarney, Co. Cork.
(85121)
2 Clonskeagh Road, Dublin 6 (971013)
Mac Lir II
Rockmount, 20 Warren Road,
La Petite
Donaghadee, Co. Down (3553)
Mamselle
11 Jordanstown Road,
Solitaire
Newtownabbey, Co. Antrirn.
2 Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane,
Adastra (P.O.)
Shankill, Co. Dublin (863410)
Edros, Baily, Co. Dublin.
5 Vergemount, Clonskeagh,
Janet
Dublin 6. (973075).
Shortalstown, Killinick,
CaUoo
Co. Wexford (Murrintown 8)
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork.
Windrose
(831296)
Carrowdore Castle, Millisle,
Co. Down. (Millisle 234)
106 Lancaster Rd., Freehold,
Brindaban
N. Jersey, U.S.A.
27 Sion Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin
Osina
Brocca, 5 North Avenue, Mount Merrion,
Dublin (Office: 56701; Home: 881045)
78 Northumberland Road, Dublin.
CaraveUe
(Office: 61201 ; Home: 67852).

111.

14
3

12
4
6

11
3

Moore, Godfrey B. 1946
Morck, Dr. P. B. 1958
Morck, Mrs. P. C. 1962
Morehead, R. 1950
Morris, Arthur 1961
Morris, R. Wall 1958
Morrison, R. Ian 1957
Morton, Rear-Admiral, A~. 1970
Mosse, W. P. 1964
Mulhem, James T. 1958

Mullins, John 1972
Mullins, Peter 1971
Murphy, W. J. 1963
Murray, Capt. Brendan, 1964
Myles, Norman
Nixon, James 1971
Nixon, W. M. 1963
O’Brien, John J. 1971
O’Byme, T. E. 1951
O’Ceallaigh, C. 1959
O’Ceallaigh, Mrs. M. 1963
O’Connor, Daniel 1971
O’Connor, Dr. M. 1957
Odium, Peter D. 1942
O’Donoghue, Dr. R. F. 1971
O’Donovan, W. J. 1947

18 St. Catherine’s Park, Glenageary,
Co. Dublin. (881045)
Frankfort Lodge, Merrion Ave.,
B1ackxock, Co. Dublin (880852).
Do.
Leeward, Marina, Blackrock,
Cork. (33297)
Clonmore Glebe, Piltown,
Co. Kilkenny (Fiddown 8)
Villa Vista Marina, La Capelania,
Venalmadena, Malaga, Spain.
Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd.,
Baily, Co. Dublin (323106)
110 Ashley Gardens, Phone 828 1588
Westminster, London S.W.1
Denedin, Bennetsbridge, Co.Kilkenny

Windward
Evarne

11

Querida II

20

Sungfoon
Nebula
Acari

5
.5.
11

Bonnet Rouge

11

(5)

Hillside, Upr. Mounttown,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin
(Office: 77592; Home: 8014209
Killeen Glebe, Dunshaughlin,
Co. M~ath. (046-25208)
Do.
15 Cleve Hill, Blackrock Road, Cork.
Fingal Strand Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin.
(322083)
13~Erannagh Park, Rathfamham,
Dublin 14.
Close Park, Killinchy, Co. Down (513)
29 Evora Park, Howth, Co. Dublin.
(Home: 323929; Office: 301200)
Belgrave Mews, Queens Park,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin (Phone 800627)
Thomdale, Beaumont Park,
Ballintemple, Cork. (32614).
46 Killiney Rd., Killiney, Co.Dublin
(852619

Spelga
Garland of
Howth
Windflower

Julia
Glenshane P.O.
(Glen O.D. )

Do.

Kotor, Vico Tce., Dalkey, Co. Dublin
(801186)
58 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin (67136)
Priory Lodge, Grove Ave., Blackrock,
Co. Dublin.
Tinballa, Montenotte, Cork (53871)
1 Ashton Park, Blackrock Rd., Cork.

112.

InisfaUen

Gigha

O’Flaherty, Michael 1968
O’Gallagher, Malachi, 1968
O’Hanlon, RHo, MD. 1940
O’Hanlon, Mrs° B, M~D., 1962
O’Hanlon, Andrew 1969
O’Keefe, Ray, Po (H_P.R.) 1937
O’Keefe, Dr. Maurice
Olver, John R. N., 1971
O’Mara, Stephen 1960
O’Neill, J. Russell 1964
O’Reilly, Bernard C. 1969
O’Reilly, John 1965
Orr, Arthur S P. 1970
Osborne, Jo A., D,S.C.
Capt R No (Retd.) 1969
Osterberg, Paul 1949
O’Sullivan, Jeremiah 1964
Park, Dro David 1969
Park, Mungo 1955
Patton, Henry Ao 1969
Payne, J. Somers 1969
Perrott, Thomas R. 1965
Pearson, L Do 1950
Pierce, Dermot 1968
Pope, A. E o 1948
Porteous, James 1968
Pritchard, John P° 1966
Pritchard, Mrs. Mary Go 1966
Purcell, D J. 1937
Radley, George 1971

Glenlion, Brennanstown Rd,.,
Cabinteely, Co. Dublin (896465)
12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Co.Dublin
8 St. James’s Tee., Clonskeagh,
Dublin 6. (62080).
Do.
16 Clonskeagh Rd., Dublin 6°(62080)
Landscape, Drinagh, Wexford
(Phone: 22980)
54 Main Street, Kinsale, Coo Cork°
1 Martello Ave., Craigavad,
Coo Down. (Ph. Holywood 2147)o
"Monaleen", Torquay Rd., Foxrock,
Co. Dublin (Home: 896009)
24 Killeen Drive, Bangor, Coo Down.
Oriel Villa, Clogher Head,
Co, Loutho (Clog, her Head 8).
9 Eden Quay, Dublin (47040)°
Evergreen, Old Holywood Rd.,
Belfast° (Home: 63601"; Office: 57261)o
Knockn;.agreana, Milford, Co. Donegal.
(Phone 73)°
The Old Manse, Hillsborough,
Co Down. (226)°
9 Rock St., Tralee, Co. Kerry (91)
The Croft, Cunningbum,
Newtownards, Coo-Down.
Corrig Breac, Baily, Howth, Co Dublin
(322210).
Denedin, Downshire Rdo, Bangor,
Co, Down,. (2513)°
4 Camden Tee., Crosshaven,
Cos Cork. (831128)
Kenmare, Kill Lane, Foxrock,
Co., Dublin° (895831)°
Craig View, Howth, Co. Dublin.
(322276)°
126 Harley St London°
Roan carrig, Waterfall Rd.., Cork.
(Office: 41851 ; Home: 41142).
Bunnyeonellon, Myrtleville, Co. Cork.
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co L)own.
Do.
3 Marlborough Rdo, Glenageary,
Coo Dublin, (801849)°
The Brake, Cobh, Co.Cork. (811394)

113.

Cuilaun of
Kinsale

28

Meermin

Firefly
Pipa

Oisin

11

Fairy O.D.
Sogala

Geraldine
Capella

4
4

Kitugani

11

Failte

12

Melody
Nat. 18"

Orana

12

Harbar

Aspasia P.O.

12

Cecille

13

Reid, N.C. 1963
Riordan, Cashel 1947
Robinson, Dr. G. 1960
Roche, Charles A. 1972
Roche, T. H. 1935
Rogerson, Frederick t969
Ronaldson, :Charles E. 1967
Ronan, J. G. 1956
Rothwell, R~I. 1960
Rudd, D. S. 1971
Russell, John F. 1965
Ryan, Senator Eoin 1957
Ryan, Dermot, J. 1971
Ryan, Frank, 1971
Scanlan, Edward P. 1966
Scanlan, Mrs. D. E. 1971
Selig, Ivan 1965
Sewell, Richard G. 1969
Shanks, T.R.J. 1972
Shefl, Leonard 1968
Sheppard, T. It. Comm. 1957
Shepherd, Gerald J. 1958
Simms, RJ.A. 1969
Smiles, Alan 1958
Smullen, Brian P. 1968
Smullen, John D. 1961

43 Ward Ave., Bangor, Co.Down (60093)
The 1)addock, Templelawn, Blaokrock
Road, Cork (33554).
Whimbrel
15 Belgrave Square, Monkstown,
Coo Dublin (Office: 805581; Home: 807207)
Ballingard, Delgany, Co. Wicklow
(874572)
Ros-na-Greine, Avoc~ Ave., Blackrock,
Co, Dublin (881093).
Creevagh, Dundrum Rdo, Dublin 14
(Office: 63949)
1 Fifth Ave., Baylands,
Bangor, Co. Down (5681)
Cuskinny, Cobh, Co Cork (811370)
Rosbarnagh, Newport, Co_Mayo (17)
Tregdla
Yeomanstown Lodge, Naax, Co.Kildare.
Phone: Office: 683533,Itome: 7669
Macfm
34 Killinakin Rd., Killinohy, ~elfast
Enterprise
81 Park Avenue, Dublin 4.
Ashdale, Castle Close, Castle Park Road,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin (803585)
55 Beech Park Ave., Foxrock,
Co. Dublin (894026)
Dravington House, Hamble, Southampton,
Hants., England.(Ph.S~ehelt Larre 2270)
Do.
5a Windsor Ave., N.Belfast 9
(Office :33878; Home: 666064)
7 Edith Tee., London SOW.10
(Phone: 352=7367)
14 Massey Ave., Belfast 14
(Ph. 63809)
"Portelet" Haddington Pk.,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.
Derrybawn, Military Rdo,
Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (853371)
Arderne Cottage, Utkinton, Tarpodey,
Cheshire (Ph.: Tarporley 668)
31 Waverley Dr., Bangor, Co.Down (3563)
28 Fifth Ave., Port Washington,
New York, U.S.A.
12 Eden Park, Sandycove, Co. Dublin.
Sea View, Corrig Ave., Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin (809601).

114.

Shalade

2O
5

15

8

Tryphena

10

Flampath

12

Thalassa

16

Maimoume

4

Gailey Bay

5%

Greylag of
Arklow.

12

Smyth, B.T. 1960
Smyth, F.B. 1964
Smyth, Karl 1964
Smyth, W.A. (H.P.R. Cultra) 1960
Somerville-Large, P.T. 1996
Speidel Noel 1968
Starkey, R.V. 1939
Steadman, David 1967
Stewart, Alan C. 1959
Stewart, Rynn 1968
Stevenson, John A. 1964
Sullivan, C. StJ. 1955
Sullivan, Michael R. 1967
Sutton, Eric P. 1968
Taggart, A. G. 1970
Taggart, Thos. N. 1966
Tayler, Warren J. 1962
Thompson, S.F. 1956
Tierney, John 1960
Tomlinson, Michael 1962
Tomlinson, Mrs. Molly 1965
Tughan, D. 1969
Tyrrell, Aidan 1971
Tyrrell, John (H.P.R.) 1940
Vickery, Ian
ViUiers-Stuart, J.H_I.
(H.P.R. Helvick) 1961
Villiers-Stuart, M.F. 1957

40 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9 (66386)
646, Howth Rd., Dublin 5
20 Hamilton Rd., Bangor, CoDown
(60906)
11 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9 (665265)
VaUombrosa, Bray, Co.Wicklow
(862216)
"Coolmaine", Malahide, Co.Dublin
11 Sandford Ave., Marlboro’ Rd.,
Donnybrook, Dublin (971107)
123a Sydenham Ave., Belfast 4
(656145)
44 Birchwood, Inyergordon,
Ross:Shire, Scotland (741)
12 Silchester Rd., Glenageary,
Co. Dublin.
Hill View, Cliddesden, Basingstoke,
Hants.
9 Avondale Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin
(805877)
Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Rd.,
Cork. (Home: 32734; Office:26731)
Laurentic, Knockrea Pk., Douglas Rd.,
Cork.
7 Tannoch Dr., Mflngavie, Glasgow.
(Phone: Mi1.1448).
Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island,
Kfllinchy, Co. Down.
53 West Point Edgbaston,
Birmingham 16.
Windyridge, Rochestown Rd.,
Douglas, Cork (31137).
Aisling, Knapton Rd., Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin (804391).
Elrrdeigh, Neston, Wirral, Cheshire
Do.
16 Maralin Ave., Bangor, Co. Down
(60432)
21 Holroyd Rd., Putney, London S.W.15
Inver Dea, Ferrybank, Arldow
(Home: 2452; Yard; 2403)
Vickerys Hotel, Bantry, Co. Cork.
Ballynaparka, .Villierstown nr.Cappoquin,
Co. Waterford (Villierstown 4).
Loughside, Greenisland, Co~mtrim
(Whiteabbey 2245)

I:15.

Wynalda P.O.
Rebel
St. Michael of
Cape Clear
Wynalda P.O.
Gannet

10
4
16
10
10

Malaise
Bonita
Dolphin

Harmony

Marie Victoire

8

12

K=iFinew

Pellegrina

12

Cygnet of
Mourne

13

Winifreaa of
Greenisland

13

Virden, Jonathan 1968
Walsh, R. T. 1950
Walsh, William 1968
Watson, Neff (H_P.R. Wicklow)
(Hon. Treasurer) 1962
Watson, Richard R. 1962
Watson, Mrs. Patricia 1966
Wayte, Ronald A. 1968
White, Michael L.1969
Whitehead, David 1972
Wilkinson, J.N. 1956
Wilby, K.A. 1964
Williams, W. Peter 1968
Wilson, P. 1964
Wingfield, Robert T. 1969
Wolfe, J. M. 1959
Wood Wolfe, C. F. W. 1958
Workman, J.R. 1954
Wylde, Commdr. A. L. 1961
Wylie, Ian E.

Glenlion Cliffs, Baily, Co. Dublin
65 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4 (691385)
Maryville, Crosshaven, Co.Cork
Office:52358; Home: 831261
North Quay,Wicklow (Phone 2492)

Sharavoge
building
Querida
Vivi
30 sq.m.

29 BalkiU Rd., Howth, Co.Dublin
(322472)
Do.
Setanta of
Villa Nova, Dundalk Rd.,
Skerries
Carrickrnacross, Co. Monaghan
70 Clifton Rd., Bangor, Co.Down
(Bangor 4681)
Hollybrook, Athenry Rd., Loughrea,
Co. Galway. (286)
Lcila (17footer)
Glenhedr., Howth, Co.Dublin (323063)
Shortwave
Flat 4, Hurstdale, Devisdale Rd.,
Altrincham, Cheshire.
Laragh
The Whins, Magherascouse,
Comber, Co. Down.
Nan ofiClynder
Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd., Bearsden,
Dunbartonshire, Scotland.
Anchor Cottage, Anchor Yard,
Knavesborough, Yorks.
Robbs Wall, Malahide, Co.Dublin (350505) Gay Gannet
Bridge House, Skibbereen, Co. Cork.
Ceara
53 Malone Park, Belfast (665815)
Carrick Witch
South Shore, Sheridan Drive,
Helen’s Bay, Co. Down (2208).
Hallowe’en
49 Hawthornden Road, Belfast
BT4 3JW (Ph. 650374)

HONORARY MEMBERS
4 Quay Hill, Lymington, Hants.
Barton, Humphrey 1934 (1954)
Murrayfield, Wilton Lawn, Cork (42612)
Barry, Gerald 1943 (1967)
Cuilin, Bray, Co. Wicklow (862634)
Campbell, R. P. 1934 (1969)
Doon, Cultra, Hollywood, Co. Down (2104)
Faulkner, J. A. 1930 (1967)
Ewing, Clayton Commodore - C.C.A. Wilderness Farms, Trappe, Maryland 21673,
U.S.A.
Bine Cottage, CrondaU Rd., Crockham
Gray, A. P. (ex-officio-Hon.Sec.
Village, Hants. (Crondall 376,01-499-3761)
R.C.C.)
Stone Cottage, Killiney Hill Road
Heard, R. D. 1939 (1963)
Killiney, Co. Dublin (803709)
Ardnagreine, Bantry, Co. Cork
O’Keeffe P. (H_P.R.) 1932 (1967)
(Home: 33;Office: 1).
Royal Ocean Racing Club,
Paul, Alan H. 1958
20 St. James Street, London S.W.1.
(HYD 5252)

5
15
5

12

9
4
12

7
8

3

Rose Rambler

11

Verve

10

Dyna
Rococo

5

Vanja IV
Harklow

6
12

Years in brackets are those in which honorary membership was conferred on previously elected members.
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